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Invesjtment .in the Bonds ·or South American Countrie� 
On !August 2, 1914, Germany. brought forth into the r . . light of p
r
bl�c scrutiny the limited co ... partnership _
of 
"Myself mi
f 
Gottu . .Thirty days later this cooperative 
organization was commonly referred to as the·world War. 
� 
. 
Chaos exis
f
ed. 
_ 
On April 7, 1917, the United States expressed. 
her willingness to actively �rbitrate the matter •. -November 11, . - .. II · � -
.1918, is the date on which as a result of said arbitration 
th� above lentloned consolidation was dissolved t-6 the 
� 
. 
extent that_ there was a falling off in the demand for nitrates 
and steel. On March 10, 1923, the date of this paper, chaos_ 
still exists. The future is a matter of spirited speculation. . r . . - . . - . . . The FJei.e,n InvestmentProblem ln the· United States 
"C 'J.t la guerre", .Many things have· come out of 
the war, Nilt the least of these la our·problem of foreign 
investment. 
Thro
r
ghout. the nineteenth, and ., .to a somewhat 
lesser extent the first ten years of tne twentiet� century., 
' ' 
- I 
- . - ,, .. , '. '' ,,,, .. -· •... :· �.. . ... - -�----� 
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England fou,d-without her own domain the leading market for 
her surplus capital. British capital was in every corner of 
the commercial world. The Statist of February 14,· 1914t · 
contains an estimate made by Sir George Paish showing the 
following item:tzation of British Oversea Investments as 
of December 1913. 
British Oversea Investments 
Deceµiber 1913 
India and Colonies 
Canada and Newfoundland ...... - -
tt . . . Aust�alia 9 - - ... - ... - ... - - � 
New Zealand �• .- ..; ... - - - ...... .. 
Sout� Africa · ... � - ....... - ... - -
West IIAfrica � -� "! .� ..........
... _. .. 
India and Ceylon tr!' Q ... ... ... ..  ... 
Stra.1l!ts Settlements - ......... - -
Hong IIKong .e @ ... ... ... ... ...  .,.. .. ...  .. 
Brit�sh North Borneo 9 ... ... .  . 
·othe�
I 
Colonies·· ... .;. ... ,,;.· ...... .., ... 
I . - -
Total India and Colonies ...... 
Foreign 
Unite
Jl
d States ...... -: ...... - - ..... 
Cuba • � � - � � � � - �  • •  � .  
Phil�ppines � • e.,.. .......... - ... 
ArgenJ
1
tina e � ... ..,; .... ... ... ... tit - � 
Brazi[ � � � � .... ... ... - ... __ � 
Mexidb a ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  ... 
g�;!�l;:::::::::::: 
P_eru·jj ....... "" ............ - ...... - .. ... 
Miscellaneous American· .;. ..... .. 
Russi� ... - ...... - ............. - ... 
Egypt � " •·� �  - • � 
-
- � - � 
(continued on next page) 
$2,574,350,000 
1,660,560,000 
42.1, 670, 000 
1,850,960,000 
- 186,525,000 
1,893,880,000 
136,465 J OOO 
- 15,520,000 
24;100,000 
130,945,000 
$8,899,975,000 
$3,773,085,000 
165,3.75,000 
- 4 1 , 085, 000 
1,597,825,000 
737,825,000 
495,095,000 
305,715,000 
180,620,000 
170,865,000 
127,690,000 
333 ., 135, 00,0 
224,560,000 
Spa in ... ... 8 .- ... - - ... ... .. ... ... - .;.: $ 
Turke� � • •. � � � � ..... "� 
Italy\1 � � � • � � � ... • • w 
� � 
Portugal • • " ..... - � � - w � 
Franclr ... .,. .. .. ... ..,. ... .,. - ... ... f;> 
Germany e a  ... ...  • A Q � - ... �• ... 
!A:tsce[1a1ieous European.- � ... � ... 
Japan\\ � . ... ... .:. ,;+ � - o;_o ... - ... ... ' ... China M � � � • � ... - � - � • � 
Misce[laneous Foreign 9 e M ... ...  
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95,285,000 
93,480,000 
62,200,000 
40, 680, 000 
,40, 100,000 . 
31, 820, 000· 
·272,900,000 
314,080, 000 
219,415, 000 
_ 348,485,000 
Total Foreign o;,o; ... - ... .,. $9,671,320, 000 
Total India and Colonies. 8�899,975,000 
Total Oversea .. - Q e - � - .. $18,571,295,000 - ... -· . . - ·-·- •. 
Like England, France a_nd Germany have followed a 
II 
consistent policy of extensl ve fore
.
ign caJ.!1 tal comm� tment, 
1 ' . but unlike th� British their 0fforts have been devoted to a 
,. . . 
\\ relati�ely 11,
ited geographical field whereas the British 
pound sterling has covered the commercial world. It le 
- II interesting to note in this connection that of the 10,000 
II securi tles listed on the London Stock Exchange·, fully· 50% 
II - - -are of_:f'orei
l 
origin. This employment of Old World funds 
in the 
.
less d�
l
veloped portions o;f .tho .
•arth has, from the 
very first, been exceedingly profit�ble to both parties 
concerned. 
When, in 1914, the (}reat War came the financial balance 
l , -
of the entire 
\
orld was upset. All was changed. In.this 
time of acute l�inancial. stress the . foreign investment policy · II -of England prored its soundnesf f,.. To finance the conflict 
En 1 d d Ii t . . · g 
.
_ an ma e .  ex ensi ve use of her American investment a in 
I 
. ! 
✓ 
I 
·- ---- -~�- ,-,�­. -• � --••'•�•�--•-• W,-, • •�,•-v• • 
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purchasing. w:ar materials. .In the five years beginning 
August 2, �91
1'4, the_ est�blished Order of centuri
es was unmade, 
and �oday the world sits back amazed, still hardly compre� 
hending. 
The ]ate Allied.Nations now owe the United States 
roughly twel+ billions of do_llars, The na·tions of Europe 
are borrowin@ nations. It will be years-before Englang. 
will be able !to make large· external loans. America is now 
in possession of at least one third of the total gold supply 
of the entire ?orld. •. She is the only source of capital 
supply in' existence, the banker of the world. 
I . . The s1:1bject of foreign investment is an all-..inclu..-
' '  · , . 11 
· -
sive one. 
-
Na
l
ional policy in �his respect is a matter of 
business, economic and political consideration. In the 
United States it is today (perhaps unconsciously) an issue 
secondary to none. · The subject of worl.d peace is to a large . I extent a matt
,
r of international investment. The financial 
Position of tJe United States in the world at large is a . 
II matter of for
,i
1gn investment. The commercial supremacy of 
this nation de.pends in large measure upon our Willingness 
to send our Jb1 rican dollars to eyery corner of the commercial 
. I world. Even into the matter of naval armament we find this 
. ll question of ou
r 
foreign investment policy intruding. It may 
well be said tfuat at the root of every question of·national 
or international importance today we find this problem 
of our extehsion of capital credits abroad. 
I 
[t is not the purpose qf this P.aper to discuss . 
· 1 · this questi
j
on of foreign investment _policy. It is- the 
. 
I . 
writer's beilief that the United States will eventually 
. 
] ' 
. 
. be forced into the position of an international capitalist. 
. 
. � 
. 
This is, however, a matter o� the future. Today we are 
II · 
faced with a different tho closely related problem, that 
· 
11 
of the Amer, can investor. 
The American Investor's Problem 
Prior to the year 1914 very few Americans were 
- II 
familiar with bonds and bond investments. America's 
. 
� . 
participati
il
n in the War was financed internally thru the 
issue and s
,
le to some millions of people of Liberty Bonds. 
From the beginning the Gove.rnment deliberately set about 
the sale of its credit instrumentalities to the people. 
The 1mmedia�e result was all that could have been wished. 
II . 
-
. 
As a long tjjme.policy the attempt was to a great extent a 
failure� TJe_result in which we are most interested was 
the creatioJ of a nation of investors out of·a people who 
I -
. 
knew and car
li
d little about investing and investments. 
Some million.s of people still own their Liberty and Victory 
-
11 Bonds, people who had never seen a bond before the War. 
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And _many of those who have not retained these Government 
issues now own municipal and industrial issues. 
ThJs change in the investment field has naturally 
II , - - -been attended with certain evils. Chief among these has 
I -
-_ - -
-
been th� widespraad distribution of securities of question..-
able worth. The people obtained a little knowledge of 
·1nvesting atJ a time when yields were abnorma_lly hi5h. This 
kn�wledge di
\
d not, in the majority of cases, extend to the 
.JI . . . 
. 
ability to analyze offer�hgs. When interest rates fell-
[ . 
. 
and bond yields became correspondingly lower we found the 
attention of the newly created investing public directed 
to issues wh
�
ch, because of :their nature ., held forth the 
allurement of high yields. In a market of rising bond 
Prices this lan mean but one thing, a lessened security 
� 
. 
. 
. . 
behind the investment offerings. 
11 · 
-
-
Among the hig_� yield securities which found a 
rather ready market following the war was c1. wide variety 
of foreign b
,
nde. These foreign securities were for the 
most part is
j(
es of governments, and, to a lesser extent, 
of goyernment
\l
al subdivisions. The yield from these 
securities w·ai  uniformally high, ranging all the way 
to 8 and 1/2
,
1
1
• This yield coupled with fact that -the 
issues were g
li
vernment instrumentalities created a ready 
narket for the bonds and millions of dollars have been -
II _ -
invested in tRem. 
•-••-,� -
• ,-.,.,
v� •-- -�,,�,_..,..., . .,_ . ..,. � - • ... �:.--•, �
-
.--� - :_.;.-_-:::-:::�...:...:::.::::::�..;.:..,::: 
--- • -
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Many of these bond•issues came from the governments > @ 
tt . 
. 
national, at!te and municipal - of South America, The 
� 
. . 
. 
following are typical of many South Amer1·can offerings which 
II 
have been made to the general public through the press 
II during the last twenty months. 
REPUBLIC OF CHILI 
25 
]
ear, 8% Sinking Fund Gold Bonds 
Totaf issue 110, 500,000 
Date of Issue November 1, 1921 
nJte of Maturity Novem�er 1, 1946 
* * * * 
REPUBLIC OF CHILI 
15% Sterling Loan of 1911 
Total issue J't5,000, 000 
Maturity date 1948 
REPUBLIC OF CHILI 
25 Year, Sinking Fund 8% Gold Notes 
Amount of issue $24,000,000 
Dated February 1 , 1921 
Due February 1, 1941 
* * * * 
UNITED STATES OF BRAZIL 
$25,000,000 
Twenty "Iear, 8%, Non�callable, External Gold Bonds 
Dated June 1, 1921 
Due June t, 1941 
BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT 
External L oan of 1895 
Amount of 1·ssue lZ7,442,-000 
Amount outstanding rt6,925,900 
Due August 1, 1934 
CITY OF POR TO ALEGRE 
(United States of Brazil) 
$3.,500,000 
8% Sinking Fund Gold Bonds 
(External· Loan of 1921) 
40 Year 
Dated Dec. 1, 1921 
Due Dec. 1, 1961 
* * * * 
REPUBLIC OF ARGENTINE' 
5% Sterling Loan of 1913 
Amount of i esue lZ3, 111, 4.00 
Due July 1, 1947 
:Page 8 
--s• -� 0 _.., 
GOrRNMENT OF
 THE ARGENTINE NATION 
I.· $50, 000 ,
000 
Two Year 7% Treasury Notes 
Dated October 1, 1921 
Due October 1, 1923 
* * * * 
GO" .,_.RNMENT OF THE ARGENTINE NATION 
Five Year 7% Gold Bonds 
$27,000,000 
Dated February 1, 1922 
Due February 1, 1927 
* * * * 
CITY OF BUENOS A IRES 
Loan of 1909 
5% 
.Due 1946 
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It should be noted that these issue,s cover alm ost 
- II the entire inve
l 
stment range within their class. There are 
- I 
natio;;al, etat
j 
and municipa·1 issues., Issues payable 1n 
sterling and iR dollars. Maturities vary from the two year 
notes of the A!gent1ne Nation to the to·t:."'ty year bonds of 
II - - . - -the city of Povto Alegre. Th�y are typical of the many 
South American issues that hAve be.en recently offered here 
1n the United States. 
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T�e most of these bonds are probably sound 
investments. They are not, however, advisable ·comitments _ 
for the average _investor. It is with the establishment of 
th�s seeming\ parad�x that this paper is concerned ., 
The Investment· Field 
· It is a difficult matter to define investment. 
It is much e sier- to tell what it is not than to say just 
exactly what it is. .It is likely best to establish a 
meaning for 
j
he term by comparing it to. the similar tho 
different colception, speculation. Investment has for its 
II 
purpose the obtaining of a return for sacrifice. In 
II 
in�esting one gives up both the possession and the management 
of funds for a period of time. This entails sacrific·e on 
the part of the investor. The mathematics of finance has 
II - . 
long recognized this principle and has provided us with 
.
formulas forjdetermining the present value of funds which 
come into ou, possession at some later date. This difference I between the �
[
resent and future value of funds is called • I interest. We
i 
may say, then, that the prime_object of the 
iilveator ie Jr obtain from his comniitment of �he possession 
and managemed
r 
of funds to another, thie return to be in 
the-form of 1lterest. Speculation differs from investment in 
· II this respect rery materially. The speculator anticipates 
the making or! a profit, not because he give a up control of 
funds and 1s therefore entitled to a return for this 
•·· -- --- .......... �.-----
·
·
·
-- ------- . ·---------�·------ ' •- - �·�-. - �. ,., , ....... , ., .. .  �-�,., .. --. . ·-· . -·· . . .. . •-
··· --•---·· 
( 
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eacrtfice, but rather thru an increase in the market value 
. 
� 
of the form which the funds have taken. In other ·words, 
II ·• 
the soeculat0r believes that certain values are due to 
· · · - . II 
. . 
increase in the future and is willing to make a commitment 
11 
·
. 
· 
in these values for the sake of benefiting from this increase 
II 
in value. -Ir 
as much as the chief element is thus, as we 
have seen, �de element of time, obviously speculation has to 
do primarily with the ;.tssumption of risks., It is in this 
respect more than in all others that investment and speculation 
differ. The
l
retic_ally, there is no element of risk present· 
_in_in�estment; practically, the element of risk �e always 
there. As a result the investor receives for his commitment 
. 
. 
·1 
. . 
of' funds a. re
\
turn_ for the risk assumed as well as interest, 
It is the rellative amount of this risk present in all invest.,. 
II 
ments that makes the wide variation in rates and return 
11 
from different investments at any given time, In as much 
as investment theoretically contemplates no assumption of'· 
risk, and aga
tn as �n practice this risk is always present, 
we might say that these_ ie no such thing as investment., 
Ex 
.. 
· i h 
II h
. 
t. t i . per ence., 0weve:r, e ows ha . t is practically possible 
II · · · · to reduce thi
iJ 
risk to a minimum. While the human mind 
cannot in its 
ll
present. stage of development infall_ibly read 
the future, y
j( 
training has enabled the 
.
experienced to 
discount_the pt°
seibilities of the future very .successfully. 
This ability, coupled with the possibility of scientifically 
. ;.,:._. -
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insuring-against risk thru careful distribution of commitments, 
II · . _ makes investing practically possible. It is necessary, 
however� to admit that risk is always present to a certain 
degree in all investments, but that true investments are 
. . � . . 
those in which, the element of risk ie very small, has been 
. II . ·- . reduced to a minimum. Thus it seems that every investor ie 
at the same time a speculator,. -It is likewise true that in 
most speculations there is an element of 
-
sacrifice and, 
· therefore, J characteristic of investment� The border line 
I between 1ny,s�ment and speculation is in many cases very 
vague. Pra.c
\
tically, a given commitment may to one person 
be a specul�
\
ion and to another an investment. This lack 
of a sharp l[ne of demarkation le 1n accord with our 
. I 
. . 
previous cont
\ 
ention that investment is dif'f1cul t to define� . l . - . . 
The writer b
l
elieve-s, howeve.r, that this comparison or 
. I - - . 
investment and speculation on-the basis of their chief · 
II · · · 
· 
characteristics is sufficient to show that in practice 
� 
it is possible in the majority or cases to distingui�h · 
II 
betvreen the two .. We:may say., then, that investment 1s the 
� 
. . 
commitment oll the possession and the management of funds 
to another in the anticipation or a return in the form of 
I interest as compensation for the sacrifice involved.. It is 
.. 
ne6essary to �ecognite that in practice there is in all 
investment a \certain element of risk, and that in addition 
to interest -�eceived the -investor is entitled to a return 
Page 13 
for the degree of risk accepted •. It is primary to the 
� ' 
. 
invest�ent, howev4ilr, ·that this risk element be reduced to 
the minimum., I 
The Elements of Investrnen·t 
Safety 
In defining investment we founq. -tha·t investments 
diffe_r from each other chiefly in the matter of the risk 
II involved in making the commitment . In analyzing.any offering, 
ri 
then, it is- of first importance that we determine in-so far 
] 
as it be possible the risk involved. Security is· undoubtedly 
II the most impom[tant of the characteristics of an investment •. 
I 
It is of first importance because 1 no matter how desirable 
- II the commi tmentJ may seem in other respects, wi th·out- sa!et;;r 
II 
- all else is o� little avail. 
I 
Return 
Butl security is not the only consideration. 
I I 
_The purpose ofi all investment is the return that the investor 
realizes from 
\
he transaction. When ope makes an investment 
he does so bec
r
use he wis�es to assure himself of a continuous, 
steady return. To assure himself of this he makes a 
commitment which contains the minimum of risk. As we have . 
� 
. seen, this ten
f
, s to make his ·return conform to the current 
interest rate. The more risk he assumes, -however, the 
greater will be his return because of the compensation 
· - II which he must J, ave_ to offset tht: risk 1nvol ved. All other 
� .. J -, ·-.. .. ... -· - •• ,..,. _, ,.., ·t··.�-..- � . • · · · - · ' _
_ , 
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things being equal the larger the return the more 
satisfactory the investment. But all other things are 
not equal and any increase in return above the rate of I - -
true interest will_always be at the expense.of some other 
II - · · --
desirable in"IZ'
j
estment characteristic. This is the first and 
i 
most fundamental of all investment principles, that high 
� 
. 
' . 
' . 
. return alway·
1 
means ria-k, risk taken at the expense ·or secur ... 
ity. We may say, then, that return-is the second consideration 
in the analys
1
is of an investment. This return should be 
I 
stable., it s
]
ould not vary. Such a condition is the usual_ 
corollary of security •. Again, this return shall- be not only 
steady but it should be as large -as is consistent with the 
degree of secjurity needed. All i.nvestors do not need an 
I . - . - -equal amount 
r
f security in their commitments
� 
It would 
seem, therefo�e, that having satisfied himself that the 
II 
- . 
return from a
r
y giyen offeri�g will be stable, the ne,xt 
problem that must be solved is the determination of the 
I .. -degree of safety commensurate with the investment needs of 
-11 
. . 
. 
- -
the individual. In other words, the return from the investment 
· II must be stabl
l 
and as large as the degree of safety required 
by the inyest
l
r will permit. 
Marketability 
· .The average investor hesitates to make long time 
commitments. This is probably a mistake on his part. 
_ Interest rates fluctuate with the fluctuations of the business 
Page 15 
cycle. Tl, e [long time investment secures the investor against . · Ir I . ·, losses which'. are liable to result from these fluctuations. If . 
. . � I 
the in:'esil
o
l 
had the ability and the de_sire to understand the 
money mar
f 
tj of tomorrow it 1� possible that by taking 
ad:'antage Jl:
f
J 
these fluctuations he_ could ac_tual
,
ly profit there.,. 
by. The ave,rage investor has not the training or experience 
11
-
I · · 
. 
· . · · 
which makes for this ability. Again, even were he so equipped 
. . II j:. 
- · · 
he _would j
eli::lom care to give the constant study and attention 
which thiJ tbe of investing ·entails. The long time commit-
. II II · . ment is tJi!e solution of this problem. The return from it is 
I I I · · less influenced by current business conditions and the 
investor Js laved the necessity of reinvestment with the 
.. l. 
attendant 11.o
ll
ses.  It is usually desirable and freq'uently 
necessary, h0wever, that the investor maintain his funds in 
a current or semi-:current condition. Thus the investor . I , . 
. 
argues that
! 
fue cannot safely invest in these long time 
II 
· · · 
commitment
r 
ttnless they-are readily marketable. It is 
II because of t
il
ls that ability to sell or liquidate the invest� 
rnent has c0me to be one of the important factors in the 
consideratioJ of any investment offering. For_ the investor 
who intend� Jo profit fro!ll his investments through the 
process of 
r
+ding on the basis of general economic changes 
this facto1? 01 1f marketability is absolutely essential. 
Ability to se[l is imperative if one is to make a profit in 
this way. It is this influence which· causes'many seasoned 
- - ...... ·�
·
·- - ,:,,
.
..,.._ 
.
. _ -,, · ,  . . , .
. .  -
' 
·
·
- -• - ,-··-- ·-�- . �-·-- --- --� ···- -··· -- - -- --•---- -· . -'" 
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investors to
l 
stick to "listed It se curities and to buy those 
on�y . Foil- Ju
1 
ch investors marlretability is, · as has be en 
II I - . . . . . 
said, abs
]
lu
l
tely ne cessary . For the average investor , 
likewise, ma!r'ketability would always be desirable if it 
I 
were not �hat this same marketability always costs . It is 
I always at th
ji 
expense either of safety or return, �sually 
the later. 
"f1
'he inyest or must, therefore, determine the 
relative +l�e to him, of these · e18ments, always ke eping in 
mind the 
,r
c
r 
that he cannot obtain the maximum of all in 
. the same c
l
ommi tment ., To the average investor the subj ect 
I II -
of marketa
l
il ity is of less importance than it would seem ;  
Many inye +mints are conside red as excellent collateral 
for curren
l }
oans by commercial banks • . Frequently this 
characteri
li
t
l
c of collateral value can be substitut ed for 
marketabilatu
1
. Tho, c ollateral value is sometimes influenc ed 
II 11 . . 
by marketabl]ity, it is not dependent upon it , Possession 
II II . of this ch
r
r
,
c teristic in a high degre e  is not always at 
the sacrlf.ii.ce of security or yield . This !B'act must always 
I I I 
be conside �e
_1
· in analyzing securities • 
. convenienc e 
Th 1 -
Ji
lted States is rapidly becoming a nation of 
investors . T�e World War was undoubtedly immediat��y 
I I responsible for this . However as a nation developes from 
the stages of exploitation and- speculation it must of 
necessity se ttle down. Business is bound to stabiliz e  
Page 1 7  
::
s
:
l
:a::fn
1
:;
e
::::::0::�:
t
::::; ::
le
: ::::: ::
e
a:::: • inve st� 
ors. This means that the traditional $1, 000 bond will go. 
· · II Convenience in denomination is of importance to the investor 
today , Likewise, we· have already seen that in the matter of 
duration lrjthe investm�nt there is a variety of' demand , 
II 
This means • hat the issue which is offered in several matur� 
11 I I · i ties will tiave an advanta�e in the investment market over 
II . . 
0 
those which are of uniform duration. Convenience of 
11 
duration 
11
� of importance. Many of the consistent 'investors 
of today 
il
re such because of lack of kn-owledge of business. 
They seek r steady return from a commitment Which involves 
the minimutm of care and attent ion. Investments differ in 
· II 
this respect . The conservative government bond when 
. I 
regieterec as to pr·1ncipa1 and interest requires pract ically 
. I -
no attentj
j
on . from the individual who de-sires a permanent 
commitment . On the other hand, the real estate mortgage, to 
I 
be successfu[ly handled entails constant expert supervision . 
. . I ll Between t�e
l 
se two extremes we find varying degrees of care 
II · · and attent
1
ma as characteristic of the various i ssues. 
This freed
l
om from attention is usually accompanied by a 
I . -_correspond1lng dec;rease in yield . It is the natural corollary . 
II II of the hi
ll 1
egree of . security' which the care free investment 
must o
� 
ne
f
essity enjoy . In considering the matter of 
conven1enc1 1 then, it is essent ial that we ex�end it  to 
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cover this idea of the degree of attention which the 
. · I II , 
commitmenf .  f
ill demand of its owner � To summarize, we 
may .. say t
r
at c onvenience to the possessor in the matters of 
. . 
� 
. 
. 
duration1 denomination · and attention is. an important 
II 
characteristic always to be considered in investment analysis • 
. Apprecia ti .on 
We
i 
have said that the motive in investment is the . I . . . 
desire fo aJ return in the form of interest. In speculation 
II II ·· the commitment is made with expectation of an incre�se in 
] 
II 
. .· 
the valu
� 
o
, 
the funds themselves,  We also stated that in 
speculati n 
l
the element o.f in-yestment is likewise invariably 
present. Th!i s is due to the existence of the time element., 
. 
� 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Similarly.,. aUll investment has its speculative side. This 
I II · 
speculati_r 
11
onstituent is secondary in that the investor is 
usually seek[ng to reduce it to the minimum consistent with 
· I II circumstances . The fact remains however, that because · we 
I II are dealing with an - unknown future the value of the commitment 
' 
. . 
[ 
. � 
1s subj ect
_
t
f 
fluctuation. • This means the pre sence . of the 
potentiali
r
y II of apprec iation or depreciation in every investmentb
l 
ased on the possibility of change in relative ·· 
I II values or change in knowledge of existing values . It should ·· II II 
. 
always be the endeavor of t.he investor .to . choose a commitment 
· II ·
· 
ln which the chances of appreciation are better than the 
· II . · probabilities of depreciation • .  This search for an appreciation 
II potential! ,·y should never be carried to the point where 1 t· · 
---�-- .,_.,_ ¥- -- � _ _,.__, ____ , • .,__ -·-
·
-- •• . - '·"" 
•c_..._. ,,.�-••---•-., �• •••~• • • • • • 
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is inconsi stent with 
- · 
. 11 · I . The Possibilities of 
I 
are , never t�e less , 
note th�t we lare not . I 
or fall in t�e ;alue 
I 
the degree of secur ity essential. 
potent ial appreci at:1: ori _ or depreciation 
of great importance . · The reader should 
referring in this paragraph to  the rise 
of an investment approaching maturity, 
due to the fe et that it was purchased at a d iscount or a 
premium. 
J}n analysis of an investment contemplates an in ... 
II I - . vestigatiom oif the following five characteristics : _ _ safety, · · II I · - -
· 
retu1:D, ma
,
ke
l
abili ty ,  
_
conyenience
. 
and appreciation. These 
five characterisxics are here given in the oroer of their . . � I 
. 
. 
. 
relative impo�tance . No one of them may ever be neglected . · . II I They will b
l
e 
l
ithe basis of the invest igation . whi ch this paper 
. - I I · proposes to make . 
How Investments ·Differ From Each Other 
No two investments are alike. They differ . from 
I I 
. 
each other 
l
chief'ly on the ·oasis of the five characteristics 
which we hare just di scussed, Within the field of investment 
as we . have ae
i
ined it we find all degrees of secµrity,  a 
II wide range 
l
ot· return, investments possessing to a marked 
I 
degree mark
l
e tability and those almost. devoid of it •. Denom ... · I II · 
inations and durati ons vary, some investments require constant II II a ttent ion w
i
i]e others are practically free from it and . 
I II 
' ' 
finally,  du
! Jl
o their very nature 1 certain com�i tment s. seem 
l ikely to b .,come more valuable , while in others there is 1 1  ttle . I . 
possibility ofi  th is ,  some even showing a tendency to become 
.: 
.
, , . ... ., - ---- :;;:.: ... �-,;:::�-···-··,.-=. · -::,-:::::: -· - ·------·- -~-� ·---··-�·-··-· 
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less wor ,h
i
• . United States government bonds are the 
accepted 01::JJ. igations of the greatest nation in the world . 
I f  our na ti lonal government should become una,ble or unwilling 
to leyy 
]
lla,,ls to- meet . lt_s obligations, then that quality 
which we s��ak of  as credit will have passed out of exlst'ence , 
However oaf-e such a. commitment in government cred it may be , 
· . II 1 t doe·s 
]
ot follow that all .government se curl ti es are devoid 
of risk ,  The World War cond itions brought about a more or 
· 
II . -less temP,orary f inancial embarrassment on the part of' many 
nations. This strained cond ition in several cases resulted 
. J II in inabi itl to make papents o f  interest _ _ principal 
I II due on funded obligations. Prior to the World Wa. r default 
II II · � in  such �ayment was not unknown . Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, 
· · . I I Peru, . venjzfela , M�xico , Costa Rica, Quatemala , Honduras, 
Liberia_, l a
l
to Domingo , Turkey and Greece had all defaulted 
in paymen
l· . 
o f  obligations to ·foreign security holders. Thus 
- . I II in  this most conservative class of'  investments� national 
II II · · · · · · governmenp obligations, we see a great var iation in safety . 
. . II 
. 
In the less conservative classes, as municipals, rai_l roads, 
. . · II . 
- - · · 
public utiljjties,  industrials etc . , we find an even wider 
variation I 
Li!k:ewise, investments di ffer widely a s  to yield .. 
United St, te�s �ti, Federal Farm Loan Bonds, declared 
. . I � . . by the ac
l 
W
r
ich . created them 11 instrumental1 ties of  the . 
Government) · of the United States" , a re selling to yield
· 4(J, 
I 
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At the earn
� ij
iµie 8% bonds of the Republic of Peru due in 
1932 are sel]ing at 98 . 50 which make s the ir yield if held 
ta mat:urit� Jpproximately 8 , 20%,  These are both nat,ional 
government
ll 
i
j
Jl sue s .  In other fields, as  for instance the 
industrial �, we find securities which are paying return s 
at an even h1Jghe r rate . It i s  the writer ' s belief, however, 
. 
. 
� 
that at th � ,Rre sent time 8 and · t /4% is about the maximum 
I I return whi
I
, h  can
.
be obtained from an investment commitment . 
This i s  of co
,
urse the extreme. Beyond thi s point the rislr 
I 
involved b
j
(j
mes so great that the commitment i s  no longer 
of an inve st
�
lent nature, even for the most· experienced and 
- - II I seasoned imvestor, and �hould be class ed as a speculation . 
11 Thus we fi
]
d 
l
that even in the mo
.
st conservative clas s of 
securitie s th!ere i s  a wide variation in yield, rang1ng all 
I . the way fr m the lowest accept.able return to a yield so 
large that it only. just falls within the conception of "ln .... 
vestment irte�est . 
-I II \ Iii.mt as inve stments vary as  to security and yield 
so there i s  a wide divers ity among them in matte rs ·of 
mar�etabilil
y and collateral value. Thi s is  in itself a 
rather extens
i
ve subject and will not be e.xhausted here. 
f . . The re are t
l
w o type s of influences effecting marketability • 
. I 
The first o,f 
ii
he s e we might call natural. We mean by that . 
differences in the nature of the investments themselves ,  
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. I 
such as 1seeur ity, amount of  the issu e ,  where and to  whom 
II ll marketed, etc. The other type o f  influence is· exte rnal in 
. . �-
its natu
r
e and might be called art 1 f i"cial . Markets for 
certain classes of securities �re f�equently created by laW ;  
The use l r  certain United States Government issues as 
� ' . . 
collateral for bank note issue is a good example .  The law 
� ' 
. 
. 
restricts 1·he investments of savings banks , 'trust· companies 
- II II 
and the 1 1 ,e , and thereby creates a market for certa in 
cla-sses lrjsecuri t i es .  Again , the existing tax situation, 
II -
-
· 
under whic the return from some securities is subj e ot to  
. I I I · 
tax whil
j 
o
l
hers are exempt or fre e from taxati on ,  creates 
arti f iciJl larbts . It is such influences as these which 
we speakJo1 as arti ficial , It is essent ial in this conne Cti on 
that we eniti on the ef fect ar listing securiti es on the 
exch�ge �� Listing in itself does not create mi�etability , 
it only filac
�
litates it ., Not all listed secur ities are active . I . 
and not a[l active securit i es are l isted . However the 
II · -
· -
exchange does give publicity and tends to. increase marketabil ... . 
I . II · · 
- --
i ty , Thi
i f
hort treatment o f  the sub j ect of  marketability 
and colla
l
ite �al value is suf ficient t o  indi ca
.
te  the fact that 
I . 
. - . 
investments do d i ffer very greatly in :this important respect . 
A brief  study of  the South American investment 
offerings 1
1
cluded in th� introduction to  this paper will 
be suffic ·eJ't to  show that ii, the matte'r of convenience o f  
I I denominat · on and durati on th ere is a large variati on .-
. 
·-· �--" __ , . . --- --- ------,--- --�-�,. , ___ _ ··- --
.
. ____ , 
.
.. , ·•····-·--•·.....,�-- . .  · ----"---�- - . .,.� 
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Bond den or i
]
ations today range all the .way from the -$50 .. 
- � I - -
- - -
ubaby bondi l l  tt_o the inf-requent $ 1 00, 000 denominati on • . The · -. lf I - -- - . _ $ 1, 000 and] �
1
500 certi ficate s  are most c,ommon • . An illustrati on 
- - - - II I - -
o f  th e -van
1
iat ion in necessary attenti on has alr eady been - · I I - . 
given .in j
he
l 
compa r ison of  tne United States Gove>rnment 
rerris tered bond and the real estate mortgage investment . T: c J. 0 -
- I II . · · 
To many ofi
l
l 
the smaller investors this question is of  - import-
- - II 
- -
ance s econa. only to · security . To  all investors it 1.s a - I II -
matter o f  ronsid erable imp ort , _ _ 
Ir. alliati on in apDreciation -ootentiali ties ia as II 4 4 -great a s in any o f  the characteristics of the investment . 
II II · - -
SGme inye s
lf
m
ji
nts , a a_ for insta�ce real estate mortgages , _  
cannot because of  their very nature anpreciate in th is way 
11 II 
. 
-to any ma t
r
ri!al extent . On the contrary they are freqµe ntly 
subject to
ll ·
r�ther dangerous depreciation , As a rule it is 
the securitiJs of  a more speculative nature that are liable. 
to ■wreci!tJ althou� thi a  is · not always �rue. Any security 
- - � I 
-
to apprec iate. in th is way must poss ess ·the likelihood o f  an 
extens ion Jr !ts market in the future , of be of  such a 
II I nature that change s in the general ec onomic conditions will 
- II II -effect it mat
r
rially . This is , o f  cours e , comparable to 
say ing thaJI t�e inves tment is of a speculative nature, rt 
I 
1
1 
-
is poss ib1 J
1
, iowever, to find secur iti es that possess r.elatively. 
: II · 
-
little r isro and which have at the same time a material 
likelihood of future value increas e. _  To the average investor 
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potentia appreciation is of lea st importance in proportion 
to the of hJ
1
1
1
r characteristics di scu� here . Potential appre""': 
e lation 
!I
n .
1
investment can, however , ·be made ·the ba sis of 
considerab�
l
e profit to the initiated and 1n all cases  the 
p6tentialJil' of appreciation should equal or outweigh the 
� � . . . chances of .tleprecia tion. 
I . . d" Th . 1. N d Kinds of Investors an - e r  ee - s 
I I 
: 41
ust as no two investments are alike so do inve stors 
differ f
�
om each. other in like respects, and, lf it be 
possible, to even greater extent . Th� requirements of the 
. � . . investor tliffer in exactly the same ways as do the - - · jl II . · . - · . characteristics of inves tment - security, return, marketabil� 
II II 
· . 
� 1ty, conve
l 
nience and chance of appreciation . Th_ese needs 
. 
. . I � are determined by many conditions .  Chief among· them are - II II wealth, income, amount ot invested funds, occupation, age, 
training lndl experience � · II I • Tae retiring vice-president and general manager of � I - . - _ - . . · a largE: 1
j
te
J
l
rban traction company would be unwise · to adopt 
the inve sJment plan that one would recommend tor the Widow . · II II of a _clerg:yman with a recently acquired $ 10,000 insurance -
11 · 11 -check. Ljjkewi ee the investment needs of the salaried 
professor lrl totally unlike those ot tl\e succe ssful business . I I  � man whose business no longer needs a turning back of its II II - · surplus earn
ll
ngs for the creation or ·new facilities, 
extensipns ll Betterments or the like, It is Obvious that in 
" '" r-."• . .  ' ' ~  • ' .-., '>• • •"' �"°-<"' �•
. 
' 
.
. .:.�--- �::· .. -.. :�: : . . . ::-�::::". 
' 
... . ,· . . 
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the case •�f the widow the one prime consideration is e�:retyo 
All other factors are secondary to this one . Stability of. · 
II 
return is o� far greater importance th�n the amount of this 
return. YeJ it would . be foolish on the part of such an 
II 
investor lo 
seek a commitment the return from which would 
be exempt 11
rnbm 1noame taxation. Tile same is to a great 
extent true bl f the investment or the college profe_ s eor . 
II · · There is a certain difference 1n the investment needs or the 
two tor tJe J
1
bollege professor i a us
_
ua.lly better fitted to . 
II I . 
. . . 
provide for 
J
the needs of hie dependents from current 
· 
11 I · earnina:.s than ie the widow of a country clergyman. And so 0 
· I I  II i f  we ana]vze at all care-fUlly we will find that the invest"'" 
T' I I · .· . 
ment needs o't the teur individuals mentioned - above are all 
I I  
different. No two of them are alike as to the degree ot 
II 
· · 
security �
r
at fitte� · to hie needs. Some of  them must give 
considera+e attention to  the effects or t�tion on income , 
· 1n some ca1
1
ses it is far more satisfactory that the income 
I 
. . 
be smal� a
f
d regular than large when the increase in yield 
would be acc ompanied by a corresponding falling orr· either 
. 
-
� � 
. 
. 
in regularitY,i of income or security of the princip�l 
c ommitment
]
! To the active •business man marketability and 
collateral va[ue will _ be of' relativ_ ely · greater importance . . JI than they 1][ be to either. the widow or the rei1red 
II jl · . 
. 
manager • .  J .galn., the retired business man might be willing 
..0. 
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.and able 
ll
o g1ye his inve stments more attention than can the 
active .busine ss man. Convenience in denomination is . one ot 
the �ost lsJential factors in the determination ot the 
- II II -college proti
l
essor ' s  investments.  The selection ot securities 
· . I I  I 
· . 
which have · an exceptional chance to appreciate in value 
is a mat�lr �hich require s much technical knowledge and 
II - - · . 
· 
experience .  There is a wide difference in the relative ab11� 
. 
. 
� 
. 
. 
itie s or  c I seyeral example s in _this respect . 
Such differences are characteristic of all 
� 
. 
. . 
investors . 
ir
e one needs an ultra . conservative inve stment 
while the other is well fitted by training and experience to 
II 
take the nisks incident to greater return. Marketability, 
. � � 
. 
conyenienc
1 
f
nd potentiality of appreciation likewis� are 
seldom ot
l 
equal importance to different inyestors. The de-
. . 
-� . . 
termination of the inve stment needs ot the individual is or 
- _ II II · no less im
r
ortance than the selection of th
.
e proper ceminit-
- I I 
· · 
ment . Tne s
ji
ience of inyesting consists ot, first, the 
determinatiion of the investment needs of the individual ; 
II II - - · second, the ELnalya1s of investment se curitie s ;  and third, 
· - II II the selection of that security which will be st fit the needs 
of the ind
l
l
l
v��ual investor. 
· 11 Thle treatment of our. present subject, 11South 
American ll
jl
c�ri ties a·s · Desirable Investments ror the Averase 
American Investor" will require the treatment ot all three · -
11 · phases of the problem �- determination ot the investment needs 
-· --�--�•-w --·,��-- - - -.
.. -.. ,
_
. , 
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of the ave
l
age American investor, analysis . of South American 
seeuriti�s aslwe find them 1n our North American markets, 
and fihallv.
1
. t e determinati_
on of the extent to which these 
"( II security oti
l
fe,rings answer the needs of the type of investor 
- · I II ..
. 
✓ 
. 
. 
-
· under consfdera tion. 
I 
Princ·iples ot Investing 
�-rat are the needs of �he average American investor? 
What do we mean by an "average" Americ_ an inves_ to_r anyway? 
I · 11 
· . · -
. We have saia that to a SJ!eat extent the investment needs of 
.· · II · · 
· 
· 
an individual are deterniined by such factors as wealth, 
·
. 
11 . 
- . . 
income , amo
l
unt of invested funds, - occupation, age, training · I II · . �- -
and experience. A. representative and fairly extensive 
� . 
. 
investigati
l
on recently completed by the writer will throw 
. . . I 
s�me light r
n this subject. The figures given below are the 
results ot
l 
the analysis or the clientele ot bond houses and 
. I . . 
banks
_
deal1tg i� 
inveatm�nt securities. One large organization 
similar to t
l
he building and loan association is included. No · - I II figures were obtained from savings banks. Orie qualifying 
· II 11 ✓ · · statement concerning the resUlts obtained must be made.  The [ 
II 
table does not
l 
fairly take into account c onditions in the 
. 
� . 
. 
large eastern centers of� population • . Thie is  not as great a 
discrepancy as
l 
would 
metropol1 tan c
l
enters 
I 
·
1 
at first appear. The investors  of these 
are r�latively large investors and, 
✓ 
.. 
they form a considerable element in the -measured in 
l
do[lars,  
. 
� 
. 
. 
bond buying power of the nation. Measured in terms of 
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numbers of investors, however, tb.ese centers lose much 
- or their relative importance . It  is  with the latter . 
ij 
. 
standard tn:at we are chiefly interested, this being the 
beat basis tor . judging t.he average 1n:ve st,or or. today, 
II · · · · the normal !American investor ot tomorrow. As a nation ot 
. . II · II . . · 
. 
· · · · investors we are young, very young, young in our inve sting 
. · · . II 
· · · · 
experience, young in the amounts ot our commitments, young 
II . 
. 
. 
. · . . ·. 
in our i
,
.�e
l
i
t� power. Tomorrpw it will be different but 
today ou
, 
b
li
nd buying power is the power of' numbers:. The 
great Am
jl
rican bond houses, those ot national scope and 
repute, Jre today cUlt1vating the small 1nvestpr, There 
is  little immediate profit in such a policy tor it costs as  
� . . . . . . .  much or more to sell a 150 or 1500 bond .as  it does a 8 1 , OOO 
· . . 
· 
II II · · or i l 0,,000 - security. The soundne ss ·of the policy i s  to be � · - · 11 II found in 
l
thi[1r v1s1on or tomorrow, a tO!llorrow not so very 
far off . Th:e small buyers of today are the - large r 1nye stors 
of tomorr wJ It 1s w1th th1a class that we, as we11 as the 
. II bond nouses are chiefly concerned . The.v are t_he uaverage" 
. � I . 
. . � 
American fnViestors as  the tollow1ng figures seem we11 to 
indicate. 
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T�blr ot Bond House Sales tor One Month 
.To Indicate What is Meant by an Average Investor ===�-�- H -==::;:=:---------.:___;._:�_:__==== 
Number��-s�ies : T;tal amo\Ult-;�;-Av�r;e•s; Average holding tor one mon!th *# : sales one month#: ea.le : per custom. er u · . 
I
I II 
�- . : -r��; --�-;, 16 1:;;
=
: f.1 �0 ;=
=-=,4, ()00 
. .  
... -----��'-•--.. -�-------.�� .. �· ....... ____ �---�---- -·----------------� 
. � : · 1  714 · :,: · . . 440� 400 l, 
0 
'. .  600 : . ·2 , ·2_00 
, -
------------------·--�-.. �---,----------------------------�-- --� 
. ·  3 . : 1 ,,6 : : 
. 
� 1 9,400 ·, � ,_. , 900 -:-. .  ,-· · :  5,850 
. .
--�------!!!ll��-r--�------.. --�----- .-----•-�..-��- -��� .. -----.. --_----.. -� 
. �-
: . 11 4.?,5 : :,64, 000 : . 80(? 
:'. . . ' '  ,20 
�-;--;�-;irat1---;-----�;;:6;�-�--;----;;��;-------a;;---------..... ::;:====================-�-:::.::-=== 
�
al 
�r8�J : 4, 506, 390 : · - 766 :. }�)�4 *** =====::;::=;:======-=== �- .-----. . II II · * Exclusive ot banks 
. I' ii 
. . , H ·Exl¢t flgqres �ot glven . here . These are similar multiples 
otjl- eJf�Ct r1gures obtained. . .  .. • - · '. - � --: :-�· � 
** For customers the amowit ot whose true investment holdings 
II 
·
11 · 
. . · · 
exclusive ot real estate, active business etc . is kn ll Ii . own. 
*** Inacc�r�te, not weighted tor number of customers 
. =r1::�=�=.-
:{ Am=:� ln=: are, =�: 
in t.he fi
. 
rs�
\ 
place, inexperienced 1nyest.ors ; ·particularly 
. I I ,J · - · · inexperienceci. in bond investment .  The volume o r  their . in-
. II II 
. 
· . d1y1dual 1n�rstments -is not la�gea the separate commitments 
a.re small ] �
1 
his mus.t of neceasi ty · be tru.e because of their 
II . . . 
. . 
relat1yel1 
]
l
fmited wealth and re.striated income . Their 
investments represent in the fullest sense ot the word their 
.savings. TJ� average American investor has had no training 
. � 
. . 
along inve
l
stment lines and almost as 11 ttle experience. 
· I II 
It would 
il
ee
r 
then that the type of investment best eui ted 
to his pu:tjpose is the ultra conservative investment . Before 
•-·--
., - �- ""'� -
. 
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a�r.1v1�g at such a conclusion we must take into ' oonsideration 
a certain American characteristic which 1s  as sure to assert 
. 
� 
itself 1n our national investment policies as  it has in all 
our qther bJsiness li te . Here 1n America th� developmental 
d&ys or e p�oltation and speCUlatton are wt- la1'�1y gone . 
ll I _ . - . . . . . --- - . . · - . . The spirit of the _ p 1oneer  is still in the blood or the Amer-
ican citi!eJ. The average American
.
would· mucli rather si,ecsi 
- . · . II ·1 
. . 
ulate than invest. -It i s  only in the last decade that we 
, . . . II · 11 : have begl.111 t
l
o stabilize_,
. 
to recognize the importance of the � · · II I · 
investment principle, and it  was only thru th� financing or · I II 
the World 
r
a
r 
that we came generally to  know the bond as a 
common ror.. m  of investment security . . 
II 
. · · 
Th.ls spirit of adventure . the rel.1.,sh of the taste 
. II . . . -- , of. risk.  this willingness t._. · o  take a chance, must be considered 
. . 
··
· 
, II II 1n .the det
l
i1
ination of our average investor' s  needs.  It 
will probablY. prohibit the ultra conservative course in the 
- II i i 
majority o
f 
cases.  -I_t must not, however, - be allowed to 
dominate • . II �e key to the situation probably lies in the 
application oj
l
r certain well worked out principles of investing 
. 
� . 
to the neel
l 
s rf the particular individual . The resui t ot j,he 
pr.oper appJ 1cation or thes.e principles will be an investment . 
I I . . · . . . Plan which, if  carried out by the individual, will give him 
I . . . a sate and so
r
d in!e stment with enough ot the element ot 
risk present t
i 
o satiety· his desire to take a chan_ce  and 
II I realize a good return, a commitment which is  not or the 
I II ultra conservative, low yield type, yet one which is in no 
I · 11 · respect open to question as  to its sterling worth. 
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So much tor the nature of the beast and his appetite . II · 1r· Let us now c
i
ns1der those principles of inyes-.ting · which we 
ment1aned ab
l
ove ,  Andrew Carnegie in his "The · Emp'ire ot 
. " 
� 
. 
Business ad
r
ises the young man to put all his eggs in one 
basket andlthen to watch that basket. It is unquestionably 
easier to I
I 
afoh and keep informed concerning ane investment 
than it is
l 
tt know a dozen but it is tar from sound policy 
to ·  follow 
[
u
f
h a course.  The element ot risk is always 
present in investment • .  Intelligent investing requires · the . 
r
_ 
eduction f .1
1
th1s risk to the minimum. .There is no more 
etfeot1ve L�hed of accomplishing this end than the . · II -distribution or spreading out of the risk. This method 
. 
' 
. 
] . 
. has the additional advantage of bringing in the greatest - II II . · -return possil:>.11.e with the least deg· ree of risk. In other . . 11 11 words we m1Jn•h 1t say that the reduction of risk t_ hru the . - r�·�11 application or the diversification principle differs from · II II · - · - - -all other methods of increasing security in that it is not I I I . accompa.nie
l PY a correspon41ng �ed�ction in the return to 
the investor • .  we w111 investigate the. application of the 
·
- II · - - . _ diversifioaition principle for risk reduction in investing · - II · -somewhat in detail. . II .We have seen that bonds differ from one another - 11 · greatly in the
l 
degree of security they possess. _ When the - II risk involved becames so great that the return tor .the · .. · - 11 I 
. 
assumpti<>n of fh1s risk exceeds · the true interest return, 
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the comm1
,
tment . 1 s no longer an 1nvestm
.
ent but a speculation. 
I II . . . . . . . 
This is because the chief incentive for the commitm�nt · !'� no. 
· - II II . . .. - · . · - . -l o,nger a 
r
etu-� in the form af interest, but rather
_ 
a 
return due Jlo an _increase in the original value of. the 
- -
II r· 
· - · 
principal • . Qn the basis of risk involved it is, therefore , 
. . II I .  . 
possible 
fl
o 
Ji
ivide all true investments into several classes. 
Let us set up five such classes. Further; let us a ssume that . 
II II · 
the retu
l 1
:rom all in�e stments is aocura tely indicative of: 
the se�ur�tYi
J 
behind ·the investment. If the present rate of 
- . 11 
-
.. 
true 1nte
,
es
jf 
is 4% then we might designate each of' our five 
classes . on the basis of' yield , as  indicative of' security, 
- · . II II -
-
. . . -
by the hemi
r
gs 4%, 5", 6%, 7% and 8%.. .We are now ready to 
apply our ldi;v
l
1 
ersif'ication prin�iple. 
I · T
f
e 
_
possib;lity of' reducing risk '!-hrough distribu� 
tion 1s  balsejii upon the mathematical theory of probabilities. 
- I 11 
· 
We are al] familiar with its application in the fields. · of - I II life an<l P.
r
operty insurance .  - It can be applied to the invest-
ment fiel4 Jtet as readily and -as accJ;lrately. The insurance 
companies long ago recognized the soundness  or this poli_cy 
. II II and appl1ecl
1
- · it in their investing.: Distribution when applied . . . . I II to
_
- investme
l 
nt should be along several lines. First, it is 
·. · I I I . 
quite evide
l 
nt _that if . we put all our eggs 1n one basket ,  
I �J . - . \ - -even tho we watch :that baske.t,  our chance s  for loss are 
· . � 
. . 
greater th
f
n they would be 1:f' we were to have and watch 
several commitments rather than one. · Investments shoUld be 
· II II · · - · distributed geographically. Although certain types of' conditions 
· ,  
1-30099 
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do effect th
Ji 
country as  a whole at the one time, ·st,111 
much of' our changing condition is local in nature.. Geograph� - ·_ II II 
ical distr.1bution will reduce the risk incident to this 
l 
condition very IW3,terially . There are many different kinds . . . l 
of investm
.
en1s : .public securities, · railroad �eeurities, ·· , II I . , . · public ut1!11,ties,- ind_ustrials  etc. We should make a di s'!'" 
· tributionJL ::i between thee.a various . cla sses .  Then, within 
each· of' t es.e different fields there is great variety ot 
I I II . - · · -possible commitments .  In the public security field we have 
ii II · - . · · · national gov
,
ernment, state, caunty, . city .and tax district 
II · I 
. · · . bonds • . AIIlong the industrials we have an even greater 
I II . . . .. 
diversity. 
j
['he same is  true of' each or
_ 
the above classes .-
. . · I I · · · 
There is ano
t
her type of' dtyersif1cation fUl-ly as important 
as any of those already mentioned . It  i s  difficult to find 
two 1nvestmelts within a class  ar field that are alike in 
� 
. 
. 
matter _ ot sef
urity. It 1s Just as  essential that ea�h 
indivi�ual s�curity be investigated when diversification i s  
practiced as it is when the investor - holds but one single 
security. Ir _fact, the tendenc
_
y to slight this individual 
investigation when . distribution is practiced is the one 
. · 11 · II · · . · great drawiback .ot the diversification scheme. No concei-vabl· e 
� 
. . 
. 
amount of scientific distribution can eyer possibly be made 
. II to ta.ke ji 
f
laoe of intensive investigl!Ltion and analysi s 
of the ind!ividual securities used in tlle diversification 
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plan. · In ,f'act, i t  the individual investigation be· consider ... 
II · 11 . 
ably slighted it is quite _possible that the spreading of the 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
� 
investment ·will work �o the detriment of the i_ nv_ e_ etor and to · . . 
II 
an ultimate lo ss . Distribution of risk should alway.a be a 
� t . cons1d
.
eratt
o
1 
and pr
.
actice
. 
that supplements intensive security 
analyeis•  11 The d1tference r1 1n security between similar inve st�: 
ments i s  the basis  of the type of diversification Which we 
. · II • · 
now have under consideration. When_ we build a ho. �se we_ . start · . . · · II II 
. 
. . at the foundation. This  is the most solid, the heaviest , the . · II I I · 
. . . . 
most secure nortion of the entire structure.  If  the foundation 
11 11 · 
. · · . 
be properly . and solidly constructed it  is  quite practical and 
11 
desirable to employ lees heavy, less secure construction in 
· II the upper 
fl
o
j
tion of the structure. Thie  does n�t mean that the 
upper work
ll
i sl or less sterling construction or that the 
security of Jhe whole has been weakened. As  a ioatter of fact, 
I I  II 
the more solfd our foundati on the better the final resUl· t no 
II II 
. 
matter what t.ype of superetruc·ture we employ. Exactly the 
same 
.
princ �pl� i s  applicable in investing. Let us make our 
divers1ficJtil
1
on as  to types of investments ,  practice . 
II I . . . g�og:raphic
i
l
l 
r
istribution among these · types , and then finally-
let us dive,rslty our commitments on the basis of the amount 
. 
· 
I II . · · . 
. 
of . securi t
i 
p
f 
sseseed by each. .The result -of this  third 
type of dis
j
l
r
t
bution will be a well worthwhile increase in 
return. The individual who requires a certain degree of 
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security in his investments is foolish /to il'.lve st in· bonds 
of that degree. of security only. He should first provide 
himself with a foundation of the very beat, the moat 
conservative securities .  The return from the se bonds  will 
probably_ be less than the return which he · f'eel s  that he 
should receive . Hov:ever, this foundation of conservative 
commitments will enable him to carry securities  which are 
of the more speculative type than he otherwise coul� . In 
brief, distributing his investments on the basis of · security 
the investor will be able to obtain a degree of' security 
_ consistent with his needs ,  and which will return him a .greater 
yield than if he confined .himself to  the purchase of  bonds 
which individually answer his purpose in the matter of 
. 
security of principal. In connection with this form of 
investing plan it 1s necessary to point _ out a few cautions .  
In the first place, the investo:r. t.must always purchase his 
more conservative securities  first and the less conservative 
ones only when he has laid a sufficient conservative 
foundation.- The natural tendency Will be� quite the opposite. 
This means that a wei1 worked out plan must be definit�ly 
adopted and
.
that this precaution must be . incorporated in ito 
Again, the fact that one has laid a foundation for the 
obtaining of a greater yield doe s  not mean that the investor 
can then purchase on the basis of yield alone . Suppose we 
take the five classes  of' investments which we created on the 
basis of security, 4%, 5'/o, 6%, 7'/o and 8%. Let us say that 
the average degree of . security demanded by an inyestor ie 
represented by the 5'/o y1eldo lf this investor had purchased 
$2, 000 of United States Government obligations which return 
him an average yield of 4% it is obvious that he could buy 
$2, 000 worth of . 6% securities and yet maintain a 5% degree 
of securityo His 4% bonds would not permit him to invest to  
any amount in the 8% class. Further, tho he .might · buy a 
small �mount or this class of security it is · hardly likely_ 
that it would be advisable for him to do so. A.a investments 
depart from the ultra conservative class and become more 
speculative in nature, it becomes increasingly difficult to 
analyze and evaluate them. And,- as we nave tried to emphasize 
already, this individual minute examination and evaluation 
is the very basis of the success of the diversification . plan. 
If we neglect this considel'ation we have no basis whatsoever 
fer a true security cliversifica.tion. It would seem then t,hat 
O\lr invest.or of the 5% type should coJ:if'ine his purchase s to 
t�e 4%, �%, . and 6% types of securities. If he goes inte the 
7'/o field at -all it must only be to a 11mit.ed extent_, and it 
would be the exceptionally well ve·rsed and experienced 1nv_es:t,or , 
indeed_, who could hope to enter the 8% field. One more 
remark in this connection. lt is obvious that the further 
away from . the conseryative tyPe the investor gets in his 
process of security dfstribution the larger will be his 
Page :,7 · 
proportion ot ultra c·onservat•ive commitments. This tact 
has a tendency to curb the seeming yield advantages to be 
gained by entering the more speculative . field. In practice 
i t  would seem, then, that the yield advantage apparently 
gained by our �% inyestor, it he were to go into th� 8% 
fl'eld, would be · more than offset . This argument, in 
connection with the increased difficulties of analysis, 
will lead us to  recommend the 4%, 5% and 6% fields, with 
perhaps an occasional lesser forn,:y.· into the 7% class, to 
the 5% investor who woUl.d enJoy _ the maximum ot · retum with 
a degree of· security consistent · with his investment _r_equire� 
ments-. 
And this is about the position of the average 
American investor. His experience and ability · are not great. 
Our figures show _us that hie individual and te:ital oemmitment.s 
are not large . His earnings are smallo . Thus it  is rather 
obvious that he is restricted in his ability to absorb the 
securities offered him which have the attractive ylelds. 
His first step must · be to build up for' hlmself  a sound 
investment foundation consisting of the most conservative 
types of securities, _ taking into consideration, of course, 
h�s position as regards taxation, ma·rket needs, e_.tc .  _ Then, 
haying done that,  he can yenture into the more difficult, 
less secure, �igher yield classes . But · only after he has 
established for himself a · sound foundation, and then only 
- -� --· • .,.
·
·
·
·•- ·>'*+••·· ._ .,.. ,,  :;,. 
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to the e�tent that he is capable , thru experience and 
training to do so . Th!9 8% se curity class i� not for the 
average American inve stor. A net retu:rn or from 5% to 
. . . 
5 and 1 /2% is  excellent inde�d . The writer believeEJ that 
it _ is possibl� to .obtain SUQll a return without the sacr.i.,f'ice_ 
of security , But that , i s  another story-. 
· Ola·sa'ifieation' o·f Investments 
There are many bases of inve stment classification. 
The simple st of these, and the one which will be1;3t serve 
o.ur present purpose, is probably _ classification· _according 
to the nature of the security behind the investment. 
According to this standard there are thre.e classes of 
i�vestmentEJ s investments secured by a spe,oific lien 
a�inst real property, investments se.cured by a pledge of  
collateral, and inve stments secured by the general credit 
of  the obl1gor. The firat are called mortage bonds or 
mortgage s, the second collateral securities and the third 
debentures.- In analyzing an investment to determine its 
wort� it 1a nec essary that we recognize this classification 
as the nature of our inve stigation will to a certain extent 
be determined. by - it, . In the case of bonds secured by a pledge 
ot specific property the yaluation of the security consists 
of an eyaluation of the property pledged and the q.eterminat1on 
of the natu�e and priority of the lien which our investment 
. . , ._,.._._,
- .... ��..,.,_, . . -. --••,O• •
,,.~--- -
-
-
-
·
-- --- . ·
· ­
. . . 
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holds a�ainst lt. In the case of collateral securities 
the investor ·.invariably holds a first lien on th_e collateral, 
_ and the problem is  the evaluation of the · securitie s  pledged 
as  .collateral. The evaluation of this collateral may in 
I 
itself involve an investigELtlon of .commitments ot ail three - -r 
types :. mortgage, collateral and debenture,. Analysis of ' 
I . 
the third ty�e , the debenture, involves the evaluation ctr · ! . . . ' 
all the a.sse1s of .the obligor a:nd the determination ot the 
total 11ab111fties constituting a lien against the se assets 
' 
prior to tba� o.f the security. in question. Debenture.a are 
I 
unsecured pr�mises to pay. 
I 
I ·  
Itj is a mistake to judge· the<, ee.cur.J_ty of a 
I 
specific bond;, or o.f classes of bonds, on the. basis of 
thls olassifi�ation. For example,  it would seem that the 
unsecured 
a pr.omi,se 
I 
propiise 
I 
i 
secured 
I 
. 
I 
o f an obligor _ would be less .valuable than 
by the p;J.edge of specific tangible property. 
Frequently th�s is the case.  Yet, ·  quite as  tre,quently .this 
is. not true. The most .secure, the ultra conservative 
investments o:r the day, ,government bonds of the �ited �tates 
of America, a�e pu�e debentures. They .are unsecured promises 
i of the government to pay and in event of d,etault .there .i s  . . l 
. I 
neither power !ncir court that . c� force .payment. Other I ' 
I debentures ha�e sometimes proven . to be perfectly .worthle.s_s .  
I . . 
This truth is  ;fundamental to sucoessfUl. inves:ting. Every 
' 
I 
. security must iatand on its .own merits.  B�ca.use _ a  bond is 
i 
I . 
I 
i 
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a first mortgage bond it. i s  not necessarily superior to  
another which enjoys but a second lien, or an0ther which ha.a 
no ep�citic lien at all.  F.ach must be ·investigated to 
determine 1 ts , 1ndi vidual merits .• 
Cl.a:ssitlca ti one �ccording to t.he nat�re <>f the 
security is not usually taken as a ba sis for the inyest1gation 
of  
.
inve stment analysi s. It is more convenient for this purpose 
to classify _  securities according to the nature ot the obligoro 
When div�ded in this way we find that inve stments fall withln 
the following groups :. government bonds of the United States , 
. . 
securities, of the politic�! subdivis ions, i .e·. state, c,ounty 
and c ity, publi.c utility securitie s, industrials and far.,eign 
issues. On the basis of  this classification we will proceed 
to our investigation of analyJ5is of the various kinc:is of 
-investment securities. The first· cla ss to be considered 
Will be .United flta:te s Government :bonds. 
Ana1:ys1s of Civ11 Obligations 
National· Gove rhinent Bonds 
Generally speaking, government b0,rrowings are for 
one of  three purpose s . They are for internal deyelopment; 
national <:le.tense emergency _or for the financing of normal 
current governmental needs. ,In the consideration of 
goyemmen� borrowings it must be recognized that the .obliga'"'.' 
tions thus incurred must be discharged chiefly through the 
levy - qt taxes.  .This has a direct bearing upon the three 
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types o:r government borrowings mentioned aboye� 
A na.tional government frequently feels that it 
.. , 
. 
1s justified in borrowing for · purposes o:r internal 
development • . It  expects that the facilities created, even 
tho they in themselves be non�self-supporting, will so 
increase the natio:n ' s productiveness tha� the reauitant 
increase in tax burden ·w111 be more �han offset by the 
. 
. 
. . I 
increase in the national income. :From the economic stand� 
point it would seem that government securities, th_e funds 
obtained from whi'ch are judiciously used. for such de!elop­
ment, w.ould be superior to either of the .other two types ot 
govemment securities.  -Certain it is  that, all other things 
'· 
being equal, the increase 1n ability to levy and collect 
taxes, which results from such economic use of government 
borrowings, does - result in an increase in the . stability of · 
government finances  and a corresp_onding i.ncrease 1n secur1 ty. 
to tne iilv!:?stor.  .In any analytical consideration of this 
point, it is  therefore necessary that the investigator 
determine it possible whether or not the expenditur�s are to 
. 
be made for a purpose which w111 actually resuJ.t 1n an increased 
national productiveness,  and that. this increase Will· be 
pr0por tionate to the increased obligation both 1n the matter . 
of amount and time • . In ether words, while. it may frequently · 
be desirable for a nation to borrow fer this purpose, it 
should alw�ys be reasonably certain that 1.t will be able to 
- .::-..�. ·:: , .�· 
.
. � .. ..,:- - . �
- .... --
.--·-- - �--.,..,.- "· ·-~·· 
.7"�- - -'· >" •  - . 
' 
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repay the obligation when it is due. 
Following this line of reasoning, it might seem 
that governmental borrowings fQr purposes of national 
defense would not as a class  rank as  high as those Just 
d,iscussed. _A careful analysis of the situation Will, 
howe-yer, tend to break down such an assumpt,ion. It is not 
our province here ' t� discuss the economic justification 
of wars, the wisdom or exped�ency of, their perpetration. 
It is sufficient to call attention to the fact that without 
national security all values tend to. f�de • .  Indeed; it i s  
rather difficul.t ( at least painful ) · to say that the billions 
of dollars borrowed by the United States from its citizens 
· during the World War were not used for productive purposes . 
One must admit that France is  less able. to pay her war 
_obl1gat,1ons today than she would have been had these war 
spent .funds been employed in internal construction rather 
than 1n the destruction of Flande�s Field� or Bruges Bund. 
And yet, the Ultra conservative opportunity of . the present 
day 1s  without doubt the Liberty Bond. W� doubt that the 
Panama Canal Loans, placed on an equal footing a s  re·g�rds 
tax position, fiduciary use, maturity and denomination, 
would sell at a higher price 1n the investment market • 
. Such is . the power of faith.  
The third type Gf government securities, borrow� 
·Page 4) · 
ings to :f.'1nanee current needs_, deserves a somewhat different 
treatment. Inability to pay o.rdinary current expenses out 
of regular current j,ncome i.s an evidence of grave weakness  
1n the national structure. We do not here refer to the short . 
time open · market borrowings of a few months in anticipation 
of current revenues, to which governments are sometimes forced. 
Even this ,  when common practice on the part of a government, 
should be -decried.· It is  .of' much leas · vital concern, however, 
than l�ng time borrowings for current needs, the 11 :f'unding'' 
of current obligations .  Particularly is _this true when the 
·, 
loans are· llfloated" externally. The financial weakness of a 
government for.ced to this expedient cannot but be reflected 
in a corresponding w.eakness 1n its security. i ssues • . These 
borrowings must be paid out of the proceeds of taxation. 
�heir exi stence 1s in itself'  an admission of lack of' taxing 
strength. · It is questionable that the funds realized from 
the sale of such se.cur1 ti.es will eventually enhance the 
ability to levy and .collect taxes. _ · Experience shows that, 
while governments have 1n this way · sometimes been able to 
tide themse1yes over critical situations, frequ�ntly the con� 
· trary has be�n the case, and that the noating of such loans 
was a danger signal as  regards the natlon'  e financial. 
strength which the investQr should have recognized and heeded. 
It would seem rather essential, then, that 1n the · 
analysi s of a governmental securi ty we investigate the . . 
conditions  which give rise to the borrowings, and the purpose 
, ! ;_,, 
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for which the funds. are used. This analysis is of greater 
impor:t,ance . in the evaluation of' security issues of gevernments 
whose political hi.story shows evidence of' instability or 
. 
. . 
corruption. 
Government bon¢ls are , · - almost without exception, 
-
debentures ,  the unsecured · promise of a so-v"ereign go-yernment 
to pay. · The sovereign nature of'• the obligo,;-; which makes 
impossible legal action in event of default,  makes the good 
faith or willingne ss of the obligor to _pay the chi ef' element 
or security. The best means . of evaluat�ng this factor i s  
by historical investigation. ,The past 1 s  the be st barometer 
of the future, and a careful investigati on of such factors 
as the people themselves ... thetr chara.cteristics ,  customs , 
laws and education ""·
· 
p.ol itical integr1 ty, ,,financial history, 
banking and currency systems, etc . ,  Will give a satisfactory 
basis for judging what the nation 1 s attitude toward it s  
financ ial obligatic>ns may be expected to· be tc:>mor:row • 
. 11Where there ' s  a · Will there .1 s a way • . " Any 
sovereign governmen t that has the will to pay can usually 
find a way. However, occasions have occurr.� when the finest 
of integrity was not suffic ient · to 0draw blood from th€) 
tu�ip". Even tho a nation may levy taxes,  and by royal 
bull insist upon their payment, if there i s no earning 
power there Will be no income, and if there be no income 
taxation will · produce neither gold nor silver for the 
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governmental ootf'ers . In addition to an investigation o f'  
the · good ta-1th o f'  a government, w e  must, therefore, consider 
its
. 
ability to pay, the resources and the · in:come or - its 
people.  Natural resources, industry, transportation, · com .... 
munication·, foreign trade will, when considered in connection 
with population, give us a very good idea of this situation. 
When buyin� securities of the home government, the investor, . 
because o.f his familiarity with the s1 tuation, is _yery likely 
to pay little :attention to the details of this factor. 
Capital sent abroad for governmental use depends in good 
part for its safety upon Just these considerations .  Analysis  
of a nation '· s a�il1 ty  to pay is  second only to  the nation ' s  
willingness to pay in the dete;rmination of the investment 
' ,  ' 
worth of 1ts  secur1t1e� . 
Obligations of Political Subdivisions 
Ob�igations of political subdivisions, while in the 
_ main 'resembl�? those of national governments, differ from 
them in some respects. When the national government is composed 
of a union of · state.a o_r departments which to some extent · 
retain their sovereign nature, the position of the state or 
department obligations differs from that of the national 
government only in the matter of geographical extent. Some 
state obligations suffer. along these lines a s  they obviously 
laok in amount of resources and income as  compared to the 
national body._ When placed on a comparative basi� of population 
--.,.- - -- --·-- -·� ·--•-•a<-• ·- ---- -·-----·•--------�
--
· 
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-
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and debt they frequently _ stand in a much better light . This 
is especially true when the oblig�tion� of some of our own 
· states are brought in contrast with the national obligations 
of the_ lesser sover�ign powers .  
' . 
Where th� governmental subdivision retains its 
sovereign power the inyestigation will differ from that of 
the national government only in that it is more important 
in this case to consider . not only the _ state contracted debt 
but likewise the tax burden bornE; by the state 's population 
and resources, which originates with · the national 
government and the included municipalities . The chief factor 
of safety to the investor is the good faith of the state • . 
Ability to pay is secondary only to willingness . 
In case the political subdiyision iBsUi.ng 
securities is not possessed 9f  sovereign power, as in the · case 
of our own townships and counties and the majority or 
foreign political subdivisions, the lack of sovereignty 
operates to change the elements of investment security very 
materially . _ The issuing authority is under these conditi�ns 
usually subject to suit .and judgment. This does not 
ordinarily extend to foreclosure as the obligations are in 
the maj ority of cases debentures.  Because of this condit.ion 
the investor is in a somewhat bett.er posi t1on in event of  
default on the part of the obl1gor, and ability to  pay t�us 
becomes a more important consideration from the standpoint 
. .. 
, -·- -�· .... _,..,...,,_, .,.,....
, ,  .
..
.
... � - . ,. .... - - · ··- - -- .--_. _,.. _ _ _  :-. . ••
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of the investor than willingness to pay. The investigation 
of the obligor ' s  ability to pay takes much the same form as  
in the case of  national obligations. :In this case the e ffects 
of nat;ional and municipa� taxation on ability to pay is very 
important. It is very difficult to obtain information 
c.onceming these conditions, and frequently the form in which 
the information is obtainable makes � satisfactory evaluation 
of the figures practically 1mpossib.le . 
When the funds for · paying interest and principal 
are obtained chiefly through the use of  the general property 
tax, a common procedure, lack of uniformity in methods o f'  
valu,ation and assessment make accurate results very dif'ficuJ.t. 
It must be remembered in this connection however that the 
seemingly insurmountable difficulty here encountered is 
somewhat relieved, due to the · fact that the as.sessed valuation, 
. regardless of' the basis on which the property is assessed, is 
the basis used for taxing. Howeve r, lack of  uniformity in 
method.a of assessment, do make satisfactory comparisons very 
. 
I . 
difficult and render more or 1 less  uncertain any estimates we 
may make 'as to ability on the part of the obligor to pay. 
Another important conside�ation · in the analysis of 
' . 
a public obligation when the obligor i s  not possessed of' 
eoye re ign rights is the. determination of the legality or at 
least of-:- the yal1di ty o� the 1ssu·e.  .Frequently rather 
complicated safeguards have been thrown around the incurring · 
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of debt on the part of political subdivisions . Usually, 
when, thru haste or lack of adequate legal adv1c:e in the 
lssuance of s
.
ecurities, such public obligations are issued 
in an illegal manner the_ innocent hoider of such obligations 
1 a  protected thru the dey1ce or declaring· the obl1gation·s 
valid tho illegal . Such acceptance on the part of the obligor 
fully protects the investor.· However, bonds illegally issl,led 
a·re not always declared valid. -�erience shows that _when 
political su-bdiv1sions have defaulted and repudiated, the 
, ' . • • • 
• • I "  
reason given and the bafl1 e of repudiation .has invariably been 
1llegallt;t) of' , the.� issue,; 
This being the case it is obvious that, even tho 
of lees imp.ortance in tne case of public obligations or non�· 
sovereign pow�rs, willingness and good faith on the part of 
·the obligor is of rather great importance. , It is the exception ... 
al bon� i ssue indeed wb1ch is possessed of no legal flaw 
-Which in case of great stress could be made the basis o.f 
repudiation
. 
on grounds or 1li.egal1ty of issue. The analysis 
and determinatio� of the good faith of the obligor will 1n 
this case proceed along practically the same lines as those 
indicated for sovereign _ powers • . 
The analysis ot city bonds is � proplem in some 
respects more difficult and in other ways simpler of solution 
· than the analysis - of the obligations of more extensive 
political eubd.1v1s1ons.- - ,The _financial affairs of a .  munici�-
.. � -�--_ . 
- . . - - .� . . 
, 
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pal1 t.y,.· are :frequently more 1nvol ved due to the tact that 
they issue se.cur1 ties for a wide variety et· purpo 1:Jes.. Some 
ef these enterprises are se1r.;support1ng; and . in the financial 
statement their indebtedness i s  deducted because 0f this tact, 
in arriving at the net debt of the municipalit�• Such 
Gleductions must, however, always be closely scrutinized, a.a 
frequently municipal enterprises which are in theory self­
supporting i,.re in practice far from . it. The present day 
condition of  municipally owned and operated, or municipally 
owned and leased,  . s_treet railways �s a good example. Again, 
, city b_ond issues are more likely to be for �uestionable 
. purposes. Also, �:qe growing tendency toward the tax district 
-tor purposes of sectional improvement .within the city involves 
the condition of _a city '· s  finances .  On tlle <>t:b.er hand., .there 
i s  better opportunity for evaluating a c1ty !- s 'ab111ty to pay 
because . Gf the existence ot more uniform methods of valuation 
and a ssess�ent within � cityo When it comes to comparing one 
city �1th another on this bll�is we experience much or the · same 
difficulty that we found before.. This i s  because of the fact­
that while there is usually uniformity of assessment within 
a city this . in no respect guarantees .uniformity between cities. . ' 
As a _ rule, city finances are nanclled on a more business like 
�sis than are the financial affairs of  some rural community. 
Their financial DU3.chin�ry is better organJ.zed and manned, 
more efficient. Thi.a self  same efficiency h.a.s been known 
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to  result 1n questionable practices such as manipulation 
o:r sinking f'unde and the like. Cities ae - a class are stable 
uni t1e economically,. but the spirit of cl vie loyalty so 
_ characteristic of city populB;,tions is liable to lead to 
undue expansion and excessive indebtedness . And then cities 
do come and go . Particularly is this true ot an undeveloped 
. coJ:;1Iltry whose existence . is due to the extractive exploitation 
ot some natuJ;>al resource. The- obligations of Il!unicipalitie:s _ 
are usually debenture bonds • .  The interest and principal are 
payable from taxation_. The chief element of security is  
ability to  pay. This ability ls  based upon _the resources _and 
income of the city ' s  people. _ The secor:>,d
. 1mportant factor 1n 
J�g1ng security is the legality of the 1ssu�. Validity may 
be all.owed to take ·the place of this legal1 ty. Finally, 
the good faith of the obl1gof must be unquest1onat>le. 
The history of _pu�lic obligations r�veals them 
a e  a conservative class of i�vestments '11th a record which 
i . 
excels all other classes in the matter ot security. Thie 
same record will, ne_ver the less, show that public obligations 
have been repudiated.- National government bonds, s.tate and 
department obligations, mun1c1pa_l bonds., ·  all three types or 
investment securities have -known cases of repudiation. These 
repudiations _have been due to one of two caus_es, e1 ther 
military d�fe�t -1n the c�se �f sovereign governments or 
over expansion in intemal development. The basis is most 
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frequently illegality. The mere fact _that a · ee·curity i s  a 
government, state or municipal obligat ion doe s not mean _that 
i:t is either a safe or a good inve et.ment .  As a clas s the 
public. obligation is secure . As i11d1v1dual 1 s suee_ within the 
class  conservative policy would h_old each � esue que stionable 
until . investigation proved it to be otherwise . Certainly 
this i s  true of' obligat_ions originating in other COUlltries .  
Concerning t�e yield and marketablli.ty o f'  public 
se curlt.i es little need be sa'-d • Just in proport.1on a s  public 
bonds are se cur� their 1r.tconie t.ends t.o be stable .  · ,hi s  i s ,  
c:, f  course , due t.o t.he rant that the 1nte·re st is  payable lihru 
the levy and collec_t1on of t�xes .  · uNo.th1ng is  surer t,han 
death and taxe s . �- Time has proven the accuracy of' this s tate.i. 
mentit Not only is the _ income from public obligations reason� 
ably stable, it . i s aJso o f  fairly satisfactory amount. 
- PartlcUlarly will this be found true when considered ·in 
connection with security and tax pos1t1o.�. The income from 
public i ssues i s  gen·erally free from taxation . This factor 
l s  not of the 1mp?rtance to the average American investor 
- that current lite rature on the subject would indicate ,. It 
ls true that _the tax ·e��mptlon f'eatur� or the public bond 
i s  of' great importance to the . large inve stor, but to the 
average American inve stor this feature 1 s  relatively unim.;. 
portant . .As to marketability ., public securitie s as· a ·  class  
are unexcelled. -However; just as the individual issues 
·-- -- __ .._ �-- - -.-- ,· ---· _...._ _,,,_ . -
v�ry in security so al so are . they different in this 
respect.  
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.The.re are many peculiar types of public obligations 
which we shall not consider - here. .It is not that many · of these 
securities such a s  tax district bonds, municipal irrigation 
j, ssues , municipal utility issues, etc . ,  are unimportant or 
. . 
�nworthy but rather the tact that lack of space limits us 
. . 
somewhat and that these particular types are less often met 
w�th in the investment tield • .  Further, the thoughtful appli� 
cation of principles applicable t·o the more standard types 
will give · very satiefactory· reaults wh�n applied to the 
specialty field. And finally, the South American · security 
offerings which are finding their way · �nto the North 
American investment market are of the classes which have been 
or will be discussed hE:lre. 
· • "Private Obligations 
Before we take up a detailed consideration of the 
obligations of priyate c orporations it will be well to note 
how, as a class, they differ from the public obligations which 
we have just been discussing. :public securities are the 
obligaticms of political corporations, a ssociations of all 
the people for all the people. Private corporations are 
bodies, _created by the state, whose purpose is the furthering 
of private ends. -This difference is  fundamental . and has an 
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e ffec t upon tlie. dtf'ferences whi_ch we are about - to discuss. 
The purposes  tor wh1ch _ governments may borrow are relatively 
l imited. While it i s  essential that w.e invest1gate the 
) 
purpose s for which governmental . borrowed funds are tQ be used 
thi s- becomes of' much greate r importance 1n the case of' the 
priya te corporation. - The chie f' element or eecuri ty in the 
11quilia.tion of' .private corporations i s  the prop�rties which 
have been accumula_ted through 1ts security i s sues.. .As a 
matter of' fact, the limited liability <f the co rporation 
. makes this the only source of security-• . . The inve stigation 
o:f' the purpose to which the proceeds of  the loan are to be 
put ls ther_efore of prime importance . 
,Agaln, the nature of - the product and the deI!lli,nd tor . . 
i t  are elements of' difference : , ._ between publi c  and- private 
c orporations.  The market ·or demand :for the se rvi ce of . the 
political corporation is. a ssured, ,is universal . In the case 
' ,:-
of the prlvat�-- corporation the market ls  problematical . .A . . 
corpor�tion producing �- nece ssity fc,r general consumption 
i s  in a very advantageous position as compared to the business 
' . 
producing a highly i:specialize,d nonessential whi ch l s  to  be 
, I 
. 
used in further proc e sses  or production. 
·The very characte.r of the obligations. of. each of 
these two types  o·r corporations i s  dlfferEn t .  - In the case of 
the public  securi ties  we have seen that the obligations are 
invariably d·ebentures·. · .With private corper ati"ons this  i s  
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not true. It is 1n the field of private corporation finance 
I 
that . we find that great va�iety of' instruments . of finance 
Which 80 complicates the situation both for the · f1nanc1er _and 
the investor • . These securities are 1n great
. part poeeef!e ed 
of' a lien on real pr9perty, •
.
tho there is an increasing 
tendency to issue securities of the debenture class which 
are secured by the general credit of' the . obligor . Aleo, . . . 
there · are th<>se znany types Qf instrument:.e which _ represent 
<>wnersh1p . . These are entirely peculiar to the f:1,eld of 
private finance . 
Theee 1 and other diff'erencee 1 make for a difference 
in . the risk element that is to be found in both types - of eeo. 
urities . As a rule, private obl1gati.ons are secured by a 
lien, either specific . or general , direct or 1ndirecti · upon 
property. Public obligations are eeCl1red by the . good faith 
and. ability of the obligQr to pay. · There are many elements 
qt risk peculiar to each of' them. Any an�lysis of the 
investment worth of securities must take this into ooneiderat,ion. 
Gener�lly epeaking1 there are more risks conn,ected with private 
securities. It 1e, - however, usually easier to anticipate 
and analyze these risks than in the case of public · securities . • 
Thie variation in risk is, of course, reflected in 
the return that is realized.  ·Public obligations are generally 
comJidered mor.e conservative. The return from them is 
corre_spondingly lower than ·the return from private obligations-. 
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Conversely t'he po ssible return frem private securitie s ,  
bec�u�e ofl tJeir great�r possibilities of re�t appreciation, 
is greater . 1Exper1�nce sh�ws
. 
tha� tho the posail;>il ity of 
return i.s I•+ter 1n the ca se 0
0
f private securiti�s ,  tM 
, 
.probabilit! + a larger return is  out do.wn by the losses_ 
· 1ncidentai tol added risk to the point where , over a period . . · . I I · · of  ye_ars , }f1 actual re.turn
_ 
is likely to be greater . for the 
more conserva•ti_ve public ·security. In other words,  when a 
11 1 · · 
high type of safety 1s e ssential to an inve stor the public 
. · : 11 1 
s ecurity co
u
itment is preferable both in po�nt of securit y 
and return ] . 
· 
· 
. 
·. considering the elements or safety or security 
I � 
behind a P
1
1
1
ate obligation it is ·nece ssary that we consider 
the proble
l 
in two lights,  security in liquidation and seour ... 
ity in the ol�ng conc ern. We have said that the secur1 ty o.f' 
I I 
the inve stor ln event or liquidation i s  dependent upon the 
· 11 1 
. . 
. . 
. .
. 
amount of 1/Jlie phy·sical assets of the corp.oration, and the 
. . 1 1  nature and pr
r
ority or the lien which the investor holds against 
these a,s s e�l
l
l . 11 This condition is be st revealep. by the balance 
sheet with,  p�rhaps ,  certain stipporting schedule s ,  si.tch as a 
detailed s
1i/
t�ment of the nature and characteristic s <>f the 
various fund!ea obligations whid:h the corporation has out-. 
11 1 II . standing._ · fl'ihe chief  consideration 1n this connect ion is to 
make sure tilJ the figures given 1n the statement repre sent 
lllarket . va1uls under condi tions of forced liquidation. They 
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seldom do'  ..,his . It  then becomes necessary that the inve.stor . . - . . . - II . 
reapprai se tliese a s set s to show their wor-th under such 
. � circumstanee s ,, In this way it may be possible to arrive at - , . - . r II . · a fairly a.ccu.ra te understanding of the position o.f the 
' 1nv�stor 11 Jase the corporation becomes insolvent and the -
� inye stor h]s
I 
t
n
o l
th
o
e
ok to the liquidated asset s : for reimbursement . 
I I  
going concern the �asis of security 1. s 
entirely d _ffierent . The ability of  the corporation to meet · 
- I I . -. . . 
· 
its interest, dividend and principal repayment .obligations i s 
. � 
. 
. dependent entlireiy upon it s earnings . An analysis of safety 
- I . 
. . 
for such a concern will therefore be a study of the future 
II 
. .
. preduc1ng a;lbill.1 ty of the busines s as an economic unit . In . I II . . . this · respec•it the future· is b.est · judged by1 a consideration of 
the present ➔d the �st, ' This . 1nformat10n is to be had from . 
such sources a s comparative balance sheets, the profit and 
loss statem�ni, the comparative record of d1�1dends earned 
and p�id, and various ratios to show managerial effle1ency., · 
'F-he balance sheet does have a certain value 1n 
II 
. 
. . the determinat
,
ion of future earning capac1tyo  'lt gives a . 
� . . - . . cross sect1@n of the properties arid obligations of the 
b '1 . 1 1  .
· . . us ness.  Tl s picture will enable the investigator, to compare 
one business with another on the basis of it s equipment as a 
producing J11 tl · It _ will also reveal the relative effi ciency 
of the f1n�nc1al plan of the business . An industry saddled 
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with a hea"li,y . load of f'unded debt is of c ourse at a disadvantage 
· II II as  a profit maker. The availability o r  earnings tor the invest-
JI or - will be shown to a certain extent . The balance sheet when 
made up to sh!w comnarisons over a . period - of years Will also 
. 
· I II - � - · - . . -give an idea of the past growth or the business.  To a 
certain extln! thi·s may be taken .as an ind.ioat1on of the 
futur-e . 
©f far greater importance in the ·. determining of · II earning power i s  the profit and loss statement; or the income ·. II 
account a s  it is  sometimes called. This is  particularly, ., II 
true When it 1!e made up on a comparative basi s to show inc ome , II II . · . . -expenditu. res  and profits or losses over a period of years .  � . I . . - . . -The income account give s an abbreviated statement or the 
� . 
. . 
conduct of the busine ss fer the period which it represents .  r . - - .  .. . When so  arr
l
g
f
d that one period can °Qe compa�ed with another 
the investiJ.ter can rttad between the lines and obtain a very 
· II II good oppinion l a to �he earning · power, past  and -probable ,  
and likewise a very accurate eBtimate - of the .effic iency of 
the manageme
l
t:. ;
I 
a�d the probable
. 
outcome of the managerial 
pol1cie s  in the
l
ir relation to the inve stor. 
-
- -- - · II - I - · · - - - · . ' 
l
he
,r
e are two obstacles  to the use of the se reports . 
by the average investor.. The analysi s of corporation state •• .' · · .  . II ·II ments r�q1;1ir
,
1
s 
r
ather mote facil ity in the applicati_on of 
accounting pr[ne1ples than the average investor posse sses.  
\ 
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· Even tho he may - have some knowledge of .accounting a s  a 
· scien�e Je analysis and digest of such statements for the - - - '· . II - - . 
purpos�a o il
. the
. 
inve stor necessitate interpre.ta�ions not 
usually .P,os
1
sible for the general accountant . Thia i s  
- II ' · · 
because of' 
l
he difference in point of' view. The second 
-� 
' 
·
dif'ficul'tiy arises out of' the lack of uniformity both in 
- · ·· II - · . . - · · -the repo
j
ts themselves and in the methods of producing them, 
,Account1t js  not as yet stabi�ized
. 
to the extent of uniform 
terms and mkaninge for the se same terms.  .There is  still a 
· I 11 - - . 
. 
. 
great div.
li
e rgence in concepts and . theorie s • . Naturally it i s  
' 
. 
� . . 
1mpossibl!e
l 
t
1 
o obtain uniform r�aults with such ·a lack of . · ·_ I 11 · · 
uniformit� in method . In this country the Interstate Commerce 
11 I I -
Commission 1:iias prescribed and put into use a· uniform account� - . 
II 11 · - -1ng sys tem :for interstate railroad s. This  has eliminated the 
. II II . · . · second dif'f 1!oulty · in the analysis  of railroad reports. .In . II 11 · · _- - - - - -this  part
t
c
,
lar case1 howev�r
� 
the 1ntr1oacy of rthe busines s  
i1nd the n
l
ce s s�ry complicati<:>n
.
in its  a ccount s _result in an 
inorease - r l
he first difficulty here mentioned. As !n the 
case . of the !Interstate Commerce Commissi on and the railroads ,  
II I -the Publi
l
l 
Ujf 
�
li ty Commiss ions of the 
_
variou s_ states haye 
now rathe
1 
c
w
�only prescribed uniform accounting c:. , , :  .: :., : 
.
. , :. · . 
methods f
l r
e 
�
tiHties siibJect to their
. 
Jurisdiction • 
. While _ the s
l
e systems are net absolutely uniform,. as  between 
I II 
· · 
s tate s, the 'benefi�s to be gained · r-rom general uniformity 
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have been ri cognized to the extent that there has been a 
tendency Qn the part of the states to make their several . . I[ -
I • 
systems more or lee.a uniform. The situation with the · II Ii ·. . . . public utili!ties ,is therefore fairly satisfactory. With 
the . other iJdustrials there is no comparable s1tuat1on · to 
II - . 
. 
be found. P,:r1or to the passage 0f the Federal Income Tax 
La� in , � ,�  - lit seems likely that .  a large p_ercenj:,age of the - 'r' 1 · _ ·  . .  · - - -
businesses i•ri this· country had no adequate accounting system 
. · II II 
. . 
of any descr.:1.ption. This law required such spec ific infor ... - . - � I -
mation from 
!
he , business man that it be came abso1·utely 
essential :fo,r him- to maintain more or less adequate records, 
.and from _the standpoint of the investor- some progress has 
been made.I ·lowever,. there is abeolutely n_o attemp., a_ t uniform� 
- - I If . · - -
lt 
· ity in form or method, and as a result a great shar� of the -
I II value inherent to the corporation report 1s lost to the 
investor. 
As a result of these two difficulties discusses 
. 
1
1 
. 
above there .1ls a decided tendency .on the part of' the investor 
· II · II . - . to place great emphasis on two · o.ther types of' corporation 
d II I[ . -rec or a ,  namely, ·the eta tement showing the di vidende earned 
. 11 II : · 
and paid by the business over a period· of years, and certain 
11 I . : _  :. 
-ra tioe whieh 
1
_encl. to · reveal managerial ett!ciency. _The com-~·-
parative sJat
,
eme�t of dividends earned � · _ , 
II I 
. . and paid is eaa:ly 
· read· and tm'de "'Stood, and, inasmuch as the chief element of 
. 
-- ·-- ------ ·-- ---- --- •- - -- -
. . . . -
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se_curity fimm the standpoint or th_ � inve stor i s  the earning · 
II I . 
Pow __ er of ttie busine ss, this statement does  furnish a ready 
' I I II index to tJ:ie ,inves tment worth of the concern �  s securitie s .  
II . , II 
'rhe chief o
i
bj
r
ction to its use i s  that it i_s inadequate and 
d_oe s not a�wais . tel_l a true story or give a suffic ient 
warning in tJes of d1ff°1-aulty •
. 
Never the _ le ss, experience 
shows that in the hands · of the average investor it is  far more 
I . . , 
effe ctive than. either the balance sheet or the income account . 
. 
� 
The ratios 
li
e mentioned are such ratios a s  the operating 
ratio , the 
r
e at1onship between the gro ss earn.tngs from 
operation and the operating expenses ; the relation of fixed 
charges to ' lro
r
�s  ,income and income appli cable t'o the payment 
. -_ II I of rixed charges ;  the ratio which gross earnings bear to 
. II II , I  :::::::�,· :Lr �:�:::t:; . t:::: t::t:�::e, :. ; ::. ::n:::: . II - , -
rec ent origin than the u1:3e of the d1vidend record. The grow-
ing ability o
l 
the part of the investor to-understand and 
use such ratiola will likely make _of them a rather ef'rective 
-- · II II · . 
tool. It 1
1 
1ither easy• to see -t�e diff�cult,ie s
. 
that beset 
, the :nye sto11: .w
r
en he attempt s the an�lysis  of the risks 
.
· incident to in
r
ustrial, 1nv-e stment. It Will be worth while 
to discuss llr
.
iefly some few of these characteri stic ri sks .  
The nature of a bus.tne ss_ effects _the investment 
status �f 1
+ 
r
:cur1t1e
.
s very materially , Some busine sses 
. require large , Lmounts of fixed capital in _ proportion t_o t.he 
-- • - - • • - - •  --- - •- . •• - ••••---• s•-• - - - ••••�
-- �•--•-• � C- •-• •----�--- - - �
• 
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working capi �al used in operation .  When the larger snare of 
. 
. 
II ·11 . 1 1 in h
. 
� 
. 
- :r1 ct· t the capi t.ail. used. in a l>us nes s  s t, e 1 orm 01. _xe asse _s ,  
· _ 11 II 
. 
. · · - . 
_ all ot.ner 
r
b.ings being _ equal,  the securit.1es of this type ot 
busine ss  are preferable from the inve stment standpoint to the . 
obl_ ig�tionl of busine sses the maj or
. 
p ortion of whose capital · 
.
. . · II II ·
. . · - - . · i s  in the · form of qui ck or liqui.d assets . This is  c ontrary , -
. . II II 
. 
. . . to the cond.iti_on which the short time credi tor of a busine ss 
11 · · IJ 
· 
-
-
- . . seeks to f
]
ndJ. The increase in the time element involved in . 
I 
inve stment is responsible  for this -. · .Fixed a ssets are not s o  
easily dis t+ ted as . working capi tai, and a large proportion 
of such pe:mmanent cap1 tal make s for l ong time st�b111.ty. 
·Thi s means  l��s r isk. 
-The nature of the busine ss· al so has a great influence _ 
_J
I 
- . . 
on stab.ili �1v of earning· s .  -The busine ss wh1_ ch 1s engaged in . I
., 
I I  
. 
. 
producing a a
r
able consumptlye necessity ls a much more 
. desirable iLvlstm8Ilt , proposition than the business engaged 
II · II . , . -in the _prod
r
c
i
ion of a highly spe c·ial1zed arti cle to  be used 
1n further pr0duction. This  fact has already been mentioned . 
· II II . . 
Changes in general ec onomic conditions , period� of depre ssion 
. II II , -- . · 
and prosperil.tYi
1
, .lit
_
t
.
le effe ct the market- for matche s, for in-
·. II I , - - _ �tarice  • . A 
i
oo
1 
working concern which depends to -·a  great 
extent on. t
,
e 
r
rket for a yarn spindle , Wijich, tho highly 
efficient , :t a  more- costly than the common old fashioned ar_tic1e-, 
II II 
. .  - · 
f inds that iln perio�s of con sumer pro1;3perity its sales are 
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· good, while 1n periods of depression there is' 11 ttle demand 
� 
for it s prod!uct and its machines stand idle. . ij 
. . 
Management i s  another factor which goes a long 
way to deterl1ne whetlier the earnings of a concern Will be 
I � 
. . 
st;J.ble or ,no
t
• .An illustration of thi.s principle recently 
came to tJe w
1
I 
riter ' s attention. A business  engaged in the 
� I . . 
- -
production of a specialized machine suffered from the season-
, 
11 1
1 
able natun
l
e of 1 ts market . -It .was also very greatly , ·  
I II ' 
-
handicappe
l
l
�
ecause it  was ?ever able to predict what this l . , ; , :1 
demand wou
t
d
ll
be year by year. If the farmer was prosperous 
it could ha ly build enough of its product t o  supply the 
demand ; 1� �e farmer had little purchasing pow.er its 
ma.rk:et - wa
. 
s fr,
l
equ�ntly cut in half  • . . As a result - the business 
i 
I - . . . n some years was very prosperous while in others 1 ts 
II I - - - -
. 
profits were practically nil . .A new management took over · - II I · -. - · · · : 
the control o
1
,r affairs. -They developed a very efficient 
- II I . -
. -
type of lawn 
1
.eeder Which found a ready demand. -In the 
I 
seasons of the year when they were not busy with the 
Production o·fll the machine which was their chief product, 
they devotee! lhe energies of t/leir organization to the 
product1<>n lf the weeder. As a result,' during. the recent . . - I 
period of siJl.ow farmer buying, the _earnings - of the concern 
� · _  
h�ld · �
P wel
t
, and there is good reason t o  belieye that the 
change in -m, .nagerial policy Will result in a much stabilized 
• 
.. 
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income to the holders of the securities of- the concern. . . ll . Management � s one of the most important factors in 
. 
. 
. 
� 
. 
stabilizing earnings • 
. ;Bocation is . another thing which make s for 
- , . ll . . 
-
stability on' instability of earning s . Location with reference· 
. to .the ao, r'+ :of supply of raw material, the market for the 
finished Jrdauct, and transportat�on ;  fortunate inde ed is 
� 
. 
. 
. 
. . . 
the business Which enj oy s the advantage of such location 
· 
· II . . 
It i s rather ea sy tq see the effe ct that the se fa
. 
cilities
1
-. . . . I . 
. factors have upon the eta.bill ty of a corporation ' s  earnings . 
There are many other considerations _which effect 
the e'arnings· of a business.  . T_ime does not permit an 
' ade quate dl� scu ssion of all of them. - The foregoing illus... - ' II . 
·
11 : . . , . · 
· trations -Wo.1.11 serve to indicate the wide variety of factors 
· 11 
that must 
l
e taken into consideration in analyzing the 
stability bf income which is a.a important to the investor 
in private corporation , securities. The application- of some 
of the
.
princJples outUned �ill be developed in certain 
particUlar cJlses later on. 
� . 
. 
. Be
f
ore we leave the subj ect of income stability 
of private c1r
oration aecur1ties it Will be wen to note 
the effect 
l
wh
t
ch the fc:,rm that the security takes !)as upon 
its �nye stm
,
en
l 
status . · . We found that the securities of. 
public corplorations were invariably promises oil the part or ,, 
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the obligor tto pay; and t�at these promises w�re not usually 
supported by any · spec if1c pledge of value . lt . is in the 
field of tJhe private corporation that we find that wide 
� 
v�riety 0�1 - security 
offerings . which has so complicated fina_noe 
I I I , . - -from the standpoint of the investor. We cannot discuss this 
· 
II 11 · 
· 
subject eMaustively here . We will point out some of the -more 
. 
- 11 II . · . c_ ommon,�'. : ·  tJ;,,pes and note the ir differences to the 1nvestqr. 
. 
. � � . ·  '
· 
Corporation securities can be divided into two 
II 
· 
. 
. 
-
·_ · 
genera_l classes,· those which represent a promise on the part 
II II . · 
. . - . . o f  the corpoFation to pay and those which represent . ownership 
� I . · 
. . . 
in the co
fl
o
l
ation! The first type are usually called ,bonds · 
or notes, deP,end1ng upon the time for which the loan rune . 
. . � 
. 
. . 
The second tY.il)e are in this country called share s or stocks . 
. � . 
There is an dld maxim which says, ''bonds for investment, 
stocks for s+CUlat1on" , ,To a very gre&t extent this 1e 
true . . How
i
l
ve
r
, there are cases Where stocks have become 
sufficiently 
1
stabi_lized to be rated as investments, and 
-
II - 1  
. 
there are manr bonds Which can �ardly be considered as . I . . -
investment
j
• In so far as it is possible ·to generalize, 
the old tru[1sm holds good . 
� 
l
or the different types of stocks probably common 
I . . 
shares are ll.east desirable for the investor. altho there are 
I I · - . 
· · · _ 1: 
· · 
common stocks that could be considered as inve stments for 
. ·. � . . 
. 
some 1ndivi,ua
11
1s . · These common stocks are few and far 
between, aml j[,t is only the most experienced · investor who 
. II 1 · would be ab· e to a<?curately distinguish them. .Preferred 
. 
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stocks are, as a clas s, Be-tter investments than common - · I . 11 · . / stocks. Her
l
e. again it is most necessary
 tha_t the investor 
. . . · 11 I , · . be_ of long, experience and possessed of gre1at ability, for 
. 11 I I - - · · . the propor.iti.on of perf'erred stocks that might be rated as - · 1J II' · . · · · as  -investments is but a fraction of . one percent . Guarante�d 
· · I I I - - · . 
· 
preferred stocks are usually better investments than either 
' 11 
. 
- · ' 
. 
. 
the common or preferred shares. The guarantee make s the 
I I · 
·. 
dividend payip.ent a fixed charge against the earr-iings of · II II 
. 
the guarant
l 
or.
[
. The investment value of the security as a . . I I . · . · · Preferred· stock is increased only and exa.ctly by the value 
· .  C � , r , . · or.: the guarantee itself. The guaranteed preferred stock - - � . I . i s -more difficuit of analysis than either the common or 
I I I - · · preferred shares· and is an · 1nvestment opportunity for only 
· 
I I 11 
-
- . 
the excep·t: onal investor . 
II 
There has been develop.ed, d�ing the recent period 
' � ' ' of capital stringency and high interest rates, a somewhat 
II di�ferent tJ�r of stock offering. Corporations Whie� had 
sufficient . !strength, in order to esca_ pe an excessive 1ntere.st 
. 
I-
. 
. 
load and .gi
r
e the inv.estor a secu�ity adyantageo�s from the 
_ 
standpoint 
f
f taxati·on, adopted the expedient of issuing · 
oumUlat�ye pre
l
f'erred stocks with a· defin
.
ite maturity date. 
' I I I , . ' ' The corporation reserved the rlght to buy 1n the shares 
at any t1me ll a1I a sp�cified price, and guarant,eed to make 
these purchlse
1
s within a certain time·. From the standpoint 
II I - . - ·. - · of the -inve�tor these securities were in moat reE1pects 
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not stoc�s at all but rather ·callabl e debenture bonds with 
. II , · · 
. / · 
. 
I 
a favorable tax position. Some f'ew of  the securities of' this 
type werJ g<>od. investment opp<>rtunit1esj for the · experienced I II · . · .  . -investor 
l
but many of them were not . Su h freak financing I II - - -
-as this invariably developes in a period of financial I I · . · · . -stringency, �nd to the individual capa.ble of taking advantage - I I . . -. - -
_ 
ef the si
t
uation- pz:-esents a · yery enyiable opportunity . 
Altho a few lof the individual cases are desirable the . · - II . . . · 
· 
ma jority 
l
re quite the opposit e � They can never be urged 
upon the Jve rage investor aa a type suited to h1s capacitie s 
and needaj . 
. 
. So much for stocks as investments .  The other 
type of corn0ra_te securitie s .  bonds . is  a much more dit'f 1oUl t � � II . . · ., 
. 
. · , . -
. -
subj e.ct to tr
l 
e�t . Without exception they are - the def1n1 te . . I 
. . 
promi se on t
,
e part of . the issuing corpor11,j;1011 to p11,y at a 
definite t
t
m
,
. They are unlike publ�c promises of this sort 
in that th
f
y ire often additionally secured by the ple�ge of 
spe.citic p
ll
o
ii
rty
, 
against Which the security holder thus 
has a supe
,
ior lien • .  Corporation bonds tall within one of 
three classes .... mortgage bonds, collaterally _ secured bonds · 
· 
I I 
. 
-The debenture bonds are the unsecured 
or debentur
l
e bonds .  
I I . promise of  ith
f 
corparat1on to pay, and de�end for. their 
security. on the general credit of the corporation. The I I · · . : 
· . 1nterElat on t
f
em consti tutea a fixed ob11e;at,1on .of th� 
corpw•a tion . ..Ji thus come s ahead of the cl1>-1m Which stoeb 
/ 
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holders hav.:
ll
e 
r
n earnings . They are interior 'both i,n solvency 
and 11quida
1
10n to the mortgage secured obligations of the · I II 
conc ern. Mortgage bonds,  as we have St:i.id, are , secured by 
specific p+4� of the Whole or a ;art of the\�ncem' s  
property. 
!
Thia pledge may constitute either a first or - an 
inferior 1 1rn 
_
against the property pledged, As an outcome 
we find many types of mortgage bond_s ; first m9rtgage bonds,  
secOild mortlaje bonds , general mortgage b9nds , r.efunding · · . II II mortgage bo
f
d
j[
' and combiµa tione 0f the se and many other 
- types.  ?fo yeal' goe� by that does not see some furth�r 
development l!Jrg this line, and new types ·of obligations 
with mortgage s
1
. 
ecuri ty 
_
are continually springing up . The. - II collaterallY.i s
r
cured bond i s . one backed by a pledge of' other 
·secur1:ties . The se · may be of any type.  The analysis  of the I I .· collateral olo .nd involves the evaluation.· of the various · I · II - · . · -securi ties p1e<!lged.  As has been indicated these may be or I I  II . any of  the three types we are here discussing. 
- 11 II . · I-t
l
1 
require s no demonstration to convinc� that . . i the form Whi
f 
h the security takes has _ a dire.ct be.a.ring · upon 
the risk inv"'l
l
ed , The nature of th
� 
property pledged, in 
the cases or llm
1
rtgage and. collateral bond� and the lien 
which the inJes
j
or holds againat 'thla property, and the 
general credJt of the obligor 1n the case of the debenture . I II · · bond go a lo
l
g way 1n determining the securi ty of the 
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investor in ·fill
! 
e go ing c onc ern. In event of 1 1qu1�t1 on · · I I I  - · 
. 
- the se consider�tions , are o.f first importance . One word of 
warning.' [n inve stment there is nothing . in a name .  I t  i s  
true a fir.let mortgage bond i s  a first mortgage bond. But 
· 1
1 
' . . 
what i s  th!e fr
[
i rst mortgage on? Perhap s all the property - 1 1 II , · 
.. 
o f · the conce �n.·, perhap s littl e of it .. _.· Like_wi se a general . 11 · . . - , . ¥. 
mortgage m
r
y be to a great extent a first mortgage . There 
i s  little 1 n, la n
_ 
ame .  . The 1nve st1,gator must alway � get .bene.ath 
' ', ' II 
C ' 
' ' • 
the surfac'e , and_ the surfac-e i s  frequently ve ry thin . -
1l this connection we must say a 'word oonoerning 
I 
book value . 
r
ook value is dete rmined by deducting from the 
· II · 
-
actual a s s
l
ets of the ·conce rq valued at the figure at whi�h 
I I I . · · t�ey are crr
1
1
ed on the books , all the claims against these 
a ssets which 
I
re prior to the claim under consi�eration. 
The result is divided by the number of' unit s o f  the se curity 
I 
be ing conside ed to determine the book value per unit . 
1 1 ' 
. l • 
Book value womld not be mentioned in �his paper were it not 
. · _ Il l . f' or the · rreq�
1
ency w1 th which the 1nve stor encounters 1 t " ·  · -
I I 
·
. 1i I · . 
. 
. - - . .  
• . As an ind1cat1
1
t1.on of inve stment me rit it has little worth . . 
I I .1 1 
- · · 
. 
- -
I
. 
f the figurel
,
� at which prop erties ar.e soarried on the books · 
11 1  . 
. · . .  
of a corpo
,
at
l�
on were repres entatiye
. 
o,f the a ctual yalues :, 
either in 
il
ol
ITT
ency or in liquidation, we might give much 
more weight
! 
tb t
.
he book value ctr a stock. In pra·ctice 
' I I l l ' ' ' ' . 
. I 
however,  t�e w
l
ide divergence in capitaliz�tion policie s. 
- · · I I I - · 
. 
· to be found iR private finance de stroys whl:!.t might othe rwi s e  
I - . 
- ------ir-,;;----�------------�-1 
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- be a valuabl, investment barometer • 
.. · 
· BlloJ" value i s  
.
very frequently used in conneoUon ' ' 11 . . 
with ·price filgures .  .In the case of a stock pric e i s  . I . . determined, not by the book value of the stock, but l>y 
1 1 II · capitalization of the present and future earnj,.ng capac ity 
I • II I . . .of the stock ,plus any value which the managerial control · I I I . · · · 
residual in the stock may have-. .In the bond pri ce is  
. 
!
I 
det�rmined :f'�•rst ·by the · rate of  true intere st at the time � . I . and se cond b
� 
the additional compensation acc�j,.ng as  a 
re sult of r.is!k involved . :It is  obvious there fore that there 
. . i i  I I  
· - · 
is little 1fo •recommend book value . figures as  a measure of . I I I · .  . · inve stment 
l
worth. 
·· . 
II · Pecu]iari•tie a· of  the Various Kinds of Private · Se curities I 
So far· we have been sp.eaking of  the se curitie s of 
private coJorat1ons in ge_ne ral , .It  is  nece ssary that we 
consider sol� of the pe_culiariUes o f  the various tyJ)es of 
11 
· . 
· Private securities .  For this purpar.;e .we shall di-vide the · II II . · field into 
i
ndustrials ,  P. ublic ut111t1ea  and railroad s .  By 
· · II · . industrial s w
j 
mean that large and varied elass_ of enterpri ses, 
manufacturing 
l
and trading, which produce 
_
the thousand s· o f  
commodities and service s so essential to our daily life . . I . . . . . We single
. 
o
l
t 
r
rom t:qi s a11 ... ·inclu siye group
. 
those enterprises 
� . Which have Jecome so e ssential to public wel fare that we h·_ave 
. . . · I II pl�ced them 
1
nde� the superyi sion and control of. state- bodie s,  
known as Pu�11l Utilitf Oommlsslons . -The more i�portant 
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_enterprises 
!
that have 1?een thus designated a s public utility II I - - · -
- t  1 
businesses al'e the water, gas, , steam electric, hydro�elec r c, 
I I - 1 1 . · · - · _ - · electric Ul'�n; suburban and interurban railways, telephone 
and telegJ.lpl companies • .  The last. two of i:.hese, the ·:- -- · - Ii II · _ -telephone and telegraph businesses, are _of less interest to 
. the investlr t;,,.n the others •
. 
There is one other public . I , . utility, t
r
e steam railway, that we have placed in a class 
.by itSelf • .  When -railroads do an interstate business they 
. . � - . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
are tinderf
h
l 
control of the Interstate Commerce ' Commission. 
Tho they r
r
1mble the other public ut111ties ' 1n many respects, 
they diff er �
l
rom them in several important ways . .Their - � I - -siz_e, the tac
i
t that they d0 , an interstate business, II I . . - .-their rela
]
iv
t 
importance as utiliti es 'because or their 
interstate nature, t.lle intr.1cacy of their financial affairs, 
the diyersl
ty of their
_
inves�ment offerings, the s e  things 
With others
-
1
_ 
-_
ke
. 
their separate treatment _desirable . 
- The Industrial·s 
We have already considered mo st of the essentials II ·  . . . to the · anal,rs1
11
s of industrial , a�curitie s. -Nature of the 
II . · · · business, location, management, the market, the a ssets and . 
� 
-
. 
. 
liabilities 01 the business as evidenced by the balance sh8et, 
the earning
il 
and qperat1�g tacts to be obtained from the . 
income accountl, the- value of having our figures on a 
I . . : comparative basis, the difficuJ.ties connected with all this, 
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the imper.ativ.;eneee of  knowing something about. what. the future 
earntngs of the busine ss  are going to be ; the se · are 'the 
-
_
importantl
l 
c o�aiderati:on,
s pertinent to the industrial • .  And 
industr1Ja. s as a class ,  we said ,  are the I.east co ..nserv. atfv. e 
II 
. 
. 
of  all .�
1
estments. • It .1,.s  only t�e exp.erienced, the trained,  
· J · II · . 
the seasoned investor that can indUlge in them • . Even he can 
II II · · 
,' · 
do it onlw when he has prepared the way by , building for 
. 11 II 
them a · soiid foundati on of conservative securities. 
Publ'ic Ut1T1t·1es 
Tlie . :fundamental di fference betwe en the industrial 
and the .pub�iC utility 1 8
. 
the nature of the product.  All 
· 
11 
· 
11 
- · 
the complica,
1
t.ions that ·attend this type of .. security grow 
: II -
. . 
. 
. 
· · 
out of' thi s · one basic difference . • Witho.ut an adequate water 
� I . . 
. 
. . 
supoly mankind peri she s. ,Without internal transp·orta_t_ ion 
. - II II -_ -our ent1r.e industrial_ structure breaks down .  . Without power. 
and means of communication we shoulq be thrown backward . 
· centurie s. The 
.
p
.roducts and service s of' public· utilit ie s  
' , . ' � 
, 
. ' 
, 
, 
' , 
are 1nd1sp
r
n
w
ible to modern man. This means that they must  
be maintained . Capi t�l is attra·cted to an industry only 
h th 111 d II - t . 
.
t 
.p 
1 
, " -
. 
' 
w en e n _us ry re urns a �a r compensati on to  its  owners . 
- �  , 
' 
' 
, 
, 
' , 
'l'here fore 
r
e · have � commies.ion, one of whose .:func·t1ons it 
i s to see tha:t the busine ss  shall be so conducted as to 
� � ' ' 
, ' , 
re turn a fai:ri:
1 
. . profit to its  proprie:tors • .  In · the . p_ublic · · · It · util�ty fieldi competio� is e�oeptionally destructive. 
. 11 
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The commission has taken this situation in hand. What this 
means to Jhe investor in the securities of the protected . 
I I industry neea.s no exposition. Then, consider the nature of 
- - · I II · the product of the uti lity. We drink just about as much 
I 
water in one year as we do in another . We must have light 
whether tJe t
i 
imes be good or bad. Gas · for cooking purposes, 
I - 1 the telep�one and the telegraph are likewise. services which 
. 
11 II -
fluctuate 1
i
ittle either with the season or the business 
cycle , . To tfe · investor 
.
this means stable earnings .  Stable 
earnings and 11 su�ficient earninga are the things that make for 
investment d
ir
sirability in the field of the private security. 
While these conditions are true only in � relative and not . 
. ·. II I I 
. 
in an abaolutJe sense, the general excellence of the public 
utility as aJ investment opportunity is well recognized 
and will, th, writer believes, maintain itself. Of course 
there is a gri
j
at dissimilarity between the various kinds o� · 
public uti
l
l
it
i
es• Water b0t1ds are a . far different proposition 
than the ol:)
l
l iga tions of' the hydro.,,.electric develop, : ment ; 
. 
� . 
. 
and the ga
j 
company and the street railway can ·hardly be 
placed in the ·same category. The nature of the product 
� 
and its mar.
,
ket, together with the effect which changes in 
I II . . demand broughl about by new develop - ments, are the chief 
differencesl[ These · di fferences are wen summarized in . 
II 
- -
the following table taken from "Costs of Urban Transportation"  · 
II by W. C .  Dool ttle. 
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_Relative �nY!rstment Rank of Five Types of Public Utilities 
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R:ailroad Se,curi t·ies 
T
,j 
ra ilroads are experiencing difficultie s.  As 
� result ma'hy investors have of late beeh dissappointed 
II · .· in their holdings. The subject of railroad finance i s  a 
. Ii II big one. Ilt i s  not our object to treat it here. What the 
I 
. - . �-:.-�:"-"---'-:-::-· ... :. ·•·-
_, __ -·- -· ·· - -··--·· - --· · ·· · - - - - .__. _, .
.
.
. . 
' 
future ho'lds f ortt them no one can def ini tC3ly say. 
� 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
Predictions are hazardous. The writer will venture this 
much. TJknsp.orta
1
tion . is as essential to the welfare of 
- - I I I I  -civilizatJiion as sunlight . The world has become too popu ... · · 
- II - - - -l ous for ;1t to be .otherwise. We cannot have transportation 
wi th�ut clpital-, and capital: will oe �"ttracted in sufficient 
quantitiet !n1y · from investors ; capital eari be· . thus obtairied 
only when tJ·e inv�stmeht opport.uriities -a.-:re - riiad·e a:ttrac"tive . 
This means Jork �or ·the · 1nters-tate Commerce Corimi ssiori. · · .. 
Tho the b!iJ of' ra1iroad seqUrit1es
.
in this country ·tooay 
· are · not JvJsable :1nvestmerit� for the :av·erage · inveBtOr, 
the - time t�� undQubt<idly come When they will ·b<\; · · It is · 
· · II II - · · , . 
impossibl
] 
Jl
o bel�eve that any other condition can obtain. 
Trhe investment virtue of' railroad securities 
is depend f 1 upon the same considerations that are effective 
with 1ndu
il
t
1i
als generally. The railroad is difficult o f 
a.�alys1s lJecause of the complexity of the 'industry • .  The 
II -investor lms two outstanding advantages-. The Interstate 
� 
. 
. . 
Commerce C,omm1ssi on has given us uniform accounts for 
- II II 
-
railroads · which makes comparisons easier and more val_uable. 
II ,AJ.so there has be.en built up a fairly wide specuiative 
market for tJe rans thru 11sting on the exchanges , _ Th_is 
has resulted in a degree of marketability that is very ­
a_ttractive to certain types of' investors. 
II 
i9 summarize : today some few railroad securities 
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are good :investments, many are not.  Consequently, the I 1 . -general excellence of the rails for the investor Which · 
11 I I · once obtained has brok8ll down. Tomorrow that condition . . II II . . . 
b .
. 
k
. 
Wh th t t 
of general excellence may come ac . en a omorrow . ' II II 
· . . 
w.ill be w
ti 
ti us no one ca!l �ay.  The .experienced technol0-ii 
gist who can read the handwriting on the wa11 will profit 
II I most  gene
,
ously. The average investor does not possess 
such tecJicl1 ability. 
I . . .. . . T1aEl Opportunity of, the Average, Investor . I . . . . . _sl mrch for domestic - securities. We have yet to 
consider f:oreign offerings in general and those of South 
. � 
. 
America in wrticular. Before we do that it Will be well 
to summarize tl:).e work we have done thus far. 
_
we ·f
i
nd that the problem of investing _ can well be 
broken up 
t
n+ three parts ; the determination of ·investment 
needs of tlii.e d.ndividual , the. analysis of the investment - � I . . - - -offerings avad.lable to him; and the bringing together of · 11 · II the investmen
j
t
l 
and the investor best suited to each other. . 
. 
. . 
� 
. The investor .ln whom we are here interested is the .iaverage" I II . investor. rte individual we found to be of smail fortune 
whose · inves
r
ble funds are limited to savings . He is  an · II individual po
il
sessed of little investment experience or 
training, af 
11
yet one wh0 possesses certain inborn traits 
which make l im dissatisfied with the staid prosaic 
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ultra con er.vat1ve security which serves to satiety 
- II · 
-
. -
individuals of similar capac1 ty in otne.r- countries.  . His 
n eeds are be
1
s
_
t satisfied by the diver�ified investment 
plan. _ Such L we11 Worked out plan Will involve first the 
- I I I - - . -building 
IP I
f a foundation of the best a�d safest 
commitmenJs possible • . This done he may branch out in an 
I I 11 -endeavor tJo
l 
enlarge his return. These less con.serv:ative com"!":-. -
11 f 
- - - -
·mitmerit s musit in themselves be individually desirable 
I -
- - . 
securities.  This means that because of his limited investing 
abil1ty
.
hJ must still. stay away from the more speculative 
I II uncertain 
!
types of inve stment securities. Upon hi s foundation 
I II 
' . 
' 
-of government bonds he will work out a plan Which will include 
• C 
I I II 
state, co
i
t
f\ 
and city municipals, a few l)Ubli c utilities ·of 
the better c]ass, and_ perhap s a very small portion of rail s 
or l.ndustr• a�s .  • The advisability of the latter. type i s  very 
questionable.I  If the. average investor does work out some 
II I - -
such scheme which, .while fitted to his individual needs, 
recognizes Jr fundamentals here laid down, the result Will 
be a degree J
1
r - safety that will make him feel secure and -
� 
- I 
that COUple
l
d 
r
ith a return sutfici.ent to satisfy all 
reasonable demands. -
II - -And now how about the foreign security? .  How 
II - - - . about the s1uth American offering� that have become rather _ 
common h_�refl Do they fit into the ayerage _ i�'lfestor ' s plan, 
and, . if so, w
]
ere? This is  the· problem ·which t�is paper 
purport·s to s 1 ve. 
••_,�....,_• •--�- ----•k ..,.. " •---· 
r. '  
iind:e: of· Forelgn . :r:nv·e·etmerrts :...; Their· Analysis · 1
. 
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There are just as many different kinds of foreign 
sec
.
ur1 ty;
1
. offerings as there · are domestic.. The various class� . I . -ifications that we have employed in discussing domestic 
eecur1tJe s apply w1ih equal force to the foreign field • .  We 
will fi+ that there are foreign gbverriment,  state ·or department , 
· municipJ!l. , public u t111 ty and railroad securities  -which are · · 
II availabl
l
i
f
o the Americ�n investor. - Five minutes sP.�nt in 
reading a �uotation sheet of the Londo� Stock Exchange will 
II serve to convince on this point . Furt�er, to a great extent 
. 
� 
. 
the characieristics of these foreign security classes I I 1 · . 
. . 
correspond 
ry-ery closely to those we noted in the domestic . classes. '!!here are of course some variations in them. If  . . . I a nation is not made up of a number of sovereign states, · as I in our o
r1 
_united States, t�e Significance of state 
sovereiD'l"\ty will be lost in the case of the foreign go_vern-..· 
. . 0'] . . . . . 
mental subdivision. Again, if a forei� railroad is state I 11 · owned and financed through , the issue of securities by I II the government, obviously these securities must be regarded . · 11 II · · somewhat differently than those of privately owned enterprises. 
�ublic uti
ll
ljJ
llties 
.
must a1s·o • be considered 1n a different light . II I . if th�re · is no controlling body similar to our state 
commissio:rrn, or if the utilities are owned by the municipal� 
1 t1e s 1n Jh1 ch they ar.e located . But 1n the main the same 
----�-- --_- .. ,;:
·
-..,_ .. 
.:. , .,.
,. - �- - . - . . . ,--·-
·-
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oons1derat1o , s h()ld. V,e can say that the c hie f element 
of securi-t� · teh1nd
.
the. foreign government bond is the good 
faith ·or tle nation' s people Just as in the case of United -. 
I I 
- - , 
States government obligations. - These same considerations, - - I -
theri, Will b
il 
the ba�is of our foreign security investigations. 
_
Where the 
l
o
r
ign bonds di-ffer we w-111 . call attention to the 
·fact, , otherwJse our · analysis Will confom to the lines already 
laid d_own . 
'How For�1 Investments Differ From Domestic Investments �-
J
FJ�eign �ecurities resemble the same types . found 
· a.t home , •hi
ls does not mean that there is no difference 1n 
I I  - I - - - -
their anal
l
sfJi-• The re are _ differences, · vital ones, but as a 
rule they app[y to all foreign investments and not particular 
c.lasses, tJ
l
o 
�
f course the effect which a particular condition 
has on one 
lyf
e �y not effect all classes of fore ign secur� 
1t1e s in th
li i
ame way. 
ihere - are three big types of variance between the 
· II 
analysis of d0mest ic and foreign obligations . These are 
I I - - - -differences 11 political, social and monetary conditions. 
The factors wliich must be considered in connec_ tion with these 
I . . 
I 
differences we
' 
take for granted in the case of domestic 
securities, t
ll
y are. not new elements in - the consideration 
but are prol:iilems which present t.hemselves as such only when 
. 
� we get away from recognized familiar ground. As far as the 
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w.ri ter c
l
n determine there is but one new problem that 
presents 1tle1f 1n t.he ·c ons1derat1:n Or foreign investment , 
That is the int-emational situation which developee when one. 
II . 
· · 1 th ti 
. nation maikes commi tmen.te of capita to ano er na on � . 
. . 
. 
The political, social and monetary dif ferences 
between nations make necessary the c onsideration af such 
II 
,. 
subject s as the laws and customs of the country, method s . II of taxati
f
p,  financial history, f'oreig}\ trade, ·banking and 
the curre_mCY,i
1
. sy stem, pol} tical int eg
�
ity ,_ social and· indu strial 
·
. 
II I education, 
r
sources, transportation and communication and 
the like . ll is su ch factors a
� 
these, coupled with the · 
d1ff1cult
j 
�f obtaining information pertinent to the particular 
type of 1r
l
v+tment Which 1 •  more readily obtained at  home, . .  
that make th
r 
analysis of fcr.,eign securit ies  a dif ficult · 
technical pr
l
o· blem., . These three differences make for a great ··· 1 I . 
. increase in d.nvestment risk even when the issuing authority . II 11 · - , .. . . - · migt;,.t in i
l
f 
s
f
lf seem to be the equal in stability and security 
of  a compa:ra'ble domestic issuing authorlty. 'rhi s  increase in -
. I II . . 
. . . 
- . 
. risk must 
f
f nece ssity be reflected in greater returns to 
the_ invest0r. Dome stic capital will flow abroad only when · II j · · · · · the increase 1n return compensates for the additional risks 
involved . I is  this relatively high return t�at ha s been 
attracting cJpi tai c,u t o t the United States recently , T.he 
danger Ues ·il the fact that the average American investor, 
� inexperienced l;lS he is, buys the foreign security _because 
I 
I 
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1 ts  yield i s  high, :f"ee_ling that because the security is  the 
obli-gation o,tf a national governmerit , a s tate or a city, that 
the · secur+y behind 1t cann:t bu!; be · good , He does not 
realize tJat this generou� return i s  a compensation for risk 
. � 
. 
involved in making the foreign commitment . He sees only tlle - - · II I� _ -· - . figure tha
f 11
�presents return and the words that re�d perhaps ;  
obligations e f  the national government o.r o f  some rather 
II . 
. 
- . 
-
_well known c
lJ
ty . Again it i s  nece ssary that we 
_
go beyond 
the surfao
I 
glamour and find out why th� yield i s  gr.eat. 
I I 
re have said that the po1.itical , �ocial and 
monetary d f�erenc es which exist between nations make 
essential ihj
l 
investigation 
_
of such matters as  political 
integrity , ].a
r
e and customs of the country, financial 
history) t
r
J
r
ion, banking and the currency syste�, foreign 
tradE:·, pop,
la
li 
ion and education in the analysi s of foreign 
securi ty o:fl'ifer ings.  'rhe p oliticaL integrity of'  the nation 
- · I II -
is  a matter.
\ 
otr
_
great importance . I.f' the bonds be those
_ 
, II . _ _ o.-r the gove
j
rnment it self, - obviously an unstable political 
- - I 
·
11 . . -
· - · - . -
organizat io
r
. 
f
r the pr�
�
alence of . graft and corrup.ti on 
among government offic ials will make the investment worth 
- · II II . · . · - . - - · of the instrumentalities of such a government very-
II II , · . - - - -
questionable
!
. a s  investments .  The fo_ llowing stat_ ement is  
· - 1 
· I I -taken from the Department of Commerce, Special Agent Series  
Page 8 1 
. -
No . · t9n , a Gonunercial H_andbook of Paraguay . liThe recogniz ed _ 
- . 
• : ;7 J II - . . . 
foreign debt of  Paraguay -consists of two fore ign loans 
-
. 
-
11 11 Which at the end of  1.9 1 8  amounted 5, 544, 472 . 30 gold p� soe .  
* * * * * * The ·first of the se i s  the London Loan * * * - * * *  
.the first s y
uon of Which amounted to 1 , 000, 000 paund sterling 
and t�e eec
l
nd section * * * * * amounted �o - 2 , 000,
. 
00_0 pound-a 
st.erling. 11 ,oth were to draw interest at 87'. The first 
sold at 8j and the second at _ 85 .- It ls said that not m_ or� 
- - II I - - . . than 2()0,
,
00 pounds stevUng. of the .1>roceeds of the two . 
loans eye l
l 
+ached the Kati
�
al Treasury . ''. I f  the secur itiee  
offered tli!e linv:estor are -pr1va te  securities 1nste·ad · of public 
the peeit+n Of t.he inve stor i e  no bette r. Ru eeia ie the • 
cla ssic e�ample today. There are and hav.e be en others .  -
II II Where ther
li 
i s  not national _ security 
·private values become 
questional:>1_E;J 
• The laws and customs of the ·people are of 
importance to . the - inve stor. Do the laws of the· country 
II - - -
adequately •pF.otect industry? Ia foreign capitcll favorably 
r egard ed andj fa1rly protected? Daily experience s of 
American clp tal in our neighbor to the. eouth, Mexico,  illue-' 
II I trate the 
11
m
,
1
o:rtance of th1
.
s question.  Again, r.e:f'erring to_ 
Parag1,1ay we fi
l
nd the _ :following : 11 The great mass of the 
. Pa.raguayanjper
ple
·
a
�
e very provincially minded, and while 
not posi t! elf hostile to the foreigners , are somewhat 
' . 
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disposed tJo ·
J
iblame t.he ' gringo 1 f'or the increased c o st ot 
- II I . . . . living and f'or other c onditi ons of the newer and le EJs 
· , II II - . - -
easy"!goin8 ri13gime- of the . pre sent .- · In. normal t ime s their 
general apllat!y p'i--events thi s  ·re el ing f'�om bec oming a se rious . . 
· 11 II 
. - . . 
obsta.cl.e tJ
l
o foreign- enterprise s ,  but it mlgh
. · 
t ofte r a 
. 
. 
II . 
. 
- - - . dangerous ;r1e1d for an antiaf'oreign poll t itian t o  work _ on. � . · 
I II . 
. 
- - , 
- The foreie ri 1nye stor ·coul<l hardly consider such a situation 
ide�l . , 1 l'he financ ial history . fre quently yields much 
enlightening 1nformat1on to the inve stor� The amount of' the 
expenditurl
1
1 a ave � a period of y'ea?'e show. the gene ral tendency 
I 
. . . . . 
· in this di
r
e ction ;  the .r
eyenue s for a comparable period 
indicate h
f
w the se expendi ture s were met .- Aile the source s 
of 
_
this reyel
ue such a s  to indicate cont inued stability 
along thia h fe? Were they obtained from borrowing, from 
ta.xation, from government industrie s ,  or how we re they obtained? 
I f  the rev1n�t s were from taxe s,  'ii'hat was the nature of the tax, 
was 1 t- proaerlty or an ihte mal excit;1e tax or a tax on import s? 
1
1 
j . I f  it was a
l 
t1x on imports are the article s taxed ne ce ssl ties 
I I . . . -which .canno
l
l 
be produced at home and therefore condu
. 
c ive of 
. - II 
. · · . - · a stable re
ir
urn , - or are the taxed commoditie s lµxurles or a 
product whi
,
ch can be produc ed a t  home f .  A c onsideration of 
. . I - . . the financ i
r
l history of a nat ion 1s the be st baromete r of 
what its futw.e financ ia_l position ang. poli cies will ,be . It , . 
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oan be moeit profiitably employed in an analytical inve stigation.  
II 
· · 
. 
Taxation and ite effects on dome stic and foreign · I I . 
. · · a 
. . � . . 
indu�try sro,
ld receive consid�eable attention . The following 
refer1:1 to 
r
ar,aguay • . 
0 Tax;ation is light and some enterprises _  
are exempt �d- by _ th�ir concesaions _ from all direct taxes 
during the initial pe riod of operation. However industries 
- I I . . - · . Which sh. ow comfortable profits quickly attract the· attention 
. II -. of �he national budge_t makers. u We have already noted the 
. . . II I I 
, . - . . -
vital �elal
i
i
nship between taxat;on and gove�ment securities 
in th� case I
f United State. a government bonds. In the case 
of foreign go
[
ernment securitie s, both national and state, 
the situat
�
oj
·
is much the same • . Lack of familiarity with 
foreign t�at , on conditions nece ssitates a more extensive 
� . I 
. 
. and detail
jl
d study. That the 
_
return be both adequate and 
steady is the important factor. Past experiences. will form 
- II - . . .  a good inde
l
i 
·
r
s to 
_
what the
_ 
future Will be . Past experience 
must, of co
l
u rse, always be interpreted in the light of 
I 11 changing co
[
di tions. 
II 
. 
, 
adequa�e and substantial banking system is 
imperious i
r , countvy 1s to develop and prosper • .  I:t: i s  
usually J)ossi+e to. obtain information along this line. 
·Of equal or gr,
,
rater importance i.s a stable �netary system, 
,Again refer
,
in
l 
to �ra�ay._: "The . currency consists  of 
unredeemabl
, . 
pfapev, issued in denominations of. 50 centavos 
to 1000 pesos. Not only has this money suffered a great 
' .... .... .... , 
.
.. 
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depreoiat��n. in -value but its physical appearance , generally 
· II I · . ·. · · in an advanced state of physical dissolution, is a .(!.iscredit 
. .· II 11 . . . . . to the nat.ioil using it as a c·irculating medium. .The range .. II 11 . . . . 
of daily v.alue fluctuation is illustrated by the following 
. . . 
� * * * * * :  in eight days of May 1919, the extremes of the 
::
e 
J:::
i
;t, 1
i
::: :::e p::::
s 
�::
d 
8:: ::
o 
9 :��• :
e
:
w
:
e
: J:: 1 7  
. - I practical 
j
si niflcance of such a situation is apparent at 
- I II onc e • .  It- nece ssarily puts busine ss on _ a  speculative basis .  
��th ?o�
ts ll a
l
lld receipts are at the mercy of· the daily 't1po 1 
or rate; Jd bUsiness houses are forced to. guard against 
II a turn i."n the
j 
exchange which m.j.ght effect them unfavorably. ," 
. II I . .In a day when, as  a result of' almost universal war, the monetary 
systems of e+n the most stable nations are upset, this 
. subject of tb:e
l 
monetary conditions cannot be too strongly 
I . - . s�bjected - tio scrutiny when dealing with nations of lesser 
II · · · . commercial sttnding. 
. . 
. 11 F
r
reign trad.e ·must be studied because i.t 1
.
s � 
vital . facto
1
,
- 1� modern national prosperity. It must be 
considered 11.n relation to the demand ·ror world products which 
. � 
. . . 
. 
. 
the re source! s of' _the c.ountry makes nece ssary, .and the extent . . I 
- - . . 
to Whlch it own surplus re _source s are ·in world demand. 
Comparative f jgures to shO:w the nature and value of _ imports 
• 
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. and exports and the amount and nature or t�e balance will . I . II be round a: great aid . Then imports and exports tabulated by 
· - I II -
. · . 
. . 
countries are helpful to show any commercial iafluences to . . I II which th� country under consideration may _be subject . . These - l · ·11 - . . -statistics arranged to Qll.ow conditions annually for a period 
of years a, e Of great importance in that they tend to discount 
the future1
1
l Especially is  this true when the securities under 
. . I 
-
coneiderat,lon are those of a private corporation which is  
, II II dependent for,
I 
much of its market on foreign countries; or is . 
· II I . . 
· . · 
itself a p
roii
ected . industcy subject to_ potential outside 
competltio
r i
hru possible changes in thE3- tariff situation. 
l f  the aec11r�ties are the obligations of the national 
· . 
. 
, II 11 
. 
- -
-
-
govemment, and if the government derives any considerable . 
II II 
. . . ' . . . 
. part of its Income from imports or exports. the stability 
II II 
.· . ' 
of this a�r,
tion is of vital , importance, .and our figures on 
foreign trade will go far t_owar.ds establishing the tr.�e - . . 
conditi�. 
No nation can be more prosperous th�n its ·  
II 
. 
peop_ie.  . T
1
e 
1
rmount - �nd . 
changes in amount of population -are 
.essential d!atr • . The character and nat1onal,ity . of the people 
fr�quently te
t� 
a significant sto�y. Immigration and 
emmigration:, and the nature · and amount of the balanc� 'are 
' 
. � - �  
. 
. 
. . 
always impo�tant . In connection with . the study of a 
· 11 11 · ooun.tr.y ' a  people, we should always consider the ex�ent and 
/ 
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and natui, e of the ir education . . A nation · of people t·ra1ned 
. 
. 
11 . 
in indus�ry 1s a far different investment ri sk than a II - -- . 
nation o� s•imilar siz e  whose people · have little • educatio·n,  
or a na:tJon with a small highly soc ially educat .ed gi,oup 
and no edlcation for the mas ses • . A nation can
.
have no l 11 , greater r.e s0urce than an adequate school ijystem . · II 
Thea.e are a - few of- the conditions tp.at are fun-
·_damental If o ·1nyestmE:3nt etabili ty in any, 1oountry,  factors Which we 
1
ake for gran_·_ ted here at home . Whe_n capit�l goes 
- . . 
· 1 II , - · . · . -out into the less familiar fields, the se fundamentals 
!- 11 become of fi!rst importance . They are not peculj,�r to the foreign f e�ds, however , and it ie  only our lack of knowledge, 
or a lack o
il 
stability on the part of the other nation, that · 
make s them jl important . · ·  WJr sa,id .that it.here is  one considerat ion in 
foreign ir �e
i
st.ing tnat i s  not f,ound in the dome stic 
commltmenJ , When th e caprtal o.f one nation goes out and finds - - I an abiding p ac e in another · country, 11" there be any 
·consideraJil.e amount of such capital flow the investing coUntry 
eventually c0me s to hav e  a very c onsiderable commerc ial . · . . ij . . .  . . interest in the borrowing country. Thi s gives rise to. the 
so called �pieres or 1nnuence which haVe played so important 
a part in 
r
eo
l
ent international polit ic s .  In these Spheres 
of 1nfluenee � a to be foun� the destiny, of political ent ity. 
( 
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. . 
Any nation which allows its citizens to invest abroad to 
· .· 
11 II · any consiuerable extent is bound -to find itself inv0l�ed in . 
. · II 11 · 
. . . 
· 
· 
world politics . · The situation is aggravated by the • 
. . ·. II 11 · . 
. . . · . 
investor ' s  demand that his interests abroad be · protected by 
- II f - . the home goVierrunent . The re are no inte rnational civil 
II courts, .and in foreign investment battleships must take the 
· 
. · II 
· -
· · · · 
place of re ceiverships . If the investor . in foreign 
' II II _
-
securi.ties .:Ile to feel safe,·. he must know that in event of 
- _  - II · 11 . 
. 
difflculties
1
. his home government will back up his just claim_ 
- II · to the ver,
j
y fullest ex.tent. . British gunboats hav� .ever. 
· . · I I been insiste
r
t arguments in f'a�or of the payment of sterling 
debts 
-
on Jhe
-
part of
. 
other nations . Thia pollcy ia in vivid 
contrast 110 
r
ur own national attitude on t�e subj ect. The 
very first condition Which the. investor must consider in the · 
. -
- 1 � 
-
-
' 
-ptir.�hase of foreign bonds, _ no matte_r what their nationality 
or character ! is the attitude. of the home gov ernment in 
II respect to foreign capital commitmerits . j\s we have already 
II indicated, s0me of the European nations have assumed very 
d.efini te at
l 
tltudes and · policies
. 
which are advantageous to 
. I II - -foreign ca�i�al commitment . The United States has never 
. II IJ - - · -assumed any d!efinite , position in this matter, has never 
. . . II made a fraruc statement . Experience never the less gives the 
� ' ' . average Amer1lcan investor much that is -indicative of what · II he can _ expect in the matter of fer _eign investment prote ction 
--
-
---�- -·---•. �---�- . ....__ .  --·--
·· ·  
. . . . 
• 
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. 
. from his aome gov�ent . There is nothing ln the , II II · -
history of 1· er ican capital in Mexico which could 
ij -
possibly 
]
e construed as protec tion 9f the investor . 
· Even when SP,ecific dut ie.s have been pledged as · security - I -
for the p yment of just obligations the national · govern� · 
II II ment ·has ilitJhout hes itation ignored default of_ these 
pledges . 
II
It is .the b�lief of the writer that the average 
American v
1
estor cannot feel safe , in his foreign commitments - I -
- -
until his own government takes some definite stand with 
. 
' \.. 
reference 
I
to the protection of the . interest_s of its citizen 
inves tors in fo.reign securities . On the first c ount .,_ then, . I South Amer.lean investment offerings seem to have the worst 
of i t . 
'l'ne · Analysis of Foreign Se.curl ties • a Summary: 
JI iet us briefly. summarize the _work of analyzing 
a fo reign �e+rity, The 1'irs_t and moa t important consider� 
ation ls tliie attitude of the home government towards the 
protection ◊
,
the
, 
foreign 
-�
ommitment a of 1ta  investors , '!lhe 
next point is the question o.f the poll tical ., economic and 
soci�l soundnl
1
ess of the count;y 
· 
1n
_ 
question. · This invo1
_
yes 
' II I 
. 
the inv�a t j!ga
l
it ion of such ques ti ons _ as p
_
olitical i�te_
grity., 
1 d II I . . .  awe an cust0ms of the people ., financial history., taxation., · j · II banking and! the currency system ., foreign trade ., population 
' 
-� 
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and education. The treatment of each· of these subjects 
we have L1!eady- discussed. When we aF� sure of the situati9n 
. ·. II II 
.
. 
thus far, we can take up . an analysis of the individual 
· securi ty ll The procedur"e from this point conforms with 
that outlined for domestic securities . F:irst, is it a 
. 
� 
. - _ -
. government obligation or that of a private corporation? · 
II i - - -
- If the · r0rmer, its worth depends upon the good will of _-
I I II t.he obligo
_ 
F.1 , ability to pay, and the legality of the issue. 
. II · I The relativ.i
ll
e importance �f
-
each of these three factors 
depends !;on whether the issue is that of a national 
- . - I I 
- -
_ · 
government, a · sovereign subdivision, or a nonsovereign 
I • 
' 11 • • • 
. . 
, • • 
political unit. The basis for the evaluation of each of 
th� e� th�eJ factorS has 
,
been discussed fairly extensiv�ly . 
If the il
1
sJlng authority i s  a '  private inste�d .of a publ1C 
corporatL.n l, our problem Will . be .to determine 1:he earning -
I power of the corporati�n and the value of . its assets 1n 
liquidaUon l To facirltate this we divide private securitie s 
into thr+ Lasses ; railroads ,  pub1 1c · utilities, and 
indu etriJi sl  There are various factors peculiar to each of 
. . . � . . 
. 
these typ�s as we have already seen . Foreign securities Ir , of these classes sometimes differ slightly from our domestic 
. II issues in ways already noted . These differences grow out 
- ll - · 
-
of the efife
ll
ts; of politic�l, _- social and economic conditions . 
We may say �hat if the home government protects 
the foreign investor-, if the political, social and economic 
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cond1 tions a,r.e f'avo.rable, and if' the particular i sstte itself 
i s  po ssees
l
d b{ investment merit, then and only then the 
I 
. . 
commitment ma!&- ·be considered a, de sirable :('ore1gn investment . 
The proble� ol� thi s paper i�  the analy si s of certa.in South 
· · · 11 1
· 
· 
. 
Ameri can o
[
feringe ·along jus·t such lines to determine whether 
they are dJ s1�ab1e· investments for tl;le �verage Ameri can 
investor . 
c_ ' 
SQuth American Securities a s  Comm1tmert s 
for tfi.e Average .. American 
Investor 
To facilitate the progress of thi s paper we Will 
now ·briefly s �ate our general conclu si ons concerning the 
. 
' ' ' � . . 
advi sabilitf 0f  the average American 1 s investing in the 
· 
· 
11 I I · · · -South Ameri can securities offered in our markets .  W,e will 
· . II 11 - . 
. . 
give support
! 
ing facts and figures showing _ the conditions 
· . I I I . . · which give rise to these conclu sions and finally we will · · · II II . - · . · . . : · . -recapi tula tf 
1i
nd sum up the e
_
x��
t situation.
_ 
. . 
. fr
o
Jt
h American securitjies generally o ffered the 
American inve
jj
tor -are, -without exception,  of · the pu��ic 
corporation .type. They are the obligations of national 
II goye�ent s
1 
s
11
bd.iyis ions and _ �.,ities. The examples given 
in the earlY.i
l 
part f'f thi s  paper a_re typical o Practically 
. � 
. . . . r 
. 
all of  th�se
1 
s
�
curi tie. _s fall within the · 
_
inyestment f"ield o 
_ From the standpoint of safety some of them are better 
. -·------------- . --�-�- � --·-· -- �--------•- -� . 
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investment
! 
s than othe rs. - None , of them fall within that . · _ - Icla ss which we speak of as  ultra conservative inve sttment s .  . · II · In our co:nsilderation of the principles of investing we I I 
divided all investments on the basis  of their . sec�rity -
into . five c]asses.  Practically all: of the ·south Am13rican 
· 
II . . · investment offerings fall within
.
the fifth, - the l east · II · I . · -
. 
. ·. c onsei:wat:1ye
1
, class • .  Possibly oi:ie or two exceptions 
m·ight be jlt1ced in the fourth class,  but the advisab1lity . · -1 I I · of doing .so :would , in the write_ r ' s  opinion., be very . - _ � I . questio
_
n al5
l
le . The yield from the �e securities is  uniformly , I I ll.igh.  A s
l
tudy of the facts tends to convince one that this 
yi.eld is  J
i
t j higt,er than one wpuld expect from investme.nte 
of this delgrJle . of safety , Certainly dome stic inve stments 
of equal sl
1
1cJrity can be fou
_ 
nd with a commensu
.
· rate yield. - . I 11 · . . - · . We have pointed out the difficulty· · on the .part or the average ' · II II ' . . ' I 
' 
•
. 
· 
• 
. 
investor 1:n 
,
nalyzing the leas  conservative cl�sees of 
investment e
jl
curi ties-. The.se difficulti es _are greatly 
increased 
i
n 
l
the case of foreign aecurit.1,es . · It is easier 
for the average investor to approach a sc ientific analysi s 
· 11 I -
of a
_ 
dome s
il
ic
r
_induatrial or public utility than it  is  for 
him to .acC\1-ra
f
ely judge the inve stment worth of . foreign 
bonds _yielJ�ng a 11ke return . 
if we -a�cept the _ princlplea of the diversified 
investment plan a s  outlined in this  pape:r i t  i s  evident 
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that the av.
1
erage investqr 1 s commitment in foreign securities 
. 1 . . 
could uncll.
-
er.
l 
n0 circumstances be other than very meager. We 
- -_ II I -
said that i!t is  not usually desirable f'or the average . 
investor tj make commitments in the fifth class of securit:ie, s .  
His four
f
h c
,
lass investment s mu st be small in amount , and 
can reaclil.· this
. 
·proportion only when the investor has provided - � - r -an · exce11eJt foundation of conservative and ultra conservative 
investmelt J
1
• This means that if some few exceptions in the , 
· II I 
- -
South AIIierfcan investment field o oUld be classed as of the -
· - I I - II _ fourth -grad!e of _security these investment s woUld be elegible 
I I 11 
· 
-
- -
- - -
f'or abso
j
rb
l
l
ion by the general American invest.ing public. 
There i s  or e �ore point . If the most of the South American 
investme , t lofferings are not of t.his fourth grade of · secur1 ty, 
· · II -
and if tlie sorting out of -the better type of these .South 
American ll ofi
1
•ferings from those not so _ good i s  a more difficult 
proposit�on than the analysis of domestic securities of an 
. � equal grade, how can the average _ American inve�tor ,who finds 
I I I the anal
,
sis of domestic sequr1t1es of this class very 
difficul ti al� exceedingly ri sky, a_ fford to ta_ ke . on the 
- - II II -
- · 
-
addition
,
! ·risks' incident to South American capital 
commitment? ' · __ 
South American investment offerings as  they 
are found! 1 1  the North American_ market s are in moat cas_ es 
. '  � 
. 
. . . . 
good invest 1tents ,  good for �ome people. But there are as  
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many dif
j
f'erent type s of investment needs a s  there are . . I � . . . investments . South American offering s are good bonds · • I I - II - . · · · .  . - . · - •  but not tf'0.F t.he ·average American investor. The .absorption · i I I · · -of t.hese securities here in t.he United States is  probably 
very des rjble , But it  is n9t t.he duty of our newly . II II . . · ·· · 
Fu . developed 1!nvest1ng public;: to do thi s . . rther, it  is  
- . . 
· . · 
.
. 
� � . • ,  . not aesira
j
le t.hat . they should
� . . 
Tne -larg�r, more experienced 
inve stor is the proper market ror t.hese securitie s .  Or, . . 
if. · this elJss has not sufficient buying powe;, Perhaps t,he 
foreign tJ
1
j
stment. tru st is the
. 
soluti on of the problem , 
.We Will. 
r
n
r 
ider •nat phase or ·the si tuat1on later,  
Our !N • 
Inve st"ing. 
II 
The .United State-a has never adopted any def inite 
policy t
°f
a�s the. subject of foreign inve sting on the part . 
of .1 ts  ci
l
t
l
. 
izens. Before such an attitude can be announced II .· 
. 
. to the world 1 t will be ne.cessary t.hat we settle certain I I I I · . · . .. . . . other questlJons - of national attitude t.oward the world at 
larg
.
e .  Ti1 � ls becau�e · ot· the 1!lter-national ·complications 
Which
_ 
grow .11t or capi t.al conimi t.ment abroad wi t.h nat.ional sanct.1on.  Ow"' att,it.ude 1n the past has been one of 
expediencY.j • .  S_0.met1mee American capital abroad has been 
protected, �
[ 
' in the
.
case of the Haitl�n Loan and cap)tal 
invested ' l!n certain Centna.1 American countries .  Yet it le · - II' I I · - . .. . not so long ago that Elihu Root instructing the delegates 
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. i ' . 
to a Pan American C onfe rence said that it was not the poli cy 
. of t�e Un�:tel� ·stat e s  to use mill tary force to collect the 
II II 
· · · 
ordinacy 00�tractual::,
·
� debt s due its citiz�ns by other 
- I I 11 . · 
. . -
government; e o.r pe ople of other nations,  be cause such a 
· ' II . 
· 
-
· 
. · · 
policy might prove injuriou s . to the weak and di sordered 
. 11 
. . · -
nation , th:er
i9 
would be a tendency to bully arid oppress them 
to c ollecJ t�e debts . .The insistence
. 
of our · Senate that the 
II 
· 
- · 
war debt-a 0wed u s  by foreign gove rnments be paid in full 
migbt seem tl indicate a change o f  attitude . It must be 
reQ>embe red , loweve r,
· 
that
·
. the se obl1gat 1olli! ar8 of a quite · 
· II · · , · · 
· -
diffe rent nat
l 
ure ,  and that. the c ircumstance s  surrounding 
I I . . the ir crea
1
10n ,  and the manner of obtaining the funds 
I I' . advanced , ma!e impossible any parallel . which migrit be drawn 
. · _ · 11 II -
· . 
from this action .  .Certain it · i s  that :tfue future policy of · 
. II . 
. 
- · 
· 
the United St.at e s  toward many of the· c omplications involved 
• I •11 ·
. . . 
in the pubi
f
. i e  announcement of· a definite policy o·r world 
- · II inve stment _ is a matter of no ce:ctain knowledg· e .  -It i s  ·the · ·11 
. . 
_ wri ter ' s  op1
l
1on that it will be some t ime :be fore thi s 
II 
c ount ry wi
f
i be will i
:
g to ac cept the respons ibility of · 
foreign in{e stment prote ct�on . ,Certainly the pre sent holds 
no a e surane e for the investor, who would put hi s capital . 
II · . , at W()rk abll
o
il
' · tha t hi e own goyernment will actively . 
protect hi in his commitment s .  
Iii ' . : �  
:: 
:, 
:I 
ii 
d 
,1 
!1 
II 
l: 
ii 
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II :r 
. ihere are twelve nationai government s on the 
- South Amer.Jean c ohtin�nt . .There is a vast difference between , 
II . 11 . · :I 
them. .Same of th�m are much stronger than others, more 
atabilizld.l .The lecurities of these go�ernments hav·e found 
. II I ,i an extensiVi
,
1e mark�t in the United Stat es. Some of the 
II - ,. ;i -
le sser  natjjons ha�e l ikewi se · floated loans abroad. .For · · . II I :: . -the purp0se of ou:r ·analysis it seems adequate · that we single 
� out a ·  reJrJeentative group of these cotintr1es. A preliminary . II II I
' 
-inve s.tigat:1!.on of the variou s countries,_ with_ part icular 
referenc� + the �olume of their external l oans, resulted 1n 
the se1edti
l
o
n of �razil , Argentina, _ Chile and . Paraguay as  -II I . .: 
,about c ov;
1
e�
1
ilng the entire situation . Brazil and Argentina 
· · . . · 1 ·
1 
· ;: 
· 
are repre
l
sentative of the stronger nation s .  . Chil e  represents 
I II · :j 
the 1nte:mn
1
. ediate t .. ype and Paraguay is  representative of the 
· · 1 · II - ;, . 
�easer So
l
uth Amerf can nations._ · -Our inve stigation will be 
c onfinedjto 'the�e :! countrie s .  Because of the'ir differences in · 
stabilit 
I 
we take r:up the subj ect by country and point out 
· II . 11 · 
• 
· 
c onditions in each. .OU:r pre sentij_tion will  take the form · · I . II 
. 
1: · · - · 
. . . 
. 
- of a
. 
brief prelim.1;nary.t .statement concerning the country· 
. 1· . 
ii • . 
d I 
I . 1: 
un er considerati on, statistical c ompilations  of -the 
· · . II II - · :i . de sired inf0rmation with a short explanation and analys.is I I II . , . · 
· and a general s��ry in c onclusion . The first country 
. II II · •: Which · we wil!l . . c oneltl.der will be Brazil . 
l ;; 
' 
I 
,: I 1! 
Ii .1 
!' ,, 
!1 
!i 
,, 
i• 
;; 
. 
Ji 
,I 
" 
i.L 
ii ,, 
:1 
H 
, II ,, 
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I
Th
f 
Repu::lic of Braz�l
 is 
_
the most· extensive 
state of South Amer.lea. With an area of 3,2 1 8 ,99 1  square 
I I II 
· - 11 - · -
· .  mile s it 
l
"1"Pie8 iearly fourty� five percent • .  of the 
South AmeJ,i.cln .con�inent. .It had a population in 1920 of 
- I � . ·: 
J0 , 535 , 605 p
r
ple ; !:an average density
• 
Qf 8_' 5 per square 
mile . The chief pn.oducts of the - country are . cb.ffee and 
I I H 1, rubber. T
l
obacco anµ cocoa are ·  grown extensively. Cotton 
I II . il . is being c
ll
l ti vate;;
' largely_ for export tho it · is being 
used to some extent'.1 in home manufactures . Sugar cane is 
II !I 
being· g·rown in inc�bas1ng quantities in the northern 
-
- 1 1 :; 
provinces. 0attle iraising 1.s an _ important industry . .The -
_ Ii . - . . · -
I, . 
minerals are consid�rable and valuable, comprising gold , 
11 - - -
;: 
. · · -
silver , iron, diamo�ds , topazes , and other precious stones . 
- · , II I - !i · - · . - _ - · · The forest
' ,
re immfnse, containing a great v_ari�ty of beau ti� 
f'ul and useful wood� . There ·are 1 7 , 000 miles of raifroad 
. 1
1 
i1 
a_nd 40 , 000 m.1!1les orl! telegraph wires. 
.. 
BrJ!zil hal incalc•.,,.,ble weal th in her mineral a_n_d II Ii - up - - . -forest lands. Ther� · 1s apparently no limit to 'the possibil..-
. 
11 - :: -i.ties of .agr:Lcultur� . .Manufacturing ,  .tho little developed, I . 1; · is growing rapidly. :; Potentia,lly, Brazil has -a  very1 .bright 
II · :1 futur.e. - He
i
r one gre
_ 
at handicap is cl_ima te and the nature_ 
- I - I i - 1: of her populaition . !i 
II - ;: · '!!{ie prese�t financiai situation , and outlook in 
!1 ,, 
!! 
;I 
!! 
it 
'I 
ji 
ii ' : ii 
Ir I! ti 
!! 
Ii 
,i 
II 
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I ,. 
Brazil is  ve ry u!lJromising. It i s  the . result - of' a complex _  
I I · jl - II - - _ _ _ · 
seri.�s o
l 
force s -some ·of which have be en operating- for years 
whn� otJerl are �t more recent or;gin ,  ,A  depi,e ss1on waS 111 . 
full swiJg long bifore the wa,r
.
b:t'oke �ut , . The war great�y 
1nten sif�ed an uruiealt�y cond ition and brought ce rtain 11ew .  
fo'rce s inl o 111 play V(hich have _cont rib_uted to the pre sent 
conditioJ . The f�llowing - �s  taken from the Department of 
I. . 
. 
I 
Commerce, Sp.ecial :!Ag�nt Serie s ; No • . 1 03, Financial 
- - 11 
.: - · - - · -
-
Developments in Squth Amer;-1can Countrie s, by Wm • .  H.  - �ough. · - - - II ll ·: · - · · _ -- · 
."The present situa:tion is  due to the . cumulative effect of 
- - - -
11
- I I - 1: - - - - - - - - - -
the follo
r
ir:IB fac��rs : ( 1 J partial ioas of the market for- - -
rubber an1 trre e ) and d�cline 1n prices ; ( 2 ) some over� - - II - - :: -
· - -
banking and overex:tena_ion of credit s ,· ( 3 )  a serie s of 
- - . II ii governmenta] dafic+t a ; _ ( 4 )  an unstable currency ; ( 5 ) the 
· . II II 
;: - -- - - - - - . -European wan-. _u 11 • _ ,, 
11 
Ju·st ii"what the future holds for Braz il _
i s  
difficul t t o  · est imate • .  Her_ potential resource s are enormous. 
' 
' � . It 1 s  yerl 
sll.gnif'i
ji
ant .  -however, that , at the pre !3ent- time 
_
agricl:lltu
j
al deye11:pment has be en confined to a few lines 
and the se Qines have for.- the most part be en none_s sentials . -
I I I - !! 
_ 
Cotton, . ca
l
i
tle and 
!:
fruit rai sing c �u�d be ve ry profitably_ 
carri ed on. The mine ral re source s might we11 be developed . 
Howeye r · th
]
ll
1 
s
_
e new �source s will re quire long and pati ent 
!! 
cul tiya t i on. · The 1ptroduction of dfrect taxation would also 
I 
II 
- :1 
ii 
" 
,1 
h 
Ii 
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!I 
i, 
II 
-
,, 
Ii 
probably,_ r.
1
e su.l t in ![a ' steadi�r source of revenue than the , 
- I II :: . present sy_
1
stym of �;axe s .  C ertainly �he most ·needed reform 
I 11 · I! · ·. · · is an improvement 1h the currency sy stem which will render 
·· · II II ii . . it more stable • . Br,az il can experience little permanent · · II I I  :: . , . improvemen
l
it in financial statu s �til the National, .State · 
· I .II 
. 
· :i . and munic ipal gove rliments undertake such reforms . . 
l II . . :1 
-
Ii • · 
-
1
. Tliis stat.ement 
.
i.s fully upheld by the following 
· II 
. 
:: 
. 
detailed c&nsideratlil.on of ·polit ical, , social and e conomic 
I I i: 
condition s in the c�un�ry. ' 
ii -
I, 
Laws ;i and Customs of Braz:il 
Tlle constituti on of the United State s of Braz il 
I 
,; 
is  similar in: most - bespects  to · our own , in fact it was 
I :: model ed lif
i.
e
1
1t . fn people. re a1d1ng in B,-az1i are guaran� , 
teed proteJt
1r
n of life . and property, rel1g1ous fre edom , 
freedom of sp
l
e ech. arid of the pre ss, .and freedom of commerce. 
I r · . r --Invention s may be p4tented by the inventor. . Per son s ·are . . II . Ii - . 
entitled to enter and leave the c ountry in mo st case s . 
II � . . I without pa ssport s .  'Fore ign companie s must co_ mply wi. th the . , · . · I . 11 !! 
. 
laws of Braz il. For,,e ign companies are advi sed either ·to 
. II I I . · :: - · · · . . apply to th
r 
Braz il
::
n Government for Dome stication of the 
Company · or to form a;i Braz ilian c ompany. . The laws of the 
Ii 
country are seemingly fair and liberal to investors . 
· However a de
l 
c�la�atio! 
.
. of bankruntcy a.broad · cannot be bro. ught 
I 
I . 
:: 
. 
� 
. 
again st a Br.aJilian �ebtor . In dome stic bankruptcy proceedings 
foreign 
i
·
re
j
l
itorsjj do not partic ipate until after all 
d0mestic c]aims have been satisfied . · To this extent, at 
. 
1· 
. 
"I ,
· , 
.
. :1 
· least ,_ .t1e 1o_re1, inyest�r is discriminated against. 
Brazil
. 
h
.
a; Is 
r
lways 1
_
1
.
welcomed foreign capi ta.l . Thi S' policy 
- . II !: 
· has sevenal times ,1 resulted in over.,..development, and 
· BraziliaJ ·bu�inesles have in consequence faced financial 
, II II - !i · 
emba.r: ,assment . The government has always attempted to 
II !! 
come . to the rescue in so far as it could . The result 
I . :! 
has been ilarge nat;:ional defic its and even f i1J,ahcial 
- - · I · II · - ': � . · - -embar: 'assme
l
t of the 
. . 
national government to the extent 
II . ,[ . . . . . 
. 
. ii . 
of �e:r_aull
l 
• Tl,le -�razilian .go
. 
yernment has gone through 
. J . . 
two such cief.aults . :: In both e-�s�a  defaulted sums have been 
II II - - -- :1 -eyentuall,, r ade go;pd . 
jl 
:, ' 
:l ·Financial Hi stori 
ii 
In the e�rly part of the nineteenth century the 
I 
:, 
Spaniards 1n;vaded Portugal and King· John , VI with his court 
· Ir :; -fled to . h1!s new territory, Bra_Zil . He re_ 1gned_ · in luxury. . 
I I II . i; . and left a
l 
heavy bu_ rd.en · of debt to the. Bra�ilian peop.le . 
, I II · 1: . In 1 89 1  tli
l
e monarc�al form of government was overthrown 
· � I 11 . 
. 
p and the Reipuli>lic to:ok its place. It assumed the financial 
I II · 1: obl�gati
_
on
l 
of the !:old government . ThE! .new government 
brought wi
l
h it new{ extravagances. P,olitical and civil 
strife weJ common ind the debt continued to grow , 
:, 
;! 
!i 
'I 
· I' 
!: i! ii !. 1: · !! 
!lage 1 00 
. 
' 
. 
' � Recurring, de
l 
fic it�  were covered with fre_sh loans.  In 1 898, , - II I 11 the gover.
,
nment found itself  unable to meet its obligations  _.: .  I 111 · ii -and was fi
ll
or'.e ed to 11de fa.ul t intere st payment _ on its borids 
• held abro,ad j To n1eet  this · situation the gOv_ ernment · .  . 11 II n egot iatea a new �·oan of 1 0 , 000, c;,oo pounds ste rling with I I It 1, the Rothchild int e're sts in London, on the , c ondition that II II :: the gove
�
ment retlre an amount of pape r money equal to the ·- 1 11 ;: amount of th'.e loan
�
� 
_ 
A sinking fund to be start ed in 1 9 1 1 
wa s to  pr , vJde · fori1 the retiremellt of the bonded debt . · 
;Je Wor1i W�r e ffecte<il! Brazil in much the same 
way that it ld id. otter countries .· De ficits started to - I I  ! i  � 
, mount up ind! paper. I: wa-s issued to mee t them. The re sult 
I I I - :. - _ · -waa a -great]i17 depr�c i�ted currency,. Thi s  condition ,  II I
ii 
. 
·: -
coupl_ ed wilth , the slvere busine ss depressi_ on that had I I l :: · existed b_e
l
for-e the j:war ; the falling off in price of  coffe e , 1 I II :: , - . Brazil · s chief export ; the decrease in rubber exports due - , -· II II - !! - , to the kee
l
n compet:ifftion of r.ubber from th_e plantation s  of I - 1 1 - l ;  . - -the, Stral t1
l
s Settlem·enta ,, and other regions · of the Far East ; I II I! ' ', . . . . . caused . Brazil 1 s rei
1
�nue to fall off to such an extent that 
-
l 11 ·- :  · i ! - - -, for the seeond time ;: the gove rnment was unable t o  mee t its - II II !. intere st -payments oh its fore ign obl igati ons.  This was in ' 11 11 !i - . · ' � 9� 4 and pay
i
l
ents wt re suspe,nded until � 9 � 7 .  This emergency 
was met in - a 
li
ay si
r
ilar to the 
_procedure of - !898 . The 
interest was funded ;! by i ssuing 15 , 000, 000 pounds sterling 
'I 
ii 
11 
Ii 
!! 
,: 
1!· ., 
fi 
ii 
ii 
Ii 
ii 
. I, 
5% bonds secured ::by a mortgage · on customs revenues 
Page 1 0 1 
. 
11 
-
. 
. 
ii -sub j e9 t  
l
o the
_
f'
,
ndi:n,g loan of 1 898. The sinking funds 
and the ma.turities of' all bonds were extended thirteen - II · 1 1 - - I i - · - · - -years . 
'
The contzj1ac-t prov id�s f'or a sinking fund of' one 
nalf of lb�! perc Jhtum per annum. t� .commence at the end 
I 11 . 1: · 
of ten yeazrs fI'orri; July 3 1 , 1 9 1 7 .  
li . - -
The r9a.1owing tables indicate accurately 
II 
B:raz 11 1 a f'1nanc1aii standing. 
II . : r  - - -= = = = = = = = :1 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =- = = Of'f'lcial Fin1ancial Report for the year 1 9 1 9 . 
:a:1:n:1i
11
dJb: ��
-
t:�1g
_
n __ :_:_:_� � , : , :a:, ;6: p-o:n:s
-
� � 
11 - " National ·debt •- 1nternal --�� 1 , 042,000, 000 m1lr.e1s paper 
_ Currency i� circllfation �-- --- 1 , 709, 1 1 3, 473 'm1lre1s paper 
. Conversfoq, _ rund t•;;._ ... ____ ___ ,...,..,..,. 20, 922 , 4 1 0  mil re is gold 
Guarante f ffitind , �--;r ......... __
_
______  �---- 48, 39 1 , 020 milre1s gold 
UnredeemYid jlibills and notes 1.4, 632, 500 milreis General ta� �evenµes for 1 920 8" 1 1 9, 452, 949 milreis gold 
I I · II · !1 . · - 5 1 4, a58, 200 milreis paper Estimat.ed e
l
ocpendi}
_
ures .......... .,. .. E! 72, 372,-326 milreis gold 
. II I · :: _ . 599, 578, 557 milreis paper Note ; Bq7t1Vjp.lent gold milreis in U . S .  money 1 920, @o·. 546 
Equiv-
1
alent paper. milr
. 
els in u. s. Money . 1 920, $0 . 225 1 
II · - ii 
-
· · 
= = = = = 1 = = : ;, :  = · = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
The actual revenues of the year 1 920 amounted 
. II - i1 • • -
-
to t o2, 00
1
,s, 000 gol,!d milreis and 624, .76 1 , ooo paper milreis. 
. 
I 
. 
II I 
. 
.. . . . . ,, 
The exp enditures were · 75, 680, 000 gold milreis and 
I I ii 
-
7 1 1 ,  640, 000 pap_er :�ilre fs. 
-
.Th.ts made a gold milreis _ - - I - :, -
I ., 
balance of 26, 325, 000 and a paper deficit of 86, 879, 1 5 1 
. � ij ,_ milre l a .  -R!3duced :
i
to a single figure this repres ents a 
it 
i: 
· II ,: 
ii 
ii 
1: 
I' ,l 
,i 
i! 
:i -Page 1 02 :, 
11 
j: . 
!I 
. [ ' ;! 
. . 
de ficitJ olr .1 , 476 ., J82 mil reie  gold . Obviously the 
II II - · :! . · 
expecta:tions of' u the 1 9 1 9 report we re ove r�optlmietlc .  • 
' II ' I it ' . ' - ' .· . . - - - � - - - - Q - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
� - - n
_
�1at
l
e ;
_ 
t� Fi
' 
4�r_;s -o; Na ti;n;l -a;d -St
.
· ate -D;bt. -
. 
-
. 
;_ 
� � � � - 1 � � · ·� � -� � - - - - . - . - - - - - - - � 
�ote.l !t1one.1 iebt : · Foreign $ 7;6 ,4so, ooo ( 1922; ; 
: 
11 · II 
. • . 1i Internal 1 .,  042 , 000., OQO milre ie : 
: . 
. 
. 
__ i'. . _ . pape.r .  ( 1 920) : 
-Total stat e deb'li;a : Fore ign 6 1 ,  20 1 ., 540 pounds ste;r. : 
: . . Ii 
. · 
t 1 920, . : 
: 1: Int ernal_ 27 ., 1 70 ., 704 pounds ater. : . 
; · !; ·· .C .1.920 ) - : = = = � � = = = '= = = = = = = = = = = = = - • = = = = = 
- - - 1_ - - - ::_ - - .:. - =--=--=--=-=--=--=,-...------�-· -=-=--= --;::,�-=�-=-=-=--=-= - --- ------- -----------��---� 
! _ .. N�t=
e
�
a
: ���
e
�
u
� ·�
n
� �
x
�
e
�
d
:
t
�
r
: � 9;
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: � : � ;  _ _ : ! 
: Year : Re.venue . :� .: Expenditure : : .
. � � • . � 1 - � -� - � � - ·- - � - - - � - • - � � - � - - @ 
: : Gold mil::• : Paper mil . : .Gold mil . : Pape r mil . : � - - � 1 - �� - - � � � - - - - · - . • - • - - � - - • •  - � 
: 1 9 1 4  f l �0 ., 2 1 9 , �85 ; 367 ., 6 1 1 , 0001 95, 469 , 8091 435 , 773 , 469 I 
: 1 9 1 5  if n 2 .,  t3 1 6  :,:996 : 334 ., 646 , ooo : 10 ,: 999 ,. 236 ; 37a., e62 , 047 : 
: 1 9 1 6  if 1 �14 ., 082 , poo : 350, 693� ooo : 72 ., 088,  ooo_: 4 18 ,  .1 55 ., ooo :: : . 1 9 1 7 p �8 , 335 , ?04 : 340, .1 38 , 333 : 98 , 532 , 945 : 407, 426, 730 : 
·: 1 9 1 8  3 . �5 , 072 , 1/58 : 383 , 605 , 000 : 84 ,  456 ., 084 : 46 1 , 958, 75 1 : . 
: 1 9 1 9 _L!JJ, 53��34 : 502 , �9, ooo : 80 , ���!.��z : 476 , 64 1 ,  t94 : 
--
�--  -�-�----------�--. . ., 
!: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ ,  _ _ _ . _ - - - - - -
i = : :  = r =
D
�f=
o
� �h= �
t
�
t
�
«
=
o
� �
r
�
Z
�l=1 �
2
� = = ! 
· ! _, !t!}! [ _ ·- l _ _ _  · :  _ _  I�t�1:'.a: _: _ -�t�';'.": ! 
:: A·lagr�s ]i : 600 ' :  500 , 000 : 
: Amaz ona a 11 .: 34 , 583 ; 5 , 955 , 420 : 
· I 11 ·: Bal;lia ,, . · : 37, 668 : 6 , 254 ,  933 : 
: · C eara l · ;, · : 2 , 663 : 570 , 500 : 
. : �Bp1rit � · Territory : 6 , 808 p 1 � 752 , 6 1 8 :  
: ·Federi:'11 �e rrit qry : 1 29 ., 225 : 1 5 , 1 39, 280 : 
:: C ontin'!,led on next page . : 
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t:�� 7 - -�t!':'.": 7 
. : Maranchea :i · :  2 , 546 : 7
1 5 , 436 ; 
: __ Motto
l
Gfosso !i : 1 , 820
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: A 
,: ·Minas Gerae s 
II : 6'() , 1 4 1 . : 7 , 40 1 , 220 : : Para i II 1i -: , 7,  -773 : · 2 , 932 , 77 4 ; 
: Parah. ba · :•
1 
: : ·.: 
: Paran;� • II ' 1; _ : 1 5 , .1 50 : 2 , 334 � 625 : 
: Per.nambac o !I : 20, 466 : 3 , 669, 322 : 
.: P i
arui!Y 
· 
1 1  - . :! . : s 1 6  : : 
: Rio d;e Janeiro: : 22 , 779 :  4 , 936 , 500 : 
• Rio G�aiide do Norte : 760 : 394 , 006 : 
:. Ri ' G" "d d 
0
S 1· 37 1 72 • • o ran e - o : u : - , . · · . • 
.• 
:: Santajj c4thari�� . : 4 , 730 : 2 , 5 1 2 , 86 9 :  
: Sao· Pfful
1
,o · ii : . 76 j 297 \ : 6 , 1 32 , 037 : 
-: Sergipe I II 
: : 
_ 
31 ·885 : · -· 
. :  · . . 
· 11
-
Total Ii . . . :  · 465 , 482 : =7-1 ,...,,6
....,.
0
--
1 -, 5�4 .... 0 :  
-: Tot�l �arnat,; . nebt , :: . _ : _ :-__ · 46§,�482 : 
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� �1!
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1: = = ; = = 
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Griricf;a1_. :�te�;l
-
Loa�;-;fB;;;1i-_ -_ · � � - - - - II- _- - � - - - - - - - - - - - -- - � 8 � � � ; Date O i> :I Int er�st .: - . Original ; . lmount· . . : 
: issue : Rate : Issue : Out standing • 
. ·I :I 
. . • 
_ • � _ _ _ _ _ • _ � - _ � - _ _ _ - � 8 e � - e -
: 1 883 9 4 anq.J1 1 /4 :· .# 22, 400, 052 : $ 1 :, , 2 1 2 , 797 : 
: 1 688 :: 4 and:1' 1 /2 : :,o, 667 , 85 1  : 20, 322 , 997 : 
: 1 889 : - .4%i, · _ : 96 , 006 ,  1 90 : 85 , 670 , 62 1 . : 
.: -1 895 : 5%ii : 36 , 242 , 540 :  33 , 729 ; 1 33 : 
.. : �898 : · 5%ii .: 4 1 , 948, 7 1 9  : 40, €> 1 0 , 638 : 
: :: 1 900 - : 4%!: : 80, 935,  99 1 : 62, 995 , 788- : : - -t 903 : -5%i: : 4 1 , 395, 000 : 37, 489; 747 : 
: 1 908 : 5% 11 : 1 9, 400, 000 : 8 , 957 , 878 : 
: f9 1 0  : 4%!: . :' 48, 700, 000 : 47 , 567 ,725 : 
1 1 9 1 1 : 4%1: : 2 1  , 9-1 5 , 000 : 1 9, 688 , 923 : 
: . 1 9 1 1 : 4% 1: , : 1 1  , 688 , 000 : 1 1  , 688, 000 : 
. :  19 1 3 : 5% 1! : ' 53 , 570, 000 : 53 ,570, 000 : .:_.:__.:___J_.: , i! :: Cont inued on next page. : --------- z--=-�=�===�--========= 
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�rinc:1.p�_l External Loans of Bra.;1 - \ ,: · 
� � � � - :•I' -� - -� -� . :� ,; ... .. ...  ·- - .. 
- - ... .. ..  - - · . ... � .. ..  �. · 
: Date of : Interest l' Original : Amount : 
· :. I ssue :: Rat:e!; . : I ssue : Out standing : 
� ... ·- .,;,. • I ... ... ,.;;., .. I ... - •- - -
- � .. .. � � .. ... .. ,_ - - -- _, 
: 19 f4 : 5% ,!: : $ 48 , 5 1 6 , 055 : · $ 48 , 5 1 6�055 : , 
1 92 1  • · act '. • 
: : 7
_ an.� ,!_, 12 :. 
· ; 50 ,·000 , 000 : 
! � 922 J • 43 , 760 , 000 : 
: 1 9,23 : 7% . �f : : -12 1 , 500;000 : 
- :  ·· -; '.: Total . � .,. � ,;. - .,. .$ 698, 680 , 302 : 
- -�..-===- .r-====���=�-· ---===;:;:= 
/ 
.. 
H - - - - •1 - - - - - - - - - - - -
:- - Ta.bl� of An7m�l- D�ficit-; - -7 
' :- � - � ii �- - ... � · f!_a - - -
. 
- �
-
- � 
·
: 
.; , 1 908:: . , 22, 320 ,-960 · :; 
: 1 909ji 20 , 974 , _40Q : 
:: 1 9 1 0,1 3.1 ,  928, 960 ; 
:: 
1 91 -1 !! - 42, 390 -, -120 -:-
• 1 91 21: . _ 47 , 553 , 600 ,: 
; 1 9 1 5r 1 9  inc .  ,343 ,  1 28 , 308 .; 
. :, To_tai - 1 908 to 1 922 inc
.. .: 
· :1 iniexc.e:ss ;;ofcJ900 , 000 , 000 : · I  -
!! 
. .  -1!: :J:r:s= n: :c:�t-p:w�r-t: re� in the 
• :t 
foregoing fiigure e': the fact that to date the financial · 11 II !; 
administ�ation oft the Braz ilian Government , ha s not . II II :i 
_ been a sue , ess . , 11 
The 
import tJax on 
- I . . 
This i s  not
J 
a 
. , I I it fluctiu�ites 
ii 
I! " 
ii 
11 
Taxation 
ii 
chief source of federal revenue is  an 
'.! 
. 
I 
:1 ' ) 
commodities coming into the country . 
1i 
veny sat isfactory source of revenue as 
II 
in ::amount 
i! 
::, ,, 
- �; 
considerably from year t� year. 
. ,, 
Page · 1 05 
The chie ,P ; �rt1c1Jis taxed are flour, condensed milk, 
- I II ii 
· rubber a
r
ticle s ,  
;
;watches ,  . .paint s ,  �arni she s ,  �
ypewri ters , 
ice'!'l'che s,t
l 
s �  piano1s ,  weighing machin�s .  el-ectric tan� , • 
-
II - · 
· :: . ,, . . 
. 
·
I . . 
. , 
cement , corsets ,  !driedt frui.t .. school furniture and desks. : _ I II · i l  . ,, · · · 
· 
There ar.
l
e
l 
other s.ources of national revenue _ a s  is  . - I . . . . 
indicate
!
! 
by the ![following
· table of revenue,s for· the 
year 1 92p . 
ri 
---____ l_1 __ I: -------------======= 
-
-===·
=
== 
______ I_
I 
_JB;;zi�1i;�F;de;al -R;ve�ue
_
e-�--, 920 
Re;e;u;[ J � 
- J : : : �o�d:m�l:
e!s: : : : :P�p�
r 
:m!l��!�: 
Impo;t-dluti.e; � 7! : 96 , 935 , 000 : 92 , 800 , 000 
Coneumptl�of:i tax_ ) :: :: 1 7 1 , 740 , 000 
CirculatJiion tax 1: : · 50, 000 :: 1 06 , 500 , 000 
Industr 1l�1
l l
reven�e : 2 , 900 , 000 :. 1 4 1 , 75 1 , 000 
Misce11al
l
n
l 
eo
1
,
1
us · l 1 : - . . .  2.,.020, 000 : . -- 49, 12 1 , 000 Total : to2 , 005, ooo 624 , 76 1 , -000 
=== - 1-
==
w In-th� et:tes  the =::e f ::lance
=
;:
=
:e s: e s 
11 
jl . 
is the e
l
ocport tax . This tax varies with the article and . 
I II 
II 
the state -sometiJe s runnin_g as high a s  20% ad valorem. 
·
11 
i! . 
. ,, 
Foreign competit� on is  rapidly forcing a read justment of 
II ;: . export tjaxe s on certain articles. 
I, 
1: 
, The
.
re !' is a 5% Brazilian _ government tax on 
ii . 
;1 
dividend!s of domestic corporati ons .  This i s  n_ ot effective 
II 
;: 
1! 
on foreign concern s .  Domestic and foreign corporations 
II 1: . 
alike a:r.
l
e sub ject to the municipal taxe s of the Federal .. I I ii 
Di stric ,. in whicn they are located. 
:i 
,I 
,I 
ii 
,, 
I' ,, 
. i'. ,, 
!\ 
,, 
!! 
l! 
1
1 ': 
11 
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j; 
�rom the investment standpoint the tax situation 
ll j · ,: 
in Brazill becom�s significant only when. we consider it 
. II 
I
' ;I . . ' in relat�on • to the expenditures of the national · - 1r II - ·  !! · . · . · , . government and -in relation to population. The figures . · II II !: · · . . . . -given eoncernin'g . the country ' _s financial ,history show 
· II II it - · · . . - · ·  
conclusively a ,fundamental weakness of long standing, 
. II ·11 It the inability o'f the nation ' s  receipts from taxation . to 
� l � - -meet the curre�t expenditures. These figur es certainly 
II 'I 
throw a ost de:preciating light upon the credit oblig�. 
I I 
:I • 
. 
. 
tion9 ff the Ff eral . Government as in:vestm_ents. It le 
true that even :!in default the interest charges have 
II II . ·, 
, . 
eventuai
i
y �eer{" met. One must remember, however,
-
that · II :: . . . .  this w:
l
as only �;rre·cted through further borrowi_ngs. 
I d "' '.: 
The fun rng of 11interest charges on a national debt is
· 
11 
·
11 - !1 -
but 11 1iobbing P�ter to pay Paull' , . 
ii 
I! 
; !The Banking and Currency Systems . 
. ii . 
f
h
f 
olde
�t bank in Brazil was founded in 1 809 . 
This li1' the ]Banco do _Brazil, aft.er many years of varying succes� was reorganized in 1905. It is • a  semi ... 
· II II ;! . 
· 
. 
government in��itution and is located 1n Rio de Janeiro. 
II II :: - · It paJi
ll
s <fl.ividends of from 8 to 10 per cent. · Its deposi ta . 
II · 1: 
- -
are a]most one !I tenth of  the entire deposits in banks in 
. 
·II 
II . II 
. . 
Braz1]1 , both f6reign and domestic . Although there are . · - Ii II · ·!i · < many fiore-ign banks cqnside rably more than half of the 
.. .  
banking 
banking 
- ,• 
' 
I! 
ii
. 
,, 
1
1 !I . I, ,, 
i! 
11 ,, " 
i; 
,, ii 
!j 
Ii 
i s  done oy the Brazilian institutions.  
I . i: 
. 
It 
system ot Brazil seems adequate. 
i! . 
,Page . to7 ·-' 
The 
�r�z i_J.\; adopted the gold standard of currency 
i1 
ii 
in 1 849 , The monetary unit of t.he country is the gold 
· 11 II i[ 
milreis jhich is tivided into 1 , 000 reis and is written 
1 $000. [.t r�prefl;ents o . 82207 grams of fine gold and . 
- I . !: . . has a par value of ij0. 5462 in United States currency . 
· I ii .
. 
:: · . . . Gold is coined in) denominations of 5, 1.0 , and 20 milreis • . I , :! . . 
Subsidia,ry token :µioney i s  co-ined from silver, nickel 
. 
1
1 ii 
. ,.· 
and br
o
T
e 
The ajtual currency is the paper lllilreis., 
which relre sents i
:
a weight.· of o. 488 1 6. grams of fin_e gold , 
11 ll !! · 
valued a
r 
$0 . 3244-;i United States currency . It s actual · II · 1: 
exchange value hal's been subject to fluctuation according 
· II :! to the am.O
F
' t of 'gold · in the conve rsion off' ice , t.he 
�alance 1
1
lr traae J War stringen�ies, and activ� speculation 
I 11 · · . •
. 
. 
in
_ 
exc�ang
j
e 
;.rior !to 1 907 the Brazilian currency was 
,, 
inconverti le pap
!
�r. On December 22, 1 906, a conversion . · II 1: · -
ii ; 
. fund was e s
l
tablished by a scheme of collecting import . I :: 
· duties p .. r1:Uy in gold and partly in paper �  
;! 
,, ,, 
ii 
.I 
· ·, 
;; 
!I . · =· :..  - - - = = !1= = - - = = = = = = = = = = = 
:. 'Eab1l.e · f>hoiing Out standing Paper. Money :. 
: J! �II �· ·� _ !J�t��a� �D�b� .. _ _ _ � � .. !. 
: ]::r�. -- - �- -�- ��YB�2Jrert!E!1� : .. __ ! 
: 1889 - - : 186, ooo, ooo _ :_ 
1sl07 
.. 
:. .. ,;, i 702, 000, 000 . :: 
: � 9b4 :, 674,400, 000 ::: 
: 19 1 1 _ ;; 612, 5,1 9, 626 : 
: 19�4 - t 450,0 00, 000 : 
: · � 9,� 
5 
· (, 
1, 1. 57, 527, 725 : · 
: 1916 . :. 1 , 534, 252, 456 : 
. . i� . . 
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� :.._: .. =
1
· ·  = = = ![ = ' = = = = = = = = ·  = = = = = = 
rrhis amount, 1.,534, 252,456$000, was reduced 
t o abou1;) 1 l ooo, o�o, 000$000 1n 1 919, but .  has since been 
increa
:
se
]
Jld ' if o a flgu�e greater th�n an; h1 therto reached , 
l
['he effect- of this rapid increase in the amount 
- . · 1 ' !i . 
. 
II 
of pape •
l 
in circtl
_ 
lation since 1914 is _pa_rtially reflected 
I jl :- · · . 
. . 
in the fi
l
oiil.owing ;; table which .sho�s the · New York · Exchange . I II I; quotation pn the ;; paper milreis .• 
= = = l  _ _  l = = = = =  = = = = = - - = 
·�ew Yo:rk- �change Quotations • •. 
Brazilian Paper Milreia 
l 
ll 1, · · · � - � - i � �- / - -- .. - - .. ... "!"9- � 
-
· �- ... 
1 ,:r. -· _ j _ !�::::;:r - -· .. · ;�:c;�;· ! . 
� 1915 r 30 :2372 i 1� 1 6  I . •  2398 
� 1ij t 7 -2539 
: 13 1 s  · 'I .2564 
:. ht19 
. 
I, .2674 
� 1�20 !! .2251 : 19,
1
2-1 • 1312 
19,122 . - . 
82 .56% 
82 .41 
69 .40 
40 .43 
• .. 
• 
. •· 
'- . • 
: 
• • :: 1 9123 \ To d_�te J • 11·50 = = - =  = - · �  -= 7 ;: := : , ::;_ . = = = = ·- = = ·-= = = 
I . 
,, " ,, 
Ii 
,! 
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J1e price !iof ' the paper milreis will continue to 
I 
: ' '
1 
• 
. 
. ·
. 
!1 . 
drop as  1long as  the Brazilian Government cont·inues to 
.. I II . r 
. is sue 
papet' money. Present indications seem ·to  show 
- - · · II II - 11 that this ractice may soon stop. However , this is  
I I . 
,. 
guess work -and clnriot be relied upon. 
· Ii . · _ . 
Ii 
ii 
i! Foreign Trade 
,, 
·, .A!gricul tu�e _holds first place in Braz il. The 
lndu strJl
l 
s r close�y . rela
.
ted to it form the .elemental 
· 1  
it 
-
, ii 
factors upon which the foreign trade is based. The United . 
. I II . - :i · States · o,f Brazi1 ,1i combining as  it does one of the most 
· , I 11 
. . i: . -- · · 
immense 
1
r0pical ';regi·ons of the world with its · interior 
sub.tro
,t
cil plaieau; and it.a fertn iempevate areas of 
the south, has a]]:ways relied upon the product s of the 
I I 
. . . 
field anr 
f°
r, · •s{ aa it s great aollrce of weal th. 
Among the ;Fanufactured articles , other than food ll II ,, 
stuff s ,  _ar
i 
f'urnf�ture, hat s ,  clothing , matche s ,  leather 
. II . i, · · 
goods ;  and other 
1
hecessities of life . All of these add 
someWhatll t
l 
Briiz1�� '  s foreign
. 
trad.e activitie s .  
Biazil is very fortunate because .of ·her vast 1 1 II 1:· na_tural 
�
esourcea:,  such a s  mineral product s and extensive 
. � � 
forests. Due to :the diff ic-ul ty of reaching the mineral · 
II :1 
ar�ae th
l
i
1 
devel
r
pment has been retarded . Attempts  are 
now being_ ade to1: open up these sections. Alr�ady 
;i 
I[ 
1: 
ii 
j, 
:1 
;: 
:1 
ii ,1 
' 
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I - i; . - . 
conside "'aol-e qua.btities · o f iron ore , have been taken · 
II · II . · - :: • �ro
m 
Mi
r
as Ge rea
:r
• A f1;3w
_ 
gold mines are being operated 
regularly and th,� d iamond fields are seeing activity . 
. . 11 . !: 
The production of managanese . monaz ite and other minerals 
. II II 
II . ·. , ' . . 
.-is . steaai]y addi�g to the · industries , of Braz il . · Dur
-
ing 
II II 
. :i 
- . . . 
. -
1 9 1 9  th
i 
:lli
l
orests i: yielded about $3 , 500, 000 worth of lumber 
I 1: .. -- ii 
for the e�port trade . The lumber industry is still young. 
II ii ' -
-
- - ii --- . . ;==-= · I  T���� s;;='tng-Te? c��=Exp�:'1916: 1 20===� 
_ Ar�icii; - �
- -: -vf1�e-1; ;h;u;a�d; �t -p�u�d; ;t; rli��- - � ; 
� � - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
i:: , _ II - = 1.r -1 6 = r,9,
-7 : 1 9 1 a  = 1 9 1 9  = 1 920 - = Cott �n - - ... - .. ·· � · .. � � - ... - · - � - '!'19 ._ ... 111!"" "!'!" � , � ... -- � .. .,. ... -- : · I: . 1. 1 9  : . 792 :: . 524 : -2 . 437 :. · 5 . 502 : 
Sugar : t . 305 :  3 , 859 : 5 . 4§9 :  J .7 1 4 : 6 . 1 47 : -
Rubber : 7 . 496 :- 7 . 484 : 3, 997 : 6 , 239 : 3 . 7 1 5  : 
Cocoa J 2 . 500 : 24 535 ; 2� 158 :  5 . 602 :: 3 , 82 1  : 
· coffee _ . , . , - ; · · : 29 . 280 :- 23 .054 : 1 9 , 040 : 72 . 607 : 52 , 82 1  :: Hides : 4 � 353 :  4 , 224 t . 3 . 990 :: 6 , 043 : 4 . 02 1  : 
--- -Tobacco : 1 .  507 :. 1 . 20 1 :: 2 .  1, 1 6  :. 4 , 224 : 2 . 405 : 
Mate : · 1. 885 : 1 . 8 1 7 : 2 , 1 5 1  _ :. :,. 200 : 2 . 972 : 
Skins : ;: . 825 :: 1. 09 1 : , . 669 : J. 072 : 2 . 989 : 
Chilled _ me
l
a
l 
t •
.
•-. 
1 . 4 1 4  : · 3 . 184 :. 3 . 246- 3.� 592 : _ 4 . 064 • : 
p ' 
. 
--- ---- --- --- • 
Ten Art�lc1,rs : 56,-684 ;, 49 . 24 1 ; 43 . 350 1 1 0 . 730 ; 88 . 457 ;: 
�Miscell
,
ne
11
as
!
: 5. ,.778 �: 
t3 . 7�0 ! _1 7 . 8 17 } 9 . 355 i:c
-- ' -9 � 064 : 
Total e�pot>ts : 5� . 462 :. 63 ·. 03 1 : 6 1 . 167 1 30 . 085 : 107 , 52 1 : 
-----
]
'' j :
a
j
g 
-=:�:-
the =:� a:lc=�=:==---11 ;: we c oul
ll 
determi
,
� the
_ 
�easons for �he increase or decrease 
.shown f
l
om year 
ji'
o year. It is not icable that rubber, 
formerly; the second most important export , has fallen off 
· II :l 
greatly . This i� principally duecto the increased output 
Ii
. i; 
. 
. i! i: 
!I 
i: 
1: 
1: 
!1 ii 
II 
!' 
\! 
\ 
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,; of th'.e plantations of the Far East .  Coffee, by far 
II II - 1: . • 
the 
_
m
r
s
f 
impo
�
tant export, fell off greatly as a 
resu1l
r 
c;Jf the :iWOrld War . It has regai-ned much of 
II - . ;: . this !Loss tho !not all . This condition is brought . 
· -
-
· 11 
-
i: Ii 
about by the loss of · riluch of the European - m�rket .  The 
· -1 
· 
1 1 ![ 
low - t
l
otal expdrts of 1 920 as compared to 1 9 1 9  is, 
I 11 f: 
likel� ql.ue in_ ;p�rt to _ the general world ... wide pri9e 
_ II :i . _ _ _ • 
fall.  The mos.t significant fact to be gleaned from 
I I . i: -
. - - -
-
this - re0ord o:fi' exports is the fact that tho a great 
·pa
.
rt - lr t,he e�pl orted
.
commodities are staples .
-
their 
11 . n · - · · - - . 
expor
[
t 
l
"lue i.s subject to wide and violent fluctuation . 
· 
I 
·
1 
:; · .- , · · -
!I 
.
. :. ----- -�---.____________ . --
hb1; ��1�;ing-��bb;;-p;�d��ti��r t;;��rld and th� 
Ef'fecr of the Incr�asing Importanc e  
, of Plantation Rubber on 
· Rubber. Product.ion 
. 
in Brazil 
i, . . 
;i;;;.j· ;--�B;;;ii--;--Oth;;-;��;;;;W•;�-;i:;t;ti����; - ��--�" : .. t��� .. :f�: .. L ... �-�����=���-� -�-!---����--:����-: · • ·11 . · " , ·• . . . . - . . . .  ·
-: 1 9oq : 26, 750 : 27, .1 :,6 : · 4 : 
: � 90� : :35, OQO : . 27, 000 _: - 1 45 : 
.1 9 1 � :  _ 4Q, 8oo : 2 1 , soo : 8, 200 : 
� 191� : 37� 2?0 : 13,6 1 5  � 1 07, 867 : 
: 1-9� 1 =  39, 370 : 1 3 ; 258 · :  -2-1 3, 070 : 
: -1 9 1 � ;  34, 2�5 : - 7, 350 : 340, 225 : 
. f :192 � :  ]0 , 090 : . 5 , 000 . 250, 000 ==s:==--�-====-�========= ==--- --=== 
I' 
•I . :! 
;, 
:1
. :i 
'i 
II 
!I 
I 
,1 1: ----------"------- - - - -------jj7r-:-----, --- - -Table slii.ow
l
l
1ng Pr inc ipal Countries to Which Exports 
JJ - :1 a re Made . � _ 
� '!"" - �  ... ;.. .,.  _ _ _  , _ _ _  ... ...  _ � � .. - � ... "!'19--- -""'!- -'!'-�-- ---� ----- �------ .. -� 
' :  
. 
I I 
. 
: .t�1ue 1.n tpousand s bf' pound.a . 
. 
i 
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Countries : •�--•·'!"!9_,.._,.._._��-----....... �---·��---���-.;,,-..... ---�-, 
: 
-
11 _ _ • = !i 1 9 1 1 _ _ . = _ 1 9 1 8. · = 1 9  , 9 : . 192 o : · · u;�t;d-�tjf;;-;-�s��,;-;-;;�;s1-;-;x��ao--;-;;;:;s:;-; 
France . �na! : !, , : . .. : : : -
Colodie)is .: :i 8, 326 : 5, 564 : 27, 26f
f 
-: 12, 850 : 
. Br1t1sh j1Erri
r
1r� : ii ?, 8 12 : 6,169 : 9, �84 :- �  - .8, 759 : 
Argentine : � 5, 707 : 9, 297 : 5, 864 : 7, 094 : 
Italy : !: 4 ; 854 : .6, 42 1 : 3, 82 1 : · · 7, 827 : Uruguay : _; 4, 685 : .6, 362 : -5, 708 : 4, 778 : 
Germany : ·· 702 : 6, .184 : ·, =-======-:::::===-==== - -- -- = '.i 
Exports  are also made to _ Spain, p·ortugal 
,, 
" 
Sweden, _l3elgium, :: Holland and Austria-Hungary'. 
, , 
.The apove table shows that Braz il trades 
. 
. 
,1 
with all. of the . more important countries of the 
world . !�e Unit�d - States takes more of her exports 
than an either country. .These ·export s  ar� likely 
. I I II :; . to continue in as much as  we need the Brazilian 
I I ii 
, .  
I . product s .  Experlence shows however that the volume 
�nd va1!e of the�e exports fluctuijtea viciously 
. II - ;: 
when consj dered from the revenue etandpotnt . 
ii 
Ii 
II 
11 
11 
1: 
I, 
ii 
11 
ii 
if 
--
Page . 1 '1 3 
!! 
•: 
If 
II 
-___ . _II :: - =-�11 •=;:11===;:,,=== =====-=-=-=-= ======-= ==;.__=- -
Table Snow:ing Pr}.nc ipal Countrie s From Which Import s: 
JI JI . 
!i Are ·Made _ .
. _ _ _ _ ;------1-li _____ ;�f-;;;;;-;� .. ;;:��;;;;;-;;-;;;;d;��---; 
: Countri es : �-¥---��-�--!�-�- - -�-.. -����-·�--� .. -� .. �--��� 
= · _ . �I ii . = :1_,9 16 : 1 9 1 �  1: . . -, -�, 1 9 1 a  _ .= .19 1 9  � = .......... � .. -.......... � .. � ......... ----� ... -•-�� ... �-...... .......... �----.. '?'9-----�---. . . . Ii ·11 · : .. - . . . ' ' . .. . 
. . 
. . . 
. 
United State s : � s ,  t340 : 2 t ,  065 : t .8, 984. : 37,423 : 
Great Bfitlia.n : ; 8,:a2 9  : · 7,979 : 1 0,784 : . 1 2,737 . · : Argentine : � 5 , 675 : 5,702 i 1 0,020 • 12,032 . . : 
France II : 11 2, 095 : 1 , 785 : • 2, 5 1 9 · 2, 967 : 
Portugal : 1l 1-,872 : 1 ,436 : . 2,028 . 2,365 :  · 
Italy · . II : Ii .-1 , 4 t f : ! 878 : 1 ,  1 27 1 , 067 : 
Newfo�ndland : ;: . 69 1 : 747 : 1,284 1 ,  a33 · - : 
India : i i  652 : 984 : - 662 t ,992 . : 
Norway : 1: 4 1 1 : 361 : 230 - · 380 : 
Gennany : i; • 1 7 :  48 - :  .20 1 : 
Uruguay : 
il 601 : 868 : 2, �08 • .t ,  742 : Spain : !! 469 : 601 . : 937 :. - 872 : .. ----·---- -- --=-------:--=---= -- �'.'""""!'--- - ,, - . 
. 
I' . 
.l .  
:i ' 
Brazi+ -also imports  from Sw,1tzerland, Sweden, 
i1 
Canada, !Nelthe n1azj,ds, Mexico, 1aragua.y, Denmark ;  Belgium, 
I . 
ii 
. 
:1 and Jap
1
·n . 
!i I M  por-ts 
·The pt
incipal
A
ar.e food produ cts, machinery, 
steel and lron, . text ii.e s, -woods, pelts and · skins . Braz_ 11 
I I II 
· !! . . . 
. -
· 
. 
with 1t s
1 
undeveloped re source s has the po_t entiality. of 
I 11 · 1: . 
. 
-
dependinlg iless · upon foreign count ries . Certain factors 
such . asj
l
cltriate Jnd the people will always have a retarding . . . 
II 
., -
. 
' . , ;! 
tendenc . on thi s :development. 
. 
-
!I 
. 
. 
. " 
ii 
i, 
I! 
,1 
1: -
11 
ii 
:1 
I
i 
,I 
Ii 
II 
Ii ,, ,, 
II 
Ii 
I I ,  
; 1  
. 
!! 
i' - r 
, 
-
. 
I 
ii 
11 
,1 
►( ,, 
Ii 
i: 
!! ------- =======---------------
' �ble frl[rmport � and �
;
�;t;-;nd Bal;nce�or Tracie 
---.. _--i---... �.= v;i�. ;. ; �i.· �-t.h��;;�c1;-;r-;;;;;.-;ii;;1;-Year : �--•�--•-------�------•--��-�-� ����-• · · :: ·Iritports  _ ; Exports :: _ Balance · 
.. ii . ' --��-� -- ��---·----�---�---�-------·-�-�-------· 
. 1 9!3 ' ' ' : 1 , 007, 495 : ' 972., 73 1 :: { ... , . 3.4_,_'764 
1 9 1 4 ·  : - $6 1 , ij53 : 750, 980 1 459,A?l 
1 9� 5 - 582 , 996 1 , 022, 634 439, 633 
1 9 1 6  : _ ij 1 0i759 : 1 , 1 36 , 888 1 J26 , J 29 
1 9 1 7 : �37, 738 : -1 , _1 92 , 1 75 : 354 , 437 
1 9 1 8 
. 989, 405 ; 1 , 1 37, 1 00 : - 1 47, 695 
1 9 1 9 : 1 , ,34, 258 : . 2 , 1 78, 7:19 : 844 , 46 1  
1 920 2 , ¢78, 046 : 1 , 752, 247 , ( � )  325, 799 .  -- -
1rt--- --=--� -====== 
- The above figures show an unfavora.ble balance 
· 
II : :- . -
- - : - -
of tradr :1.n 1 9 1 � and 1
920 . Exact figures are not 
availaJleifo� 1 �22 but it is. estimated that Braz il ma;v _ 
I - 11 have a ,fa orabl� · trade palance amounting to  $60, 000, 00Q . 
,, . 
11 
11 " 
. Resources and Population 
I . 
Braz il; .ts p_otent ially one of the world ' a great 
storeho
l
u sea of rl.aw materials . , Her forests are_ of almost · . - -- I ll :i · 
- · . 
_ 
1mmeasu,ra"ble ext:ent, her agricultural lands if _developed_ ' 
II II . - lj ' . 
. 
. 
. could main.tain a:, population many · times that of the South _ _  
- 11 · II : !: - · American continent at the present time . _ She is_ possessed 
- - I II . 
. 
- i! 
-
of rich mllneral �epo_s1t
f3. And yet for �11 of that she 
suffers t,o� a hfndicap which will ever .tend to retard 
her dev lopment . li That handicap_ is climate .  _ A large 
II :: 
pprtion o:fli this �reat state is uninhabitable. .Another 
1
1 
ll •: . f! 
ii ' 
:I 
i: 
ir ,, 
., 
' '  
ii 
II 
'I 
I: . 
I! 
-1, 
I' 
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g:r,eat pc  rt i1.on ' is !; very sparsely populated by the native 
I 
- :, . 
Ind ian. The unhealthful - conditions of the great Amazon 
. 
1 -
. ii . ' 
country. a,e _
chiefly re.aponsible fo� Brazil's loss of 
the rubser.! trade � The cult ivated plantations - of the 
Far Eas
I
I[ dln prJuce, a gum of  better quality more 
· 11 
,, 
cheaply tlian car/ the natural forests of the Amazon. . The 
11 · 1: 
Amazon , ountry i� a natural rubber producer .  It  is not 
II :; 
adaptable to  thei
1
cultivation of the c rop because no 
· II - :: white man can live - in the interior . Climate has been 
-
II 
,._ 
the rui=natJion -
-
ofii what ·would have otherwise l;>� en Braz11 1 s 
I I · :: - . . 
· 
richest tnade.  '.; 
� I! 
The Amazon is pro,bably the world • s greatest 
inla11d 
f
aj
er trapsportat ion system . Properly developed 
it  will f�oat · t�� products of the western coast across 
· · II 1
1 · · 
'I the ent
l
i1
I 
r
il 
contitient to the eastern exportation port s .  
And yet, .as a tr'.knsportation �ystem the clim�te makes it 
II ;; 
I 
of l itt
[
e avail .� Too fre_quently in writing on Brazil 
the eye is on t�� map and too l ittle regard is had for 
real iti
,
es
_
] Whil!b it is -true that Brazil would seem to 
. - I II . be pote
[
t
·
i
ll
ally a/ very rich state · wtth a future of great 
: 1  
promise proper r.,ecogni tion must be given the difficulty · 
· 11 !t 
of  deve1, oping t�!is latent richness . 
,, 
I: 
-The c
1
iimatic conditions prevalent in much 
' i ' 
of Brazll.l are re,:flected in the population. Less than 
I i; 
. - . 
ha.lf  of the '.(0 , .492 ,  000 population have the white one 
11
· !! 
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Ii 
man 1 s bloo<i in their vein·a. Fully two thirds of · the-se  
. I II 1' 
are half,breeds 04; Indian _and Negro mixture. . The 
remainde� lr the :population are Negroes and Indians. 
II ii It is satd that �.h. ere are toda_ y 3·, 000. , .000 Indians in · 1 :: 
- Brazil who are pract ically savages . 
11 
I! 
There
1! 
has been considerable . attempt at 
·I 
education, al thou:gh as a whole educatlonal development · 
has
. 
beenll l s  one �ight expect, backward . . - Ea.c� state , 
11 II :: . exerc ises control, over education within its boundries . 
II II !! -Private sctiools are allowed. The instruction in public 
· - II - II � :: · -schools 
·l
us
l
t rema�n secular. F.ducatiqn is free but for . I :: the most pa,rt noti; compul•eory. The Federal Government 
. I 11 
enco;rao-es lindustiial education ·by giving aid to state, 
0 11 I . H 
municipa] a
,
·nd pr-ita-te schools meeting certain re'quirements .  · 
II I :! . · . · At the p:m
1
es
1
ent ti�e there are about 700, 000 s.tudents in 
· I I 11 attendence at the :; primary schools, and s ome 40 , 000 are 
II 
' 
enrolled in the s�condary and normal schools. There are 
I ,, 
no un1�e r.:
,
1
si
l
tties . i:Like �ts climate so is lack of man-. 
. I . . power l ong going �o be a drawback to the development of 
I II I: 
Brazil. The
1
. two �aken 
I - ! : 
together. form a serious obstacle 
to future prosper.1;ty. 
',/ , 
,' 
Grow.th of Brazil ian P.opulation 
·1 
1, f estimated ) 
1850 � - • -- � • � • . 
1B60 � � • � - • � 
t 9 1 2  � � w - � � -
• 9_2 1. 1 .� _ ., ... ..  � �  . .. 
.. 
. 
- ,I 
Ii ,, 
j1 ,, 
Ii ,I 
,, 
;: 
' 
,, 
7, 000, 000 
8, 000, 000 
· 25, 000, OC>O 
30, 492, 000 
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91,-,-- -· .. ary a�d· Evaluation of Brazilian · Bonds. :  
From the standpoint o f  the average American 
:: ' ,, 
investo,r Brazil ':does not offe.r a f ertil field for 
· · 11 - :: 
capital commitment . 
II -
:· . 
' i ,, 
The securities available are tho�e 
of the 
r
· atio'!lal,;! �tate and munic ipal governments .  The 
I I I 1: . � .- . 
loans �ave in - some case s  been contracted for purpo se s 
. I - 11 - . :: . . 
· 
. _ 
of  inte rnal dev�1lopment, but it must be remembered . that 
- · II · :: - --
ma.ny of tliie Braz':ilian borrowings forcibly. demonstrate 
-
- - II :. · '1 . - . 
, the ina
�
ility of:· the government to finance it s ordinary 
I II - :: , expendi u:r:-e s  fro'in internal revenues .  T.wice the national · I II ;; goyernmfnii ha s d:rfaulted to its foreign creditor s . · Both 
de faults liave ev:�ntually been covered . In both ca se s 
. II II 
· · :: 
tho, even1ilual pa:;vment has been effected _by more external · II II 
borrowings. 
if 
i: 
ii 
!I 
Brazil ha s a . r: 
!! 
large external debt . E?he has an 
increasino-r internal obligati·on · in_ her paper_ currency 
. _ 11 ° !i which. sJiie continue s to inflate . Her inability to balan9e 
I I - !! her budget is notable. 
. 1
1 
I · - _ 11 have fa]le
l
n off, :i some of the more important of them 
· II I i! -permanentl;u- . - The future mu st of nece ssity be a long _ 
F .r . :: period of slow reform and tect,ioue · developm ent. 
I' 
�any of  her sources of revenue 
!i 
-ii 
" . 
;:: 
I· 
The Argentine Republic 
' 
' 
Page 118 
Atgentina, or the Argentine Republic, · 
:I 
comprises some ' fourteen provinces and ten territories, 
· _ II · 
:! 
with an �,xtensiie · seaboard on the -east coast of South 
· II 
" 
' 
America: . The 
The chJef 
ciimate is rather temporate and healthful. 
ii 
p_rodubts are wheat, maise, oats ., linBeed, ,, 
,, 
II 
sugar, wool, hides, cattle, sheep and horses. The 
I! 
export of frozen beef and mutton ·1s an important 
indust
,
y.  The �.xpor·ts are made up entirely of pas'toral 
and ag
,
icul tura
!f p
roducts, with t
1
he exception of 
quebraciho {a  tree with bright red bark which •is used · 
I I 
i: 
for dyeling), co�per and manganese . There are a2, 000 
I II :: miles o( railro
;;
d and about twice as many miles of 
telegrJph lines.:' The co_untry is about 1, 1 53, 418 miles in 
I I 
.. 
area., mor
r 
tha.n ;:one third the total area of the United 
Sta.tea. The population in 1f:;J20 . was 8, 533,431 , in 1915 
II 
. . . !1 
it  wa� r , 979, 25� and in 1895 , 3,954, 91 1 ,  At present the 
ll ll .
. 
. • . . · populatd.on is equal to about 7 persons per square mile, 
I · II · . ;; · · . 
. . 
. · ·
. 
a rathe,r small �:
ie;ure when compared to 32 persons per 
I II II I: ' . . 
. 
square mile in t{h:e United Sta tee and 370 people to the 
II · · II . i; . _ 
· · . . 
· 
. square mi
11
e
_ 1n 1reat _
Britian . The following figures 
showing t:&e natf·onality of the Argentine people are · 
I I . 
. ii . ' 
. . � indicat:1v_e of t:tr,eir character. ,, 
i! 
ir 
! � 
. \ 
0 
-.: 
!! 
'i I, 
11 . if 
!I 
ji 
. I
I . • ------------ -���===== ;-r-- 7--- ------ - .. - ---� . 
fajfional �tie s of .
Argenti�e P?pulation ��----�-�---------��-��-�--������-�-� 
�r�entin�s 
. . 
5, 527 , aSS . i taiians :: 929, 863 . 
!sptniard� 828 , 70 1  
1Ru ssians !! 93 ,  6J4 
lu,· · r&guay1Eins 86 , 428 II fl . 
' fr�nch !, 79, 49 · 
�UfkS j 64, 639 
�ritish " 27, 692 
· �er,mans !i 26 ,  995 , 
.�wts_s !: 1 4 , 345 
, fo:r;tugues;� 1 4 , 1 43 
Indian i · 
· 
1 5 , 000 I I  II . . If 
Negro I' � . 500 rr�r=-
From the :econqmi.c standpoint the majority of 
-
" '  
,, !I 1, 
I, 
' . •' 
i, •' 
i: -
- II II · 
!; 
-the people are of {l de si�able type. They are home loving; 
. II I . :: . I 
and thI'ifty· and seem to have a desire to build· up the---
; , 
11 i: - !: country b
ll
th: indu s
rrially and politically . From the 
;: 
standpoint djr mo rat integrity in affairs . commercial they 
' II . i; I ii are probali>lY1
1 
superior to the peoples of any other South 
1
1 
II - :! 
· -
:: 
American 
· l
ta
lf
e •  
_ �
e laws of the country would seem to 
;; fa.vor the employme-qt of both domestic and foreign 
II I: - :: capital. 
I
Thf recerr income tax, for example , �xempt e 
:i 
the incomes of fcrr·eign capital taxable at home . 
II ,, 
- I 11 
· 
_
irgentin�:
_
• s political _ histo.ry is  typical of that 
-
II i! 
/ 
·: 
of the Latin Americ1
1
wi countries of the southern continent .i, . "' :! :. In more reeent years she seems to have enjoyed a greater !; 
11 · II 
:! 
degree of 1;3_o]idarity than some of them. Prior to 1 8 1 6 ,  
" 
I, 
P.o11tical History. 
!: · 
11. ,1 
i! 
" 
.. ,_ . · · ·
·
·
·•-, ·
·
·-,,··
.� - � ---- -- � :�-----�--
Page 
,. 
,, 
,:20 
I, 
� ii ·
-
,. 
, II I 
. .  when _sh
r 
ll
eclare� her indevendence, Argentine was unde1: 
Spanish rule. T
_
he years 1 8 1 6  to 1 852 constitute a per.i:_pd 
II 
'I 
o f  poi1
r
cal dis�urbances and uprisings at t imes almost1 
amounti
f
g to ana
r
chy . The 
_
present const
_
itution date __ s · . ;; 
from the �ear 1 853 w1.th important changes in 1 860, 1.866:: 
· II · · �- . :: - . - - . - ::· 
and 1 998.. Sincei: 1 853 there has been a gr.owing tendency:: 
· · - II · . !i · ';_ 
toward sta!b;·11za.tion and much has been acicompli_shed alorig 
· 11 
:: ' :i ,, 
this liae. There is still much to be done for financiai 
II 
and monetai,ry imptovement . 
p 
The f'ollowi�g tables go far . i1 
I I II i: · 
to 1ndi
ll
at
l
l 
Argett ine ' e  present condition· and give u� _ 11 
something of an *nderstanding of what we may expect of 
i: 
the morjo�l :
I 
ii . 
Ii 
1, 
:
I I• ,, !i 
if ,. 
i" 
., 
I' . 1: 
,, 
. i
' 
1: " ,. ,, · 
rabl� Tak e� FroAf �E� C omerc i o  Ext er i or Argent in� t o  Show 
Relat i on Between P opulat i on, For e i gn T rade , >Revenue and . :  
E xp(jmdi tur e _.of th� Nat i onal Admi ni st rat i on, _ Pub l i c  Debt . ---- -----------�----------------�-------- --- -, ---------------------------------------
·:: ;. Year : Popula t i -on : Foreign : Nat 'i onal : Defi c i t  
: Exp endi tur e : Balanc e :- . :  T rade 
: Gold 
: Pe sos 
· Nat i onal 
Revenue · 
: Gold 
: P e  sos  
: Gold : Gold . : Pe sos  : P e s o s  -. 
. . 
Public 
Debt 
: Gold 
: Pe sos· 
. . . . . 
II . : i;g.;4 : ili ,  55"0 , ¥,;i, : 4-s,-51:-e,-')1"2""': 7;-M·5, 3az&-: 7 , r:r<J;-3·3± : - . -11 lf, uo 3-� ------------· i lS65 : l ,5Ji7=-,_l_Q.l : .  5�6,)H�0=.,=7=1:h� : - �t,ee2-,9_,f5=,.,,0=7=-l-:===a2.,--§)J.-=1-;-1-4.,,7, . : 1-472'2"-2-.,--=:10=3 : : : 1 85 6 : 1 , 61+5 , 436 : .  64 ., 142 , �67 :  9 , 5 6 s , 555 : 1 3 , 70 2 , 590 : 4 , 134, 035 . : : 
. -
-
: 1 867 : 1 , 706 , 159 : 71 , 9-gB, 31 4 : 1 2 , 040 , 2S7 : 14, 1 10 , 077 : . 2 , 061 � 7�0 : 
· : 
- : 1 8gs : 1 ,  76i ,�70 : 72 ., 1 22 , 251 : 1 2 , 496, 1 26 : 1 6 , -693 , 406 . : 4, 19z, 2so : : _ _._- - - - --• • • C • � • 0 - - -- - - •�-·- � -- =- - · -=  = --� -= •..:- -=:.- - - - -- ---- - - - -• - - -
-
IC. ---· �·-- ;-iM ;-t:�2; 6f�-;- t 14�: �ttt· i�:-m: ��[- ; ""i�;�§.§��at ; t l6d�� ; 47 , 505 , 986 ; 
: 1 871 : 1 ,  9 3 6 -, 569 : 7 2 , 5 2 6 , 967 : 1 2 , 682 , 1 55 . : 21 , 1 66, 230 : · s , -484,  0 7_5 : S4, 2 65 , 110 
: 1 s72 : . 1 , 92;9, sso : 108 , 835 , 746 : 1 s , 17 2 , 380 :  2 6 , 4 62 , 7 86 : 8,�290 , 406 : so , 0 1 ? , 7 29 
� is73  � 2 , 0 45, 04s � 1 29 , s3 2 , 3?9 ~� 20 , 217 , 23 2 � 31 � 0 25 , 070 � 1 o � so7 , s�s � 7 s, 4�0 , 297 
• ·  1 874 · 2 , 1 0 2 , 284 . l 0 2i 3 6S, 0 85 • 15 , 974 , 042 . 29 , 78�, 0 96 . 1 3 , 810 , 0 J4 . 7 7 , 1s3 , 464 
1s75 � - 2 , 1 §1 , 639 � 109 , 633 , 594 � 1 7 , 20 6 , 747 � 2s , 567, g61 � 1 1 ., 3 61 , 1 1 4  � s2 , s77 , 423 
1 87 6  . 2 ., 2c 3 ,  1 89 • 84, 1 60 , 736 _ . 1 3 , 5 83 , 63 3  . 2 2 , 153, 04 8  . 8 , 5 69 , 415 . - 86 , 81 3-, 567 
1 877 : 2 , 28 7 , 0 05 : · 85 , 21 3 , 36 8  : 1 4, 824, 097 : 19 , 924, 9 61_ : 5 , �02 , 864 . 
8 2 , 2 3� , s97 
1878 . 2 , 35 3 , 194 , 81 , 282 , 896 • 1 8 , 415 , 89 8 . 20 , 840 , 91 8 . 2 , 42J , 0 2 0  . 80 , 6�� , 083 
1 879 : 2 , 4 21 , 8 27 : 95, 7 21 , 1 51 : 20 , 961 , 893 : 2 2 , 5 23 i l59  : 1 , 561 , 2 66 : - 77 , 738 , 976 
� s8o : - 2 , 492 , 866 - :  1 0 3 , 91 6, 667 : 19 , 594, 30 6 : 26 , 91 9 , 2 95 · : 7 , 3 24 , 989 : 86 , 31 3 , 1 02 
: 18 81 _ :  2 , 565 , 040 : 1 13 , 644, 1 99 : 2 1 , "345 , 926 - : · 28 , 381 , 224 ?  7 , 035 , 298_ : 107 , 075 , 511 · : 
� 1 88 2  : 2 , 6 39 , 573 : 1�1 , 634, 984 · :  2 6 , 822 , 3�0 : 58 , 007 , 1 58 : 31 , 9�4, 83S � 1 24, 112 , 684 � . 1 8 83 , 2 , 71 6 , s, 6 . 14o � 643 , so4 • 30 , 950 , 1 �6 . 44 , 83 1 , 378 . 1 3 , 881 , 282 . 1 2s , 047 , 2 56 . 
:i -,f a�s4 : 2-, 7 97, 042 : l 62 , o s5 , 980 . :  3 7 , 7 24 , 374 : 5 6 , 440 , 1 37  : 1 8 , 715 , 7 63 : 12 2 ; 50 3 , 09 8 . :  ·
1 8 85 : 2 , 8 80 , 1 1� : 176 , 101 , 0 69 : 2 6 , 5s1 , 1 1 � : 40 , 5:1.5 , 0 80 : 1 5 ,_93 3 , 96 2  : 1 1 3 , 381 , 89 6 : 
1 88 6 : 2 , 9 66 , 2 60 :  165 , 243 , 5s 6 . : 3 0 , 3 95 , 792 :_ 39 , 17 8 , 65$ : s , 7 82 , 8 6 6 : 1 1 7 , 1 53 , 961 
1 8�7 : 3 , 05 6 , 83 5 , : 201 , 7_73 , 945 :  38 , 209 , 229 :  48 , 205 , 071 : - 9 , 995 , 8�2 :. 14L 714, s49 : 1888 · ,  3 , 1 5 8 , 914 r 228 ,  5 24-, 01 3 . 3 4, 892 , 1 6 2  . - 51 , 59 6 , 8 24 . .1 6 , 704, 6 0 2  . 27 7 , 46 2 , 571  . 
1 889 : 3 , 2 65 , 577 : 254, 71 5 , 23 9  : 38 , 1 69 , 506 :. 5 5 , 770, 5 88 : 17 , 601 , 0 8 2  :_ 295 , 1 59 , 833 : � 
1s90 : _ 3 , 3 7 7 , 7so : 243, 050 , 805 : 29 , 1 43 , 767 : - 38 , 1 45 � 542 : 9 , 001 , 775 : 355 , 7 62 , 1�1 : � - I 
:i e91 : _ 3"'�- 4_20 ,_2� 7_ __ :_ -�-IC? ,,_�_?_? fl?._Q_: : , c  , l9,_J9�, 953_ ,:_ ,:- -J-J, �661+., s¼:2 ,-:_ - .-14., 1 6§ ,-889 °�:- 310,"1-03 ,-701 - :- : -"_;." �� " - r 
--· • ---,=" ·  - ---- - _, -...;�;;_:,;_.;;-.:.:.::.:.:. .:.. _ _ __ .:..,:... .:.:.:..:._ ---- - - -_ __ . -- - . ------------------- . ____ , ____________________ _ _ _ _ ____ __ ___ .:_ _ I\) ! . I -
( C ont i nued on ne xt page ) · 
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C ont i nued from las t page . . 
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. - --------------------------------------------- . ------------- .-- --------. ----------------
:- Year : P opulat i on : Fore ign : Nat i onal : Nat i onal = De fic i t  : Public  
.. .. . . 
: T rade : Revenue ! E xpend i t ur e  : Balanc e : D ebt -. : Gold : Gold . : Gold : Gold : . Gold • 
: : P e s o s  : P e s o s  : P e s o s  . : P e s o s  : · P e s o s 
. . 
. 
. . 
: 
'• 
- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
: is92 : 3 , 607 ;103  ! 204 , s51 , 500 : 32 , 591, 078 : 3g , 6s5 , 227 : • 6 , os5 , 149 :  425 , 470 , 775 : 
: 1s9-; _ : 3 , 7 2 9 , 105 . : 1 90 , 313 , 7s7 . : 3s , 3s9 ,6ss : 3s ,047 , 44o :  * *  3-42_, 24s :  421, so6 , sss : 
,;!====! �S,�4= : :3 ,. 8"5""'6 ,. 7�2·8=: 1",e,-4,'c ,. &-1�1 : . 3'4 , 1'7S�TG�-•=-o ,  i=rlf, �5·2 : 5 , 936 , 34'7 : 393 ,395 ,!,=7
==
1
==
0
=
:====tl 
I=====�
=
· =i=•:�i � . t:t�{:��"t�-�-�"�t:�hit;t6� -� !·:��61:-et;·-� j:��t���f� · � · �t �,gi: t5=� � :�� .: �:&] : :�� r 
� 1s91 '. 4 , 23 3 , 901 '. 1a9 , l5s, 2� '. 51 , 44� , s41 '. 61 , 010 . 101 : 9 , 569�46� '. ·  43a , 2s2 , 693 '. 
• •-• ·-- - • -~ · - - t··�ilf ---i -��-;m-f !t -i· 'li��i�imi· t ···Ili!t�f --(it Ug;•I�r(�iiUt!l!• • -t!�i; ti�� ���- ·t· · - - - -
� - 1 902 � 4 , 871 j 792 � 282 , 5 25 , 983 � 65 , 463 , 843 � S5 , 3 34 �71 6 � . 1 9 , szo , S7 3 � 423 , 965 , �gg 
I 
• 1 903 : 4 , 976 , 1 31 . : 352 , 191 , 1 24 : 7 5 , 420 , 900 : 78, 473 , 455  : 3 , 0�2 , 555  : 426 , 407 , 5f6 
1 904 . 5 ; 10 3 ; 602 . 451 , 463 , 494 . 83 , 0 37 , 6 36 ., 85 ,; 781 , 1 15 . 2 , 74-3 , 479 . 426 , 55 3 , 31+3 
. 1 905 : 5 , 28(i , 94s :  527 ; 99S; 261 : 90 , 3 7s , 511 : 141 , 704 , 734 ,: 51 , 326 , ;23 :  3s4 , 437, 26� 
: 1 �06 : 5 , 521+ , 017 : 562 , 224 , 350 : 100 , 704 , }06 : 118 , 911 j 294 : 1 8, 10§ , �88 . 379 , 560 , 3ss · 1 �07 · _ 5 ; 82l j 846 . 582 ; 065 , 052 . 107 , 275 , cS6 • 111 , 408 , 537 . 4 , 1 3 � , 851 418, 35S, 791 
1 90s, : 6 , 046 , 400 : 63S , 97S ; 077 ! 111 , S62 , 072 : lll , 04S ; 76S : * *  s1 3 , 304 : 398, .940 , 617 
: 1 909 : . 6 , 3 3 1 ,  17 : 700 ; 106, 6 23 : 1 21 , 073 , .0lS : 1 5
4, 995 , 146 : ·  3 3 ; 922 , 1 30 : 4�9 , 705 , 661 
· 1 910 6 , 566 , 022 • 76S, 423 , S75 . 1 3 3- , 093 , 6S7 . 1 150 ; 947 , 941 . 47 , S54;. 254 . 4J2 , 790 , 667 
1911 : 6 , 9l 3 , 34o : 747 , 337 , 250 : 1 36 , 632 ; 6115 . : 1s3 , 291 , 269 : 46 , 65S, 651 : 526 , 5 39, Sol � 
1912 : 7 , 147 , 361 : 94s, 530 , 371 : 14s , 001 , 24s : 211 ; 1os , 41 2  : 63 , 107 , 1 64 : 531 , 49s , 109 
� 1913 · !  7 , 4�2 , 334 : �015 , 3s3 , 105 � 15 3 , 691 , 749 : 177 , 5 1 3 , 150 . :  23 , s21 , 401 : 5 44) 7�1 , 819 . � 1914 � 7 , 8s5 , 237 . 725 , 661 , 4s1 . 110 ! 029 , 744 .  1s4 , 641� �27 . _ 74) 611 , 6s3 . 545 , 0 �3 i 471 
: 1915 - :  s , 002 , 494 : 887 , 667 , 2s5 : 101 , 310 , 566 : 175 , 96s, 753  : 74 , 65s , 1s7 : 5 37 , 5s2 � s30 
: 1 916  : S , 109 , S36 : 939 , 130 ,. 093  : 102 , 3 37 , 540 : 164,_ S44, 063 : 62 , 506 , 5 2 3  : 546 , 687 , 905 
: 1917 : . 8, 2 1 5 , 777 . ,: 930 , 491 , 2 27 : 100,. 427 , 296 . , 171 , 41 1 , 307 ; · 60 , 964, 0:j.l : 595 , 410 , 399 : 1 91s : s , 3 51 , 314 : 1 302 , 069 , 240 : 1 30 , 925 , 566 : 1s5 , 263 , 367 ! 54 , 337 , 801 : 57s , 2 24 , 999 
. . 
+ � - - - �- - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - � -- - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - � - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - � - - -� - - - - -
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-1-�rgentire-Publi;-Debt 
-
� 
-
::::::::1�������[����:�����:�����:::::::::: 
Y. ·ea· r· • · . · _. !
11 
ss
11ue·d :1:.
· 
• •. Amo· rti ·z· e
. 
d • •. Balance on 
·
. 
· · • · . 11 11 . , :! . · . 
· 
· 
. 
Dec • 3. 1 . _ 1901---�f-11-------r;�-.. -----------�s9:610·:;a; 
1 902. 2 . �9a . 60·01! . :: . 8 .02s-. 993 : 84 � 474 .590 
� 903 II , �120 .500,! : 7 . -767 . 590 : 77 . 1 27 . soo 
1 904 1 9. . �73 . 5001: :: 7 . 826 . 600 : 89 . 1. 74 .400 
1 905 7� • 3,164 .J0Oil :: 77 . 355 . 000 : 88 . 1.83 � 700 1 906 . ' . qoo . 000:· : 940 . 000 : 88 . 243 .800 
1 907 q . sp9 . 740 !! : 1 . 68 1 . 300 :: ·98 . 502 . 240 
� 908 : . 7 . �144 .,96oi1 : 1 . 206 .500 :. 1 04 .54 0 . 700 1 909 : 1 ?, .  q
1
oo . ooo i: : . 1. .295 . 4oo :. n 5 .245 . 300 
. -1 9 1 0  : - 7 . �,1 0 • .120,i: : 1 ,430 . 560 :. 1 2 1 .424 . 860 
H >U : 2 9 . ql00 ·. 000!: :' 1 . 758 . 920 :. 1 39 . 655 . 940 1. 9 -1 2  :_ 3<P, . q
1
oo . ooo :: :· 2 . 046 . 800 . :. 1 67 . 6_ 1 9 . 1 40 
1 9 1 3  1 J . 5
1
43 . 600 i . . 3 .,699 .600 : 1 77 . 493 
.
• 1.40 
1 944 : . . . I I  I 
:i - = , � 379 . 700 = 1 74 .  1. 1 3 . 440 
� 9l5 : ,, : 4 . 940 . 1.0o . :  1 69 .  1 73 0 340 
1.9 -1 6  : 5<p . qoo . 000 !! : . 4 . 994 .500 : 2 1 4 .  1 78 . 840 
1 9 1 7  � 1 J . 6B0 . 400 1 :: 4 . 5 1 3 . 740 : 223�299 .500 
1 9 1 8  ; - ,, ... , · _  :: : 4 . 236 . 200 : . 2 1,9 � 059 . 300 
--------ii��;�;iTn;bt�G�ld-P;;�;-:-�-��---_-
. ��------ - ----�-�----��-------------�------�-1.90 1 - :  i :  17 . &63 . 000 
I 
1 902 : 1; • 459 . 600 ·: 1 7  .403 . 400 
1 903 : 776 � 900 1 6  . 626 . 500 . . 
1 904 : . ' 82 . 500 : 1 6 . 544,. 000 
1 905 75 .500 1 6 . 468 � 500 
1 906 · : :i 68 . 500 : 1 6 . 400 : 000 
1 907 : 5 1 . s
,r
6 ·  1.00 !;, 1 2 . 770 . 40·0 : 55 . 505 . 700 
1 90s r l . -. . 1: 1 1. ,06 • 900 .: ,a . ,. 98 . �oo .1 909 : 59 , .opo . ooo !: 7 1 4 .  900 : 87 . 483 . 900 
1 9 1 0  �1 . 01\48 . 000 {· 1 . 026 . 900 :. 92 . 505 . 000 1 9 1 1 70 . 000 . 000 .. : 1 . 1.38 . 000 1 6 1 . 367 .000 
1 9 1 2  i: : 1. 6 1 5 . 300 : 159 , 7-5 1 . 700 
1 9 1 3  ii : t . 98 1 . 900 : 157 , 769 , J00 
1 9 1 4 ;: : t . 799 . 800 1 55 . 990 .000 
. 1 9 1 5  U: 2 . 145 , 400 : 1 53 . 844 . 600 1 9 1 6  :i • g .  5.73 • 300 : 1 5  1 � 27 1 • 300 
1 9 1 7  52 � aoo . 000 1 ;  1 , 535 , 700 : 202 . 535.600 
1 9 1 8 j II · . ,l : _ 3 . 525 . 000 : 1 99 . 0 1.0 . 690 -------------�-: -,-------------------------� · Con�inued on next page . 
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Page'.: 24 
�--�---------------------------·----------�-. YJal !: I s�ued • . : Amortized .  : Balance 1 on · II 11 : . vec " . :> . . . ---------�--------- ------��----------------' · 190 ,1 : .. . . . :. . .' :- 386 . 4.5 1 � 295 · .1 902 : · 5 . 3.68 . 533 : 38 1 .082 . 76 1  
1 903 : . : 
. 
5 .  237 • 975 : _ 375 . 8.44 . 786 
1 $,o� : 5 , 072 . 1 99 : 370 . 772 . 667 
1905 : · 4 1 . 604 �725 : 329 � 167 , 94 1  
1 �0� : , . : 4 . &34 . 825 .·: 324 .333 . 1. 1 6  
1 90l : : 4 . s2 1 .- o to : 3 1 9 . 5 1 2 . tos 
� 9.0�
1 
: 28 1 • 46.9 : . 5 .  04 9 .  666. : . 3 1 4 ,  74 3� 909 
1 9.09i : 1 . 899 . 464 : . 5 .  1 2 9 .-544 31 1 . 5 1 3 . 829 
1 ito : 747 . 853 : .  5 , 402 . 953 306 . 858 . 729 
� -l1I 2 . 537 .487 : . 5 .676 , 430 � _ 3oj . 7 1 9 . 786 
1f 1.2, : . · .  256 . 536 · 5 . 982 . 336 : 297 . 993 . 986 
19.,1.31 : . .  1 7  .4. 1 6 . 04.7 : 6 . 554 . 996 : 308 .855 ., 037 
1 � 1.4 · :  1 0 . 4 1 5 . 404 · :  . · 6 . 846 . 885. : 3 1 2 . 423 . 556 
19, 1 5  :. .. 3 , 987 . 648 : . 7 .  t 09 . 24 3. , :. 309 . 30 1  • 960 
1 Q r  6 : . · 542 . sos : · 8 • .566 . ss2 : 30 1 . 277 . 9 1  s 
1 Q 1 7 : 605 .. 808 : - 7 , 258 , 943 : 294 . 624 .779 
1 � 1.a _= . . r . . = ., ,  . 796 . 472 _ = 2s2 .s28 . 306 
:J�E���!:��:������:���f����:�����:::: 
1 S?i0 1  : i: . ; . : 40� . 3 1 4 . 295 
1 9,102 : 
· : 5 .  828 . !-33 : 398 .  486 • 1, 6 1  
. 1 9,103 .: : 6 .0 1 4 . �75 : J9� . 47 � - �87 1 9,104 : · :  _ 5 . 1 54 . 6 1 9  _ :  3,8 ( . J 1 o . oo7 
1 Qp� : ., : 4 1 . 680-. 225. : 345 .637 . 44 1  
H110o i: : 4 . 903 . 325 : 340 . 733 . 1 1 6  
1 9ip1 5 t. 876 . 1. 00 : 1 7 .  59 1 . 4. 1 0 375 . 0 1 7  .aos · 
1 Qp8 - �8 1 . 469 : 22 .J56 , 566 : 352 . 942 . 709 
1 �09 5 1 . &99 . 464 : 5 . 644 .444 : - 398 . 997 . 729 
1 � 1 0 : 6 . 195 . 853 6 .• 429.853 : 399 � ]63 . 729 
1 9i 1 .1 : 72 . �31 . 487 : 6 . 8 1 4 . �30 : 465 . 086 . 786 
1 9i 1 2  • · �.56 . 536 : 7 . 597 . �36 : 457 . 745 . 686 
191� 3 1 7 .  4: 1 6 .  047 .  : 8., 5.36 • �96 : _
466 . 624 . 837 
1;�
,
1 4  _ 1 0 . 41-1 5 . 404 - �  8 . t:>26 , t:>85 • 468 • .4 1 3 .556 
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19 1 1
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" ·1
1 . 
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1
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, 
2 •:.20 1 
l:re rmany 
I II · 
I! • . 22 1 : .: ., · ::22 1 
Australia 1: ; 3J : : - ,;o ,, 33 Austria�Hungary !I • . 1 : · : -� ;: 1 
Belgium - :j : 1 59 : _ : 8 ·; 1 59 
Bolivia , i 1 .- 642 : 1 , 298 : ,;;o. ,344 
Brazil :l : 49 , 373 : 33 . 346 : ;;; 1 6 .\027 
Canada :' : 389 : 640 : - - :25 1 
Cuba :1 .: 3 , 22 1  : . 329 : � 2 •. 89 1 
Ch.1.le :: : 8 . 343 : 8 �634 : · · . 29-1 
- Denmark ir : 99 : 1 . 263 : ·1 .).64 
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Norway 11 : 9 1 6  : 4 . 222 : 3,
1306 
Netherlands :; . : 1 . 051 : 1. 095 : : 5.S 
· Paraguay 
] 
. :1 : 7-. 3 1 4  : 5 , 235 : ,.. 2-. 079 
Peru · · ! : 3 . 958 : 326 :  � 3 ,�32 
Portugal · 1
. 
: . 1 . 024 : 30 : .;:· '994 
French Po se1ss 1ons :i : - 64 : 4 . 44 1  .: 4. �77 
British P�ss�ss ion� : . 6 • .  1 79
· : 1 87 : • · . 5 • . 989 
United Kirtgd:oµi I' : 1 24 • 960 : 305 . 88 1 . : 1 So .92 1 
Russ 1a 
. II 
. ji : 1 5 : : .,. •, 1 5 
Sweden , · : 3 , 278 : 4 . 457 .: · 1 . :Ux, 
.Switzerland . !I : 
- 3 .. 206 : 23 : • 3 . t1 83 " 
Uruguay . II , . 1: : 4 . 538 : 1 5 . 0 1 1 : 1_ 0 . 17� _ 
· Other countrilee ,', ; 870 · : , 65 , 047 : 64 , ,1 70 
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corn ii : Tons : 2, 759, 000 -: 2, 7-1 1 , 000 
Linseed I: : Tons : 1 , 308, 000 : . 899, 000 
Flour :1 : Tons : . 45, 000 : 90, 000
. 
Sheep sk ns -� : Bale s : 39, 000 : 76, 000 
���� II !' ! ��!��er s � · 4 ,  3 i� ; ggg :! 4, 6�: : ggg Cal t'ski1t•S3 : : 296, 000 : . 1 , 1 74, 000 
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The consolidated debt of Argentine in 192 1  
1i 
1 .
.. 
11 
a ,, amounted 'to 1 , 200 , 000 , .0QO pesos ·w1 th out j,.nclud1ng 
of 60, 000 jl1 o°J[o- peso
�
_
: '�h.1ch was authorized by the 1 92 I budgf t ,  
' 
.The floatj!n§ debt is estimated ( 1 922 ) at 650, 000, 000 -paper -
II . I :: 
.. 
· pesos. Trie I er capita debt in 1 92 1  was $97.  This has ii 
11 11 - :, 
l oan ,. 
· - since beet -increas�d slightly . 
I - :' 
1In Decfmber of the year 1 922 _the Argentine 
·-
,Congress v as in session. 
!I 
11 ·
,1 
!I 
i! 
1
1 
' ,: 
Problems of finance were discussed 
-
'I I, 
II
. 
· ·  Page 129 
!i 
I! . 
Ii 
in detail . The d�ficit for the current year ( 1922 )  was 
Ii . 
\ 
·, 
estimated! at 1 20 ; 000 , 000 paper pesos and the total float� 
ing indeJ
l
iteln� a; Jr· th� Federal Government, including 
I I I i: · · . semiauto om0us obl1igations such as street railways, the 
I l . .1: · . 
Nation13.l Sanitary !:Works, arsenals, etc. , was· calculated 
II . _ :: . · ; 
at about l , eoo , 000, 000 paper pesos. This large sum it i�  
r r ... . :; :. . . . 
expected 
r
i
.
11 be 
�;
oyered by an internal bohd issue.� ·  
· T,
r
e financ:e program as now reported includes the ;: 
· 1 
I 
followin§ l0ans : J:n internal loan of 500 , 000 , 000 paper · i · . 
I II. .: . - " 
p � s o s  in 
r
r
r
sury !;
bond s ,  . intere at at 3%, and amoi,:!,izati o� 
2%, banks
! 
t0 part�!cipate up to 
· 1.0� of t·heir deposits-; a:n li 
I I ;. . . . . . . . • internal 1]loan of aoo, 000 paper pesos, interest 6%, amortiza-
� f 
. 
. . 
I: Summary ·, 
tic
: 
�% ;  r'n ex
.
te
,
al loan of 1 50, 000 , 000 gold pesos , 
Ai!'g ntine i s today probab_ly the most stable of the 
II II �: :: South Ame,
1
ri
,
an nat1.ons .. Her natural resources are great / 
I i:
, . 
I 
Her clima
t
e 
,
is he�lthful and produc�i ve , Her people are.
: :  
more industFious, 'more ambitious than the · average La. tin-,. : 
II . · :: 
· . 
. · · r 
american . 
,
er
: 
la�i9 and cust·oms are_ fair not only to hom�: 
industry b
l 
ut likeWi:ise to the foreigner and to foreign. '! 
· · · I II :: · · . -capital w
[
tfifn her.! bounds .. The financial history of 
I I .  . !'1 ;! Argentine r·eveals
_ 
h
1 
er as a •  borrowing nation as far �ck �s. . . II 'I 
1824 . Un, o .. seen internal political disturbances tore the:, 
,; . . , 
I· 
!1 
• 
' 
. 
,. 
' 
. '1 
I' I 
I: . 
,; 
II 
11 
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I' ... -- \ ,, 
,. 
,: 
cquntry tf'o�
1
. many :;Years . There was no possibility · · I · . . I :: f taining 
l
he · agre�d service of these early obl igations . �ut 
I
! 
of main-
iate:r,  ·· yea.ls iat�ir , . A,rgentine paid , p�id . in full·. Thes� 
. 11 ![ . 
. 
t f f th b i! payments were mad·e for the mast part ou • o ur er . · or:r;:ow ... 
II . :! 
. 
. . 
. . . . . .
. i 
ings . Sti.nce the :,middle of the nineteenth century Argentine 
. II . · , 
i 
has made n0 exte�pal borrowings fdr the perpetuat ion of i: 
war . lt . 1 !  true i!t:hat borrowed funds have . not always be�n 
· I I I ·, . 
employed as was the original intent at the contraction Qf . . 
'I 
: . . 
the obligation . · 1But a large portion of external borrow.tngs . 
11 · II ii . 
. ha$ , · gon
li 
ior· 1n
i:
ernal 1mpnovement_. When not so employ1d 
such funtlj· sjhave �een used to  meet current def lei  ts or td · 
I . : 
, .. 
fund 1nter
, II 
st oblligations . 
:, 
But twic:e since the year 1 856 has the Argentine;: 
II 
' 
j! I 
Republic beien ab1:e to  meet current expenses from current' 
revenues, hhe cJ�ef sources of revenue are the i:.port �nd 
II I 
ii 
' . ' � :· • 
,;
. 
f' 
export duties. These duties are derived from a var iety 'of : II II · Ii . 
. 
. r 
commodities , and 1tho this tends to give stability to the.' 
. 11 . :: 
· 
:, 
income tne f igure's already .given show that the condi. ti on 
II 
. :: ·: 
is far from satis!tactory. In addit ion to the import and;'
. 
II 1·1 · !I . , II export duties certain internal taxes have recently been 
II II !i 
proving ve
j
y prof;+ table . !'. 
Je . banking system of' the c ountry is at present'1.· . 
II 
ii 
I' . 
suffering :fl
l
rom agr 1cul tural over-expans ion . It was this!: 
. . 11 . 1: : 
cause whicl'. broug�t about the failure of the great Frenoµ 
' ! , 
• ·  I. 
ii 
I' 
\ 
,, 
!! 
Ii 
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bank in 1 �  t4 . 
:r 
I. 
;, 
ll r, 
The !l oth�r banks of the c ountry must . fac e 
thi s  type of liquidat ion sooner or later. :ffllen that time :: 
!1 
· i' 
· c omes Argentine i s  :"boqnd · to  experience at least temporary : 
. 
. 
I 11 · !
1 
:: 
financial d ifficult i es . · -
II 1! 
Ml in ·all ., Argentine probably o ffers the most :, ·11 ii · . j, favorable in
r
estme
1.
t conditions o_f any of the South 
i 
.American sta
r 
es,. 1:�d even sh.� cannot balan_
ce -her budget . 
11 
· · The y ear ! 9�f saw 1 . rather. suc cessful attempt at this but !; ·  
i t was the
l 
s�cond time in
. 
seventy. y-ears that it had hap- - pen,'
1
ed · 
II 
" . · . · · 
and it  ha s
l 
n
1
ot _ beeJ rep eated sinc e. The nationa.l governm�,;nt I I · j: ' I ha s frequently found i t nec essary to as sume or guarantee 
II II I - - ' the obl igations � f l\he lesser poli ti�al subdivi sion s  and the 
·11 II 1i munic ipalilit i.e
j 
s .
. 
�e buro.en thus incurred has recently - -
I · 1 I• bec ome so igreat that 
" 
the federal government served not i c e r 
_ II 
that while it
l 
woul1 do al
. 
1 in its  power to protec t the . . I ., . credit o f  it
r 
su�
1
visions it no l onger would be respon
- :: 
s ible for additional obligat ions 1. ncurred by· them .  De. spi-te 
I II :; . her compar.
,
at ll.VE: _ st�bili:t,y it would hardly seem proper t o . II ii :1 advise the
l 
ay
l 
erage i:American investor to make c ommitments 
of funds iii r cou�iry whose current exp�nse.s c ommonly :! 
exceed cu�rent revertues and whe·re th e burderi of · subd ivi si6n . I II . , . !j ,, debt i s  so heavy tJat the federal government, can no longezj. 
II · i extend its pFotect�Jon to it . Argent ine o ffers wonderful : 
ii 11 
ii 
i! 
' ·- t' 
:I 
i:
� 
11 
[i 
ii 
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,I 
'I 
il ,, 
:i 
!i 
H · . Ii opportun�t
l 
ie
l
s to c;�rtain type s  of investors and spe culato.z-e , • 
· .I I i; ,, 
but they are oppor1:t,uni tie s ill fitted to the needs of · our:· 
I I 11 · , :; 
: ,  
��erage 
l
er,ican I
r
vestor . 
I' 
!I 
• 
1• Chile , ,  
I' 
Ch le is a state of Spanish origin . It li�a  
Ii II . 
!i 
between tlil.e Ande s  and the shore s  .of the Pac ific ocean. It'. 
· is about l , ooo mill�s in le�gth and 1 00 mile s  in width . lt;s · 
. 
. 
11 1 1 , :1 . . 
-
: 
chie f r.e s0uN
J
ce is J,he ni�rate monopoly which it posse s se s1,. 
Th ere are a�
, 
so grer.t copper depo�it·s . The �e are not as y:�t 
I 
I' 
well develo:ged . Ip the central ·part of the country :: 
II i. . . . . !! . !1 agricul t_ure is the
11 
chief industry . Wheat and ·other grain,� 
. II . ;j . . I are the ch.ie
j
f produ
. 
ct of th
. 
e region. In the south cattle:.,· 
II I :: 
raisiz:ig 1 s  l:>
l
eing encouraged�  There is · also a .conside rabl� 
I I I · ii - · ,, 
:fore sted rea altho thi s ha s . not yet been utilized c om.mer� 1, 
ii · ·cial1y . 
Like Argrntine and Brazil ,  Chile ha s been a rep�� 
. i! ;, lie for .s0me time. i The laws of the country protect well , · · 
· · II :: -
both dome stic and :for·eign capital. Their qnly weakne s s rtom 
. II · I i; · · the comme
,
c i
i
l staidpoint seems to be the inadequacy - of 
statutes coJce m1ng the use of the bank check. ;: 
· Th� gOvefnment, tho continually changing a s to :: 
per.sonnel, . sreµis t9 be . fairly stable a s to policies .  The :: 
� ;i political [leade rs 4re of Spani sh extraction and are of an i 
I 11 - · :: 
· · 
· :: 
agre s s ive nature. iiThe pe.ople are for the mosit part a 
.\ . ii 
ii 
:I 
1: 
:
1 
. 1: 
" 
i , . 
11 
j, . 
!I 
1: 
non ... ambi tious folkj; without either social or political -
II ll :: 
• !f 
. , ,. 
:• 
,,-i: 
aspirat1ons·�
1
-
Al thb e_ducation · is free it, is estimated II I . :: 
that about 80%_ o.f rhe . population is illerate. 
!: , 
cJili hak for years been at swords points with 1 . II :i ;. her neighli>on
ll
s to th
·
·
. 
e north, Bolivia a
. 
nd Peru . The nitrat'e 
II :, . . ' 11 • 1 :, 
fields an
t 
the coppe
.
r dep
. 
osi ts are the cause . . Uprisings :: 
II ·· along the nor.thern !i boundary· are be ing continually rep.orted.. 
II !I . ' i The latest o
l
f thes� was in February· of 1923. Chili - :, 
II ·I -
:.i 
1L ori
_
ginallY,
I 
tJ
l
ook th�S territory from her neighbors by �ore; ., - - I I ,, . 
and the w .. 1una ·still rankles . . II ·. ( - :i 
Chili h�s en\joyed a rather satietactory financial 
history. �e haa 1ev�r r8pudiated nor defaulted an exter�al 
obligation, 1
1
and has been borrowing from Europ-e for ninetyf - · II :: :. five years. Her C\:lrrent revenues have, in the main ., taken · II ·· 1: . . .. care of running -expenses and ,it is only in recent years that 
II I' !I . !. Chili has experienced a deficit. Her external borrowings ; 
II 11 . · - -have ., for the m�t :1part, · been for internal development .  She 
I :, . 
. 
- :: 
has f'el t j:ust
l 
i"f1ed :: 1n borrowing for this purpose because <:>f 
. 
1
1 
' !1 ii 
the sta.b1]1.tf of h�r income which permits the accepting of 
, II ·11 , i1 • fixed 11a1:U11t-ies ., 1r obligations. II . i 
The outstanding feature in the 
it 
I' 
analysis of Chi�e ' e II !1 . . - ;i \ eta tus is· th
l
r 'fact i
_
: tha t she is a one�product country . 
r ·! 
Ninety pe
11
ce
f 
t,  of 
::
her gold income is derived from an expt,rt 
tax on ni  tJ,rates. �his sum comprises fully 50% .of her tot�l 
I! -.-
, ' -� . , . . ... ' .. . .: . . 
ii 
,:, 
ii 
i � 
ii 
i, 
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! 
!1 
income (Chjjli hasl1 a world monopoly of the nitrate ' ', ·. . l 1
1 
' - ii 
industry . She w 11:n. retain this position until new 
- . II - - . · :: - - ., deposits re uncov:ered or until science developes some 
• [ I  
Ii 
� 
. 
II 
. -
other means of prop,ucing this commodity. As a result of i; 
II :: 
. . · I I :: 
this situ
r
tjj
' 
on Chili' has been ' able to -levy heavy export 
duties on tnis comjnodity without disturbing her market�. 
The weaknesj of tJk situation was well demonstrated ;: : 
, 
II II , . ;: • . 
. ' . , 
I 
during the World War. In the early months of the war the:: . 
- 11 - !! - -· 1nab_ ility to dispo:se of nitrates caused an almost total II ., 
. 
cessation oft the industry . - Later she reached approximate'n.i 
' .  . � ' ' ii . . . 
a 50% production . i! The outcome of this situation was a 
- II ;: · · - . - .. 
· .  falling off in · national revenue that brought about seriou's 
Ir 
. :1 
· · - - · . . 
deficits .
t
n the nar;onal budget. When the time comes tha:t 
Chile ' s  g
r
in
l 
on the nitrate market is broken, and there i's 
1'
, . . I 
·reason to believe that this day ls not so far distant, th!� 
i; ') 
finances 0f the national government will experience a · 11 
. II :, . - · 11 ij ' , revolut�o
j
l
. 
. 
This 
f 
1
�
1 be particularly serious �n the cas
;f 
of Ch111 li>e
il
ause s
r
e is no� lavishly endowed with a; _ !: 
diversity o
il 
natur
f
l resources . Her copper possessions ape 
very impo
il
t
ir
t•  Wf th t.he exception of' the United States. 
she is  the w
l
orlds largest source of this metal . The . - · .
. 
I I 
. 
- - : : 
' . ,, 
- deposits are for the m<JlSt part owned by citizens of the . 
United stit+ • It: 1a  doubtful if ahe will be able to 
employ CONpe� in the way that she has nitrates as a aourc� 
Ii 
,-_;�_-:;::.-:-, . . . , 
.
. . , . , .... 
,'. ,. 
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of revenue. - Th.e- compett,-tlon of foreign sou.roes o f  supply 
will preclutle this . While Chill ls _possessed of conslder­
able_ "wealtJ in her agricultural and forest lands, th1f:3 ,  
as a •. source
l
l 
of r,venue, would be very inadequate . Aside 
from her mineral deposits Chile 's  greatest natural resource . . I is the pow
l
r tha� may be developed from the many accessable · . 
mountain s11r.eams that quickly find . their way to the ocean. 
She has ab
+
dant power there .  Also, authoritl,es agree that 
. 
I 
. . . 
there are 
1
ons1derable d�poaits of ric_h iron ores •' If Chili 
should loose her . mineral monopoly her next best source of 
· II - - · · _ - national w
,i
a1th would be in the development of industrial 
•. enterprises . The weakness of . this situation ·is the present 
- · II 
. 
. 
. . . . 
. lack of mar::ket . Never ... the-,.less·, the day may readily come 
when Chili will be the • manufacturing stat e of s·outh America • . " 
Surely ,  . if e present sources of nat ional income should be 
· depleated , the development of industry will be he r only 
salvation. 
A careful �nalysls of the Chilean f inancial ·· 
situat ion ]eads the writer · to believe that . what has in the 
II past a,ppear.ed to be . a day
.
of perfect sunshine is in reality 
.the silver lining of a heavy cloud.  ,As time_ goes on these 
clouds seem doomed to settle • . . As long as Chili can maintain . · II 
· 
her thrott
l
e hold on the world ' s  nitrate supply her financ ial 
problems aFe less serious than --those . of he'r sister states · 
1 1 . 
· 
of the Sou ·h  American cont inent . .When this source fails her., · 
- - -,-�--�-·----·---·--�-· ·-·--- - ..,_· _ -· ·- ----' -- · ··- - • ·--------· -- �--- -- -- --- - - -
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look out for stormy . weather • . Depending as she has upon her 
export revJ,nues her people are unaccustomed to a heavy tax 
· · · -- 11 -burden . ;tiei:t reac�ion to a change would probably be such 
as to make the results of direct taxation questionable • 
. From the 1r;ivestor 1 s standpoint, just now the sun seems to 
be fairly iright in comparison to weather o onditione 
through out . the continent ·in · general. But when t. he barometer 
. ·
� . . . shows sign
il 
of falli�g, the investor should beware lest he 
enjoy a soaking which will likely reacJ::l. the· skin.-
II _ · . . Tfe following figures are given in support of  the 
above analysis. 
Chilean R�venue 1921 
Sour , e  
II Nitrate export dues 
Iodi!e and borax dues 
Cons{b.lar dues 
II Treasury revenue 
Inter
l
"
:::
a
:fo!�
ioip� 
Sour e ·
. . 11 cust�ms and bonds 
Surcharge of 50% 
II Despach of cases 
II Stamp tax 
Posts and telegraphs 
Toba�co taxes 
Gold pesos 
10 1 , 075., 000 
1, 500, 000 
3, 000, 000 
2, 000, 000 
1 _, _4 07 , 000 
1 08, 982, 000 
Paper pesos 
50, 000, 000 
25, 000, 000 
2, 000, 000 
1 8 ; 000, 000 
1 2, 800, 000 
-18, ooo, 000 
( Contim.e d on next page) 
_Continued 
1
rom page -� 37 · 
Wines , beer and spirits 
Property tax·es 
Death taxes 
Bank.  taxes 
Drainage Com .  
Insurance Cos . 
Land rents · 
Ship _charters 
Mint revenue 
Drinking Water Con . 
Aricas�LaPaz R.R. 
Treasury Revenue-
Tqtal paper p�sos 
. Gold Pesos 
Total Revenue 
7, 000 , 000 
20, 000 , 000 
- 3 , 600, 000 
2 , 500 , 000 
2 , 000, 000 
1 , 000, 000 
1 , 40.0, 000 
t , 000, 000 
2 , 500, 000 
6,266,9� 
6 , 299, 000 
7,000,000 
1 89,765,900 
108,982,000 
298, 747, 900 
Chilean Expendi ture.s 1921 
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Depart 11ent Paper pesos 
73,224,3 16  
Gold pesos: 
- I I 
Interior 
. II 
. Foreigp Relations 
Justic� 
Publicjl Inst!ftuction 
Treasury 
::!y - 11 Ind. �and Pub • . Works 
II 
RailwB.Jy 
Tota� 
2 , 759 ,933 -
12 , 306 , 275 
46,4 14,388 
35, 437, 2 12 
61,909,887 
32,497,738 
24, 870,265 
_ 6 ,804,�33 
281,607,�69 
Chilean Revenues and Expenditures 
: Pounds Sterling 
1 9 1 6  
1 9 1 7  
1 918 
19� 9 
l 920 
� 92 -1 
Revenue 
13 , 891 , 101 
1 6,020,596 
18,743,250 
� 9 , 380 , 829 
20,545,054 
24,096,225 
176,732 
_ 2,085,759 
239 , 560 
48,648, .192 
386, :1 62 
. 4 , 032 ,045 
- 82 , 549  
_ 1 , 833 
49,154 , 835 
Expenditure 
12 , _142 , 096 
1 4,423,554 
16 , 621 , 210 
1 3 , 750, 5S-1 
J3,264,484 
27, 1-53, 937 
Page . , 38 
Year 
1 885 
1 886 
1 887 
1 889 
1 892 
1 892 
� 893 
� 895 
� 896 
-1 9 1 4  
O
l
• ts
.
tand1ng External Loans of Ch11i 
Government Issues 
Rate 'fo · Amount issued Amount outstanding 
:. 4) aid 1 /2 808 ,  900 564 ,  000 
1 896 
-� 900 
1 905 
1 906 
1 909 
19 1 0  ,' 
· H > 1 -1 
·HH 3 
4 af[ld 1 /2 6 , 010, 000 4 , 206 , 700 
4 a1jld 1/2 1 , :1 60,  200 817 , 500 
4 and -1 /2 1 , 546 , 392 . 1 , 265 , 320 
5 
II · .  
1 , eoo, 000 1 , 447, 300 
6 . - 1 94 ,  000 · 99 , 820 
4 and 1 /2 630 , 000 5 1 4 , 400 
4 ahd 1 /2 2 ,  000, 00.0 , , 66 1  , 300 
5 · 4 ,  ooo, ooo l, 4 3€? , 100 . 5 1 , 500 , 088 l , 500 , 088 
. 5 8;
1 
d 1 /2 
4 and 1 /2 
- � Jld 1 /2 
5 
5 
· 5  
5 
Government Guaranteed 
200 , 000 
260 , 000 
1 , 350 , 000 
3 , 700, 000 
3 , 000,·ooo 
. 2 , 600 , 000 
5 , 500 , 000 
1 ,  1, 1 8 , 945 . 
95 ,·300 
220, 260 
1 , 256 , 700 
,, :1 95 , 840 
2, 934, 700 
2 , 484 , 940 
4 , 948,200 
1 , 1 1 8 , 945 
. Additiona external issues · of municipalities � .  districts I 
. etc . .67 ,'758 , 000 
Imports and Exports 1920 
Products of mining 
forestry 
live stock 
agr,icolture 
Foods 
Textiles 
Chemical products 
Met�ls 
Machinery 
in Gold Pesos 
_ Imports 
29, 38 1 , 030 
3;.4 1 1 , 992 
1 2 , 299, 698 
)0, 768,  ., 1 0  
43, 2�:,13, 1 67 
1 1 ?/ ,  1 4 1 , 233 
� 52 , 276 , 533 
. 4,1 , 902, 246 
33 , 259, .149 
Exports 
656 , 254 , 458 
5 � 555 , 020 
46 , 764 ,  ., 53 
32, 58� , 022 
24 , 562 , .824 
: 54 1 , 552 
1 , 00 1 , 5 1 3  
1 3 , 1 97 
"( .�- t ::) 
l9l 0  
19 1 -1 
-1912 
1 913 
-1 91 4 
1915 
1 9 1 6  
191 7  
191 8  
l 91 9 
1 920 
1 92 -1 
I 11ports  and Exports 1910 ... 1.92 1 _  
- U. S. -Gold Dollars -
Imports 
20,381, _138 -
. 20,230, 463 , 
22,297,192 
· 29,553,823 
24,238,713 
37, 284,043 
82 , :12}, 995 
142,§97,929 -
1 66,982,920 
- 82,442,364 
97,998,627 . 
139, _175,414 
ExpoFtS ' 
9, 981 , 278 
. 1 4,934,955 
1 5,363,738 
1 6,6 1 6,912 
1J, p67,618 
.17 , 816 ,  1 14 
33,383,499 
57, 549, 304 
' · 6 6 ,  4 04 , J 00 
' 53, 471,983 
43, 250, 320 
161, 969,895 
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€hil� 1 s chi.ef exports are m;nera�s ,  nitrates ,  
w: .. : .
. 
'.. -= r .: :.�- - :. _. -� c::.;.1 :�:<� .. : .. ':'::: .-· - . , - -� :, '. .. . ' :  _ _  ·,··;- . . .  '.. : :: ... :>., . J ,  iodine , copper and silver. ' These, with the exception 
of copper, are all subj ect to export taxation . The revenue 
considerat
r
· on rul�s in all Chilean export and import 
taxation . The conditio.n as to stability of such income 
we have al
ll 
eady noted- . 
fhe more important imports are textiles., mineral 
products (
i
ron and steel , stones and - earths , other · metals , 
precious m
il
tals and jewelry ) ,  oils , colors , combustibles,  
machinery 
ij
nd implements ,  yegetable_ p_roducts ,  .ani�al 
product s -( Iiv.e, - industrial, food, stuffs and manufactures ) , 
- - - I I 
· · -paper, win
il
, spirits , beer, _mineral waters , syrups ,  .vinegar, 
drugs ,  
_
che
,
ical products ,  arms and explosives . The m�st of 
these impo
,�
s are taxed and being chiefly necessitie: s 
y ield a rather - steady income.  
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Like all Latin Ameri can c ount rie s  Chili  ha s a 
- - 11 . · -paper and g.old nionE=l_tary standard . Chi l i  i s  like the others 
too in that its paper p e so i s  much depre c iated • .  At par it 
is worth 36
1
.5 c e�t s .  At pre s ent it i s  fluc:tuating between 
t 2  and 14 cexit s .  There are now 302 , 000 , 000· pap er pe !3os in 
�irc�latioJ. A part of th is  i s sue i s  covered by a redemption 
fund . Redebption dates  have been fixed SE;lVera1 · t1me s but a s  
yet redemp Jlon ha s n�ver been real iz ed ,  postp onement alw,ays 
having beeJ e ffe cted . At pre sent the redemption date i s  set 
for the la+• "
. 
part of the curreTlt year , 
· An 
l
unpre judi ced evaluat ion o f  Chilean bonds a s  
investment s for the average Ame ri.can . inve st or put s the s� 
se curtt i e s  i:1.n a rather unfavorable l ight . - They are the 
. I . 
uns
. 
e cured 
1
r
omises  o f  a government , almo st ent irely dep end� 
ent for i't s inc ome upon a singl e indust ry ,  . the ·suc c e s s  o f  
which i n  tj
r
n dep;nds upon a foreign market , This · source 
o·f inco�e +s in the past s_erved the purpose wen ,  at 
least it d ijtl up to the year 1 9 1 4 .  Chili i s  now experienc 1ne; - - I - -
current sta
r
e· de ficits . I f  anything should ha.Pf@l to _her 
single source of  revenue , Chil i would not be a de sirable 
debtor.  
-- --- ��....___, . 
-�--' ·· . . . - ,�- . . , . - - -- �-;-........ --;:-.- �- - . . ., · ·-·�---·••·'·•···· 
Paraguay 
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T e·re remains Paraguay to be considered as a field 
· . II - for American investment .  We have already said several . . l 
things about Paraguay in this connection . Of the four 
. . . ] 
. . 
. 
countries eonsidered in this paper this relatively small 
ll . . ·  · . · · · · 
· .. 
state is the least admirable from the invest or' s stand-;: 
point . It· is an inland republic being bounded on the north 
_ _ 
and east b
l 
Brazil and Bolivia and on ' the south and w� st by 
Argentine. 
[ 
I ts  area
_ 
is slightly greater tha
_
n
. 
that of the 
state of T xas, approximately 290, 000 square m;1es . It s . · 
popula.'tion of 900 , 000 people gives it a population density 
of 3 . 1 persons · per square mile. The people are -nearly all 
- 11
. 
· 
. . 
of Indian descent, and with the except ion of _ t_he . cit ies, 
where Spanish is sp�ken:  Ihdian is the common language. 
-
. 
- II . . 
, , . 
':L'he chief occupations of the country are agriculture 
. II · · . 
· 
. · and live sto.ck rai sing, with some lumbering. The more 
· - II · · · · -important product s  are yerba mate, . suggar cane, cotton, ·· 
. , · II · · . . · · coffee, oranges, . pineapple and tobacco. Cattle in considerable 
quantl t_ie s are shipped all ve. The lumber products are cedar, 
lapacho and quebraclio. Practically all of the agricultural 
- I I 
. · 
product s  
.
a
l
e consume� _within the country. 
· '],here are five so--called cities within this state.  
The l
_
a�ges�
r 
/!,su;,c1on, . with.  a population of 90 , 0_00 represents 
about 25% 'of the total buying power of the_ country. Asuncion, 
. . - I tho posses ing many modern convenienc_es, · has neither 'a good 
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sewerage S(YStem nor a Water sy�t�m . _  
I I 
. j
oli tically, Paragµay has endured a rather ,stormy 
career. The· country was originally a part of Argentine . and · 
11 
· 
B�a.zil. I,t- was settled long be fore the Buenos Aires region. 
When th� wars of independ·ence from Spain took place Paraguay 
I .. 
. . 
gained he
1 
indepe
�
dence . Since that time she has seen many 
internal uprisings and revolts,- the most marked of the later 
I . - . -ones being the wars of 1_88 1 and 1 894 .  At · the present time . . - I . . . - . the coun tV.
j
i';l seems somewhat aettJe:.d down . 
I 
. . 
1L1ke its political history, Paraguay ' s  financial 
- I . . . 
existence has been rather hectic. In 1 874 , the Republ ic 
I - . . . 
became ban
l
krupt and the government went :tnto default. The 
financial. istory of the next twenty years is we ll summed 
up in the following paragraphs ta.ken from a report by 
Mr. W. L. Schurz in 1 920. 
. 
"
lj
The next year ( � 875 )  t�e · government redeemed 
a.bout 1 , 49.
1
4 , 600 pounds sterling of th� 1 872 loan , . leaving 
a princ ipJa. of 1 , 505 , 400 pounds . ster-1 .1.ng.  For another de cade 
the . ;inandial condition of the government was very low . In . I . . - . 
1 878 it was unable to borrow $50, 000 from a bank and in 1882 
it failed · to secure a 250 , 000 pesos loan ' in Buenos Aires. 
Meanwhile ,  of course , the service on the bonds was suspended . 
In 1 885 P
J
esident Caballero sent his minister of  foreign 
a ffairs to London for the purpose of making arrangements 
�-- ·--- ·� - ,,. • ---- - .. -�� . . . . 
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with the English . bondholders. A:n agre ement was · signed 
II -
· 
· with the agents of the bondholders, whereby the actual 
. � . 8 
. .d principal or the debt was reduced to 50 , 000 poun s in 
2,..4 % bonds � - As an e quivalent for · the ·remainder o f  the 
I
I 
I . . debt the Paraguayan governm ent c eded to the English credit-.. 
II . _
. 
ors 500 square leagues of public lands, equivalent to 
, . II 
. · 
approximately 2 , 1 77 , 344 acres . '.' ·  . 
· · II 
· - · 
· · · " Fer the purpose of selling or develop ing these 
· - II · 
. 
- · -
lands the P
il
raguayan Land · Co . (.Ltd • ) was created .  - The land 
was a.pporti<Dned among the bondholders at the rate .of 1 45 
· . · - II - -
: · 
acres to each 1 00 pounds of unpaid coupons . Land warrants II 
-
· · 
of 1 00 pounds each had be en issued for each lot of 1 45· 
II 
acres.,  and these were exchanged for t oo pound shares in th� 
II · · -
land compan
il
' . which was capitalized f or 250, 000 pounds . 
The land company also issued 6 1 , 7 1_ 0 f ive _ per cent . debentures ,  -
I 
the proceeds of which we�e to be used to develop the 
properties .  The lands assigned to the company have since 
been sold_ an
,r 
the company liquidated . 
II . 1 1 For a few years the service on the loan was me_t 
. 
1
1 
' . 
with regularlty, but in 1 892 payments were again suspended .  
II 
- - -
In 1 896 a new
l 
· arrangement was concluded between the - I Paraguayan G
[
vernment and the bondholders ori the following 
terms : 
( 1 )  I terest on the 850 , 000 pounds of 1 885 bonds 
l 
• •  ··· · --.,,~•·••·�, .. � •. "r'.._.,· . ,  .. * -~ ,.,, •·· · · noc:s-<, �" .., ,.,_,,....,,, �, • . • • ,«· . ······ ·--· ·-,..•Jo"'�---
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to be paid at the following rates , commencing with the 
Ju.ly, 1896, coupon : For the next three yea �e at one per 
c·erit per annum ,· for the next · three years at one an9- one . · 
- - II - . half'. per ce
r
t . per 
_
annum
. 
; for the next three years at two 
percent perlannum ; for the next three years at two and · 
one half pe, cent per annum ·, thenceforward until the 
, 
-
II extindtion of the debt at three per cent per annum . 
(2 ) Arrear coupons from July _ 1 ,  1.892, . t0 J_anuary 
-
- . 1 ,  1896 ,  inclusive, to be funded at par into new bonds 
I 
bearing the above rates of interest . ' 
( 3 ) A sinking fund of one - half per cent per annum 
to commence from January 1 ,  1 900 . 
• 
(.4 ,  ,As security the Paraguayan Government to 
assign the ,
1
j
xport duties on yerba , while . re:serving the 
right to _ �nJl
rease, diminish, qr suppress such du�ies ; in 
· the latter ease some other tax to be assigned for the 
II . 
· · . 
service of the debt. One�twelfth of the suzq ,,required for 
I I · 
.. 
the annual 
]
er.vice to - be placed in the hands of the 1bond"!'." 
holders ' age
,
nt at Asuncion on the first day of' each month . - I - -
In the event
! 
of the yield from the yerba duties. being 
inadequa t� J
1
o provide the necessary amount, · the deficiency 
I 
. . 
to be made giood by �he Government . An.y surplus to go 
into the amolrtization fund. 
• . 
(.5)  In the event -of the monthly payment a being 
suspended for a period of 1 2 months , the bondholders to 
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recover au. their rights under the 1885 arrangement . " 
· · 
·
11 
· · · · 
, ! I ' 1 By the agreement of · 1896 the total debt, in-
cluding principal and inte·rest� was fixed at 995, 600 pounds, 
: II . I for which bonds were issued • . ' 
II 
When the war broke out in 1914, this debt had 
been r'educ!d to 704, 250 pounds sterling. The World War 
- II 
-
_ - . 
-
caused a very serious decline in revenue. The situation 
-
- II . · 
- · 
since the beginning of the war is describ�d in the report 
� 
. 
. . . 
of the _ _ " Cof
poration 
_
of Foreign Bondholders "  for � 919 .  
11B
J 
etween July, 1 .914, a:nd December, 1. 9 15, only 
I - - - , 
- - . " 
four monthly installments of the debt service were paid, 
but in Mayll 1 .9 1 6, the full service of  interest and �!llort..,. 
II � - .-
· · 
izaDion fo
l 
one�half ye
�
r was remit�ed. 
_ 
· After this no 
further paYiments were made until January, 1 .9 1 8, wh�n the 
· Goyernme�t]resumed remittance. Tlin January.; i9 t 8, coupon 
and the s nkirtg fund corresponding to th� half year ending 
�Tuly, 1.913, are unpaid" . 
T,he yearly service on the loan amourtts to 178, 086 
gold pesos . Including the arrears of 31, 691 pounds on the 
1 918 coupons, the debt at the end of that year a. mounted to 
JI ' 735, 941 pounds sterling. 
-- · II - - · -
The Government was authorized by a law of 
November 2 7, 1912, 
.
to contract an additional foreign loan -
I-
. - - - -
to the extent of 1 - , 250, 000 pounq.s . - The proceeds of this 
· _ II - - : 
· 
loan were t ,  be employed largely in . repairing the damage 
/ . _,, . 
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done to the country by the revolution of 19 1 1  ... 12 . The 
- · II · - - -
loan, to tne_ amount of 4_40, 326 pounds, was privatel! issued 
- II 
in Londqri in 1 9 1 4 �  It bea!'s inter�st at 57' and provides · - II · 
for a 1,% accumulative amortization fund. Acc�rding t·o the 
II . -
Execut,tve decre e  of September 1 9 1 4, the annu�l service was· 
, - II - - - - , -
- -
to . amount to 1 33 . 1 54 gold pesos. At the end of 1 9 1 8  this 
- · - II , - -
- -
debt amounted to 2 ,; 090, 26 1 gold pesos, as  aga•inst 3, 454, 2 1 2  
II , - - - -
pesos  for ·he origirial London loan, or a total of 5, 544, 473 
peep s. In 1 9 1 8  11 7, 109 p,esos was remitted toward the annual 
service on this loan . The total arrears of the Paraguayan 
Gove rnment in its se:twice on· the London loans amounted in 
August, 1 9 1 !9, . t� approximate:ty 466, 000 pesos, eq.uivalent to . , - - I - . . -the presc ri
jf
ed se rvtce fo:r about a year- �
�d a half, the 
__ 
y
�
arly ser�l
ce on both �oans calling for J 1 1 , a4o  pesos  gold . 
I
r 
addition �o this external indebt�dne s s, 
Paraguay ha
r 
two other �orme of obligation : its unrecog� 
nized for�if
n debt consi sting of Argentine and Brazilian 
indemnitiee
)l
of  t_o, 000, 000 gold pe sos each, and its internal 
debt . The wirecognized debt is the result of the war of  
- II - . . . � . . 
Lopez .  Par
l
guay refuse s to accept the se indemnities_ a s  
legitimate 
]
bligations, and altho both Argentine. and Brazil­
haye agreed not to press th eir claims they r efuse to make 
final renun iation of them .  They exist in the . form of a 
contingent �liability. At present the. internal debt amount s 
- I I · · to about 2, 000, 000 _gold pe sos  and 33 ; 000 ; 000 paper pe sos 
a.a follows :_ 
I 
i 
I , 
-... � ........ 
.
,,... ____ � .. -.. ........ ,-·· . . ... � · ·� � . .  
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· ��:;;�];�lli�;;��s�t;;;-�-��fi;��if�-�;EI�:!;i-; Old warrant,� for· payments 276, 929 9, 516 ;090 6 - per cent �on�olidateds of . 19 15 1, 624,450 23, 244, 000 Fractions o,f same - _ · - 825, 587 
II 
· · 
�- ---_ =- -iota1 2 � l39, 14 1 39, 826, 330 :  
----- . . - ---�- .- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- ---- - - - - - - - - - . 
--- - - -- ---- ---
[ In addition to the above obligations there must 
be consider 
li
d th� _125, 000, 000 o
_
utst
.
and
.
ing paper pesos �nd the· 
cont·ingent 20 , 000, 000 gold pesos indemnity liability. 
· j Tl)e foll�wing tables are indicative .of Paraguay ! s  
true positiin . 
--
. _______ 11 . -------------------. it . --�----==--:-======= Sources of �ational r�venue for 1919 : Gold pesos : Paper p ' s  ::�;;;;;;; 1
1
-::::;t�;;--� ---- - --- -- --F------ - - - -1-:: � �::�:: 
Slingage _· : · : 3, 300,000 - Storage : : · ' 200, 000 - , Internal pevenue tax L . . · : __ __ 1 , 800, 00o Total· - : : 45., 600 , 000 : �====- =-== : =. =====-Exportation : 
Duties on yerba 
Duties on hide s : Duties on quebracho extract : Duties .on lumber : Duties on unr-eviaed tobacco : · Slingage 
: 
120., 000 
· - 300, 000 : 
1 50, 000 : . 
:1 20, 000 : 
- - 5 , 000. : 
.so, 000 :: Duties on exportation of cattle : . and on sales to fr1gor1 f1cos :120, 000 : . 1Addi tiona:i! : ... __ . 451 000 : 
• .. 
· To�al : 910, 000 : .·. . · 
· . . 11 
· ( C6ntinued on naxi�ag;
=
) ==: --------�---------�---- ----------:======------------,---------------�------�--� --- ----
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Continued from page 1 47 
. 11· 
----�---- - . -
���rc�
=
�
.
;1;� ti�nal revenu; for 19,; 9 � -Gold pesos : _ Paper -p��; _ - ----- ---�-��-----�- ----�---� --------�-·-- ---�-----�--�---�-� Internal
. 
Service -: 
Storage 
Slingage 
Miscellane<ms 
ii 
. T0tal 
L f.).nd Tax 
Internal Revenues 
Fines- in coririectiori with land tax 
II Stamped paP,�r 
Commercial llstamps 
Stamped pa.I?
1
er for · fines 
Internal' co
1
nsumpt1on stamps 
Sanitary l�censes 
Inheritance: · tax 
Sanitary taloc - · 
I' Tax on alcoholic liquors 
Tax on pub].ic amusements 
Regi.stry oti trade�marks 
Tax on sal� of cattle 
Tax on beer. 
Tax on a1aJghter o.f cattle 
M1scellane9ps 
- _Toral . 
Post 
�
flee and Telegraphs 
Postal mo�e� orders 
B'ox rent 
II Parcel post Telegraph mrssages 
Mi scellane016.a 
Tot
i
' al 
. I 
Othe'r Ordinary _ Sources 
ConsUlar fees 
Land sales ·11 
Rent of lanas 
Restitutfon & of lands 
Banking int�rest 
University fees 
MisCellaneoJs 
., ., : 8 , 000 
.: : 120, 000 
·; ___________ : ; _ . - - 1 5, 000 
: · 1 43 , 000 • . . 
: -----
-
=: =-===--. . • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• . 
• .. • • 
• • 
• . 
• . . 
• • 
·.: 
• • 
6 , 000 , 000 
250, 000 
1, 500 , 000 
-� , 800, 000 
- 125 , 000 
: . 2 , ? 00 , 000 
. 
12 , 000 
1 , 000 , 000 
- 5 , 000 
8 , 000, 000 
150 , 000 
�00, 000 
• ·, .. • · 
., • . . • 
4�0 , 000 : 
380, 000 
t 2 , 000, 000 
. : '-: --,---,---.:..a· _  , : . ,_ 2 0, ooo: 
422, 000 : 23, 742 , 000 • ·• . -------· ------­· ----:-·· �--- --
• 1, 000,  ooo • . .  • 30, 000 • • 
• 1 5 , 000 . 
• • 1 , 500 , 000 • • • 10 2 000 .. • • 2 , 555 , 000 • .. 
. : ., . . =:;:::;::=: ====�=== 
' . • . . • 22 , 000� : • . .  70 , 000 • • ·• 500, 000 • ·• . ,  100 , 000 · • • ., - 60 , 000 , · ,., . . . • 30 , 000 ·• ·• • 
. 
· 
To
t
l 
. ( Continued on next
:
pa�====:==== ====�===-==========. ==--==�======-=-=-==-===== 
• 220, 000 . - • .  - · . - -.. 22, 000 • 980, 000 ., • 
.
. . _ .........
. 
, 
.. 
�.--�- . --- . --·- ----· ·· · . ��-�-- -. . ,, .,_ . � 
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Continued from page 148 ---------------- -=========-==---"----- -= 1 1 - - -- - --
Sources ori  National revenue for 1919 : Gold pesos_: Paper psos 
- --- - -- -- �- - - -� - -�� --� � - - - - - - - - - - �- - - ---- ----�� - -.-�-���-� �--Ex�raordinary Sources : · : · :: - ' 
. II 1 Sale of 13ttnboat : , 240; 000 
Oth�r souri
1
ces : . :L - 200, 00.0 
- Total : : 2 ;  f 40,-000 : ;::==-=---: =-===== 
Resume' 
Customs 
Internal Revenues 
: 
: 
• • 
• • 
• ·• 
910, 000 : . 45, 743, 000 
.422, 000 : 23, 742, 000 
: . -2 ,  555 , 000 
22, 000 : , 980, 000 
Post· offic\� · and · telegraphs 
Other ordinary sources 
Extraqrdi��ry sources 
To�al 
: --·
· 
�=-c- ,....- ...,,· ,..,.· ...,,.--
2 , 14 O, 000 
: . 1, 354, 000 : 75, .160, 000 
===--:- -= ----- --- --- --- -
The currency consists of unredeemable paper pesos. 
The following table shows amount of paper pesos in circulation 
. � . 
. 
. 
- . 
and the minted gold supply held in the country. 
________ II _____ · __ -_ . - __ - ------- -----
i
;
;:
;
-
-�
��:1-
---�-----;--,T�ta1 pap_e_r-pesos : ;:���7 �
or� ?: ��
s 
� � - - - - � - -- � --� � - ... - - � ... � � - � � � � �  � � - - �- - - �  - � - """! � - �  ... � � �
·� �-� � ::,�--� � -.t-' � �-�.g. 
}9f4 - : 90, 000_, ooo : _1, 309, 097 
-1915 : 
115, 000, 000. : 1, 65 .1, 778 
1916 . : 1 25, 000, 000 : 1', 642, 980 
1917 :: 1 25,000, 000 : - _2, 530, 60-1 
1'918 , _ :: 125,000., 000 : 4, 723, 482 ---- ---======= ==== --------1- Flllctuatlons in Exchange R=- ----�-------------- -- -- . - -------------.. . 
y;;;
-
�Mln�kum-:-: Maxim�--;--;-Year : Minimum � M�im�-;-ci:�i;tiori 
� .
: Ralfe - ·: rate : : : , ·rate : rate : - ** 
1s93- � - - -s�ta- �---6�so� - - := � 1;00-� - -1�e8-- ; - -s�s9-- = -P;p��-
-1894 : .5 .  \� 7 : 7:.;67 190-1 . 7 • 90 : 9 .  22 : Pe sos 
1895 : 5 . p5 : 6 . 80 : 1902 :  8 ·, 40 : 10 .22 : Even 
1896 : 6 • PS 6 ,  15 :. 190;3 :: 8 .  75 : 1 1  • . 10 .: Millions 
1 897 6 . �5 · 6 ,96 : 1 904 : 8 , 75 : 13 � 50 : 
-
-1898 : 6 ,  rs . :_ - 7 .as --� 1905  1 o,. 20 1 1  , 00 
·1899 
-:: 
� •ls ! · , 8 , -15 . :� ( 6���i�u!� • �� ne!t ;!��1 :: - 35 :;;;.�:;:;.-�� ---------====�==========-�---------= 
Continued f1ttom page 
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---,- -y ------ ---Year : Minimum rat� : Maximum rate ; C irculation :. 
- - -- �- - - - - - j - - - � , - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------
1 907 1 0 . 40 · :: 1 2 . 80 : 35, 000 , 000 
1 908 : 1 2 . 80 : 1 7.50 : 35 , 000, 000 . 
l909 : · . 1 3 # 80 . : 
. 1 8 : 30 : 35 , 000 , 000 
1 9.1 0  1 2. 60 . :  1 6 . oo : 35 , oooc, ooo 
1 9 1 1  : . 1 2 . 30 1 4 . 00 35 , 000, 000 
1 9 1 2  : 1 4 . 50 : , 1 . 50 ! 64 , 000, 000 
1 9 1 3  J 1 5 . 00 : 1 6.90 : 65 , 000 , 000 
1 9 1 4  : 1 7 .  00 · :  · 23 • 00 · : 90, 000 ,  000 
· � 9 1 5 !35 . 00 : 42. 60 1 1 1 5 , 000, 000 
1 9 1 6 : �s . oo : 39 . 54 : . - 1 2s�ooo, ooo 
1 9 1 7 : �3 . 29 : 38 .40 : 
. 
1 25 , 000, 000 
1 9 1 8 : 1 s . 17 : 35 � 8 1  1 2s , ooo- ooo . 
1 9 1 9  .: : : . ,  
- 9 - mo.: 1 6 . 1 6  20, 7 1 . : 1 25 , 000, 000 ========= -= 
Th
r 
9:0, 000 peopl8 of Paraguay probably represent 
the buying plower of an American city of 1 50 , 000 . The 
standards of . living , tho .improving , are -still low . Becau s_e ' 
. 
. 
of the impro;vm
l
1 
· ent there is · a certain . demand for _ textiles . 
I . 
and. hardware ; clothing and jewelry ·of all sorts are selling 
� 
. 
. 
w�ll in the eities . 
II _ Ta
r
iffs have been raised fr9m 30% to 60% 
generally wi
i
h an additional 5% on alcoholic beverages . 
Imports . and .e
11 
xporti;J for the last few year s are as follows : 
Imports Exports 
1 9 1 5  5 , 1 49 , 465 . 5 , 5 58 , 807 
1 9  t 6 · 3 ,  1 27 ,  654 8 ,  890 , 999 
1 9 ,7 7 , 002 , 036 8 , 85 1 , .9 1 9  
1 9 ta 1 1 , os t , 622 1 1 , 399, 7 1 2  
! 9 l9 . 
1 4 , 662 , 273 , 1 , 22s , 1 3 ,  
Most of the import s into tll.e . country are nece ssitie s ,  
such a s  clotJing , food stuffs ,  hardware and shoes . . I 
! ' 
_j 
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• 
The, natural resources of  Paraguay are di fficult to 
estima-te and because of . the lack of reliable investigation 
. 
. 
� . 
. 
. 
. 
what ·possilHli ties of weal th do exist have never been -. . II ' . . · . . . 
properly eVialuated. 
. . -
!l'he low interest rates offered and the uncertainty 
of  conditions have led to little interest on the part of  
1nve�tors . - The devastating wars . have so
. reduced the 
popuiation 
f
hat it is impossible for the people to make 
much progress . On the whole the securities of . this 
country are highly speculative in type and will be so for 
years to co e .  
IJ 
) 
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,General Estimate of  the South American Investment Fieldo 
II 
. ·-
. I · so much of individual treatment o f  South American 
countries 
Ila . a field of ac-ti vi ty for the average Americ_an 
investor. Let us now make an estimate of the field as a 
whole . 
w �  have said that the evaluat ion of forei� 
s ecurities in the_mselves follows l ines s imilar to those of 
the investigation o!" domestic obligati ons . In . . l . . . addition 
. there are eer-tain cons iderations of  - importance 
of pol·iticl1 , .- soc ial and economic di fferences 
that grow out 
between 
countries .  It is with these di fferences that this paper has 
been chief]y concerned_ • .  The political , . soc ial and economic 
conditions of  greatest importance to the investor are : _ the  
' ' .  
laws and customs of the country, political integrity, the 
charaq ter dr the people �  their social and industrial 
educa�ion ,  r
he financ ial history of the stat e, methods . of 
taxation,  �anking _ and the currency system , and resource s  
and for��gn tr.ad� . In additi on to the above mentioned 
differences there is orie further problem that is of _p�haps 
greater importance than all o thers ,  the �ttitude of  the home 
- , II · · · government toward foreign capital commitment . What is the · II 
· . · 
South Ameri ean s ituation along these lines? The conclusions . · . I . 
reached in 
l
he following paragraphs apply to all o f  the 
Sou th Ameri ean cont,fnent in geneI'al except where . noted or 
· II where prev1
l
usly d iscus sed .  
) ' 
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· The laws of  the South American states are ,  a s  a 
whole, fa4 and adequate both to dome stic and foreign 
capital. !I'he states  are .. republics ,  their constitutions . I . 
. . . - . . . 
frequently being patte rned after that of  the United . State s 
of America . · · . . · I  . . • The - development o f  a bu sine ss code and cu stoms 
has not as  yet attained the high degree :that American 
bu siness  h!as reached . This is natural as  the se states lack 
11 . 
both in m�II 
te
_
r o f  background and bu sine's s instinct of its 
·people . · The bankruptcy laws uniformly place foreign capital 
. � 
. 
. 
. 
� t · . a disadr
anta_ge as  compared to . domestic but this likewise 
might be Jocpected . - It -is  however a · true disadvantage from 
the stand41oint of  the inve stor .in private South American 
securi tie
,
. 
. 
This fac,t i s  not extremely pertinent to our 
problem i
l
l 
that we do not contemplate the commitment o f  
American 
1r
nd s in private enterprises • . 
Guil
toms of the country are a more s·eriou s con sideration . 
I
,
t i s  imp9
1
s s 1ble to  evaluate this s1 tuation except in the 
light of Jne character of the people themselve s. South 
I I America 07u it s early. development to the Spa.taard s .  The 
better cl,.ses of  today carry this ·same strain . They are 
impul sive
:11 
aggre ssive (in a certain way ) , . given to political 
amb�tion j
nd are not of _ the commercial type . It i s  far 
more satisfa_ctory to this type of indivip.ual to acquire 
- I , · weal th thnough acce ssion th�n · through consistent , plodding 
- development. The foreign in'fluence that ha:s been most 
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- · · 
II 
effective ln the development of the country 1s the later 
-
-
- I I  influx of tne cornmerci_ al European. 
- · -
-
II 
This foreign constituency is even today- greatly 
- - I I · The native Indian, the . black · and the in the minor.
l
ity. - I 
mixed breeds IIiake up what we usually call " the people" of 
the �ountry j These peOple are fo:t, the_ moa: t. 
_
part illiterate, 
- indolent, w.ilthout ambition of any kind and not susceptible 
to either sJcial Ot';lndustrial _education and development .  
ConsiderablJ number� of them are semi�savages • .  
· ThJs c0ndition of population is· one .of the most 
sE!rious ;usJavantage� and dangers from th_e standpci nt of the 
investor, NIF only is the capacity for de,velopment thus 
limited but 
r
e find the great body of business custom which 
makes for fibancial stability lacking . In these respects 
. 
� - _
· . 
. 
the South Ame
l 
rican states have a 
_
long, · long road yet to -
I 
- - -
travel. It will be very difficult for them to g�t extensively 
- I I  . · -beyond the extractive stage • . It Will be years before the 
- I I 
- - -
· 
-labor handicap can be widely overcome to permit qf industrial 
- - - II - -development and growth. - · 
- - - I I 
-
-Now ere in South America can taxa_tion be dignified 
with the tit� e, system. The nearest approach to such a 
condition is to be found in the reliance of Chili on her 
nitrate expo:t1t tax. The effect of taxation on domestic . 
•
. 
J 
.· Page 155 
industry has not · as yet pe$n serious, due to the rather 
un1ver8al J�liance upon indirect taxes,  HOwever, · pro sperity 
1n. any :par.jicular. Urie · i: s  Sure . to attfact a.ttention Of  
' fiscal off Jcers. There has been some indicat ion �f a 
. . policy Of Jra�ting relief to foreign capital engaged in . I - . 
-
. internal
:
de
r
el6pment • . It· ha s never - attained the importance 
o f  a definite policy arid can only be ·considered-_ a s  an 
indicat ion .  · In -this resp�ct it may be· _ -weli to call attention 
to the ' posi
f
loil Of fol'.eign capital• enga:ged in the nitrate and 
copper. industries. · These industrie s are controlled by 
II -
·American and European intere·sts, and _the South American 
· II -
state . has n0t hesitated ·to saddle upon them th_e burden of 
' ll - . . - . . . : . . · . ' 
its maintenance . S.o far, the nitrate industry has been able 
t · thi 
II 
b 
·
rd. 1· · ·to· th · . R · 1 · · ti  · o pass e u - en a ong e cona:.umer. ea . .  compe tion · 
- · . . II - -. -
,would make another matter of this · condi ti.on, however. We 
II -- · . - . · . 
· 
have been BReaking ' of taxation indications.  Nothing could 
. · · - 11 . - · -. . . . . -
be more significant than th:1. s  attitude toward the nitrate 
industry� 
. 
,
rom th
� 
·point of view of the investor - in -
. 
South Americ1an obligations that depend for their worth upon 
revenue rroJ taxation the Situation· is  even - less :favorable, . , · 11 - . - _. - - · -This type o:!l
l 
obligation practically dominate •
. 
the f1e
�
d of 
South American securitie s  available to the average American 
. J ' . inve stor . 
Ji
ny of these state s h�ve been piling up - a_ deficit 
for y€3ars aniii even those that, have not ,in the past �reatly . 
/ 
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!I 
,I 
I: 
t', 
ti 
It 
. experience�: this difficulty are now ha.ving troubles. 
i 
T:µose stat�ts which have a fairly ·c1ear ,. past record owe 
1: 
their fortu:nate position to some condition such as the 
I: . . 
nitrate mo�':opoly of Chil,1. .  Here in the · United States 
we 
t '  
1! 
have come t;p recognize the . transient · nature of monopoly 
11 
advantage t'b the investor. There is no reason to believe 
•, 
that South. American conditions make for exceptions in this 
. 
' . 
. 
respect . 
them. , is 
American 
;1 
1 
N�ti_onal revenues,  or more exactly the lack 
I , .. 
. 
• . . 
th� . second great argument against the · South 
\! . 
. ' . 
t' 
boftd o 
• ·i1 
,: t: 
of 
The financial record of most of these ' states is 
' J, 
-
. ;, 
' 
' - . ' 
eloquent evidence of • this statement. It is exceptional to . ii h . . . . 
find among �hein one that has not experienced debt repudiation. 
� 
' 
' 
' 
' 
Not only ha�e - they ;epudiated once, · b�t .in many ·cases several · \! . . . • ' . . . 
times. Spm�:- of these . defaults -��-� - . re.cenj, • : exp·eriences. The 
Ii 
advocate· of ;'south American cred1 t holds up to view the honor 
i' 
I\ . . - . . 
w1 th which t:hese defaulted obligations have been met. All 
,i 
credit wherel! it is due. Never.._.the_..;..less we would be worse 
II 
;, 
than care1ea �  were we to fail to no�e .that invariably this 
i\ 
p�yment of d�bts past due has not been the result of a 
t: 
pricking Sou}h American conscience but rather the realization 
ii 
on the pa.rt ·qf the . creditor that· it was good policy to 
t• 
., 
protect th.e tjriginal commitment through a furt};l�r,  tho 
lesser, 
los.a , 
exterision of credit in an endeavor to escape a total 
ii 
To put; it otherwise, we have noted :tha t where these 
" 
payments have.; been made, they were not effected thru ' 
i! 
: I 
11 
ii 
ii ,,. 
Ii 
!1 
!I 
t;
. 'I Ii 
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economy anq sac rafice ,  not thru the shouldering of  a burden -
. 
i! 
. 
. . , manfully� �ut rather thru the temporary and obvious exped ient !! " ,, 
of  __ furth er ;Jborrowings . 
. 
II 
for an ext�nsion ·of time . ii 
. The evil day was admitted in . exchange 
•I 
THere is no more ·spectacular element of weakness on 
-
· 1
1 
the _part ofjl these s tates of  . the southern hemisphere than ii 
their vac illating ,, . 
1i 
and facilities . I: " 
currenc ies and questiona.ble banking systems 
In �he banking fi eld ove r'"'.'.expahsion has been 
the rule .  The universal salvation of  the banks has been the i]
. 
consi-derabl� foreign element among them. The condition of  li 
the currenc +es w-i th th(;}ir daily flu9.tuations tracable to an ' 11 , . . • 
• 
" 
inadequate �old support is one of the greatest problems yet Ii . · · to be solved'.:. The solution s eems a·s far off  as the millennium. ) 
. 
. 
I 
• 
. 
. The;: countries '· resources l end. thems elves we11 to •I 
11 an extensive;; foreign trad_e . ' The situation is somewhat . II , . . 
,,,_ 
·analqgous to:: th_e relationship which exist�d between ..... i:-eat !! 
Britain and the :  United Stfit_es an hundred years ago .  South ;1 ii 
. . � America has raw materials in .excess of her own needs . In 
1· • 
. 
� . 
. exchange for i'. them she receives the m�nuf-actured articles that Ii , !I she can · not 4ers e1 f . produce . Unlike the above ... :mentioned . ii i1 . • . parallel South J\merica has ne ither a · people nor a background 
, ' 
. - . 
1 i ' - , . that wi11 · ma�
1e f or a development · s imilar to that this I . 
. count-ry expe'ri�enced as a re.su1 t of  such interch�nge .  11 ' . · . 
. This� then, is in detail the situation we have " ii · already s tyle9- as unsatis factory from the investment 
, ,  
ii 
. !] 
. Ii 
I! 
,1 
!I 
- ii - :1 
Ii 
. 
, -� - - . 
. 
-=-• . ____ - --- ---
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standpoint . There. is one more element to be added to it . 
� - - . . We have already considered the attit·ude of our country 
toward forlign capital commitment entanglements and �he 
effect whiih thi s• attitude must of nece ssity have upon the 
. � 
. . 
question . of the advisability of mak, ing these commitments. 11 
. · 
· 
Certainly· there is but one conclusion to draw from the . . 
· . . II foregoing summary, and surely that conclusion i_s not . . . 11 - . · it t t t favorable to South American capital comm men on he par 
. 
. 
� . . of the ave
,
age investor. 
Gen�,ral Conclusions "! The Solution of our Problem II 
w;e have de fined the 11average " American investor . 
We have anJ�yzed his investment needs. We have constructed 
I 
. � . 
fbr him an • 1inyestmept plan.  The investment .. ne eds of ·our . 
average inv,ls�o,; make - essential not only an ultra�conservative . I . investment troundati on, but also conservative care in the 
. 11 expansion o,f this stable foundation. Our average investor 
. 
. . . - �  lacks in ability to analyze the commitment. The. for eign' '. 
II commitment we find more difficult of analysis than the ·11 • domestic _ inyestment .of comparable security and equal yield. 
Rurther, a_s a class · South Ame:rican securities are peseesed 
· of greater ele ments of risk than our investor can afford 
to a ccept.  ld, finally, the attitude of our home government 
1s such as  + make questionable the de sirabHity _ of thi s 
type .of comm�tment even oho it wer<1 otherwise satisfactory . 
A� a result of the fo regoing considerations it i s  
the conclus1bn of the writer that . the average American 
.
. . 
- --· · ·
·
• � . .  ,.. ·• 
. - � ----�-.
-
-
-
�- - . , -· - _, 
, 
- -� - - -
· -
-
·
-
.
.
. 
,
.
:.
-
•-
-• 
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investor i s  not justi;fied in investing in the South American 
securities that are so frequently being offered him in the 
markets of the United States . 
-
And this is our conclusion. . We -found that the 
problem of investing may readily be divided into three · parts : 
one, the analysis of investment securities ;  two, · the analysis 
of the
.
invJstment needs of the individual; and three, the 
bringing tdgether of the proper investor and. a suitable 
investment. Analysis showed the type of commitment under 
considerati
f
n to be almost on • that indefinable, broad 
borderline between investment and speculation. . Analysis 
determined t1r investor to · be an ind 1 vidua.1 of sma11, means, ,r . . . -little investing ability, whose first need is · safety, and yet . 
� 
. 
whose natural make up -required the stimll us . that results from 
. . lj liberal yie]d . This surely is not a suitable- commitment for . . � . this type offi
l 
individual . . I . . the inVestm
r
t problem is confined to fields With Which thi s  
paper cannot) concern itself. 
The solution of the third . part of 
A,nd In Addition .. �-.. 
Th
t
s paper is finished, our purpose is accomplished, 
our th�ais i
ii 
complete.. And yet, the writer fee1s called upon 
to add another P?,ragraph, to provide an anti-climax. 
In so f�r as investing in South America is concerned I believe that the day Will come when we Americana, as we style . ourselves, sil11 Become extensive inVestors in our sister 
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c.ontinent to the. south. .I believe- that much of the future 
success and prosperity of this great nation involves the 
development . of markets across the eq'l:lator • .I believe that 
this .is possible and that the - end will justify the effort. 
How is this to be brought about? The solution lies in the 
foreign investment trust. ,Someday that type of organization 
Will offer tr th�_ American investor � yes, .the a\rerage 
investor , a.JiY' investor � a type of monetary commitment that 
-
11 -
. 
· will be bett
,
er suited· to his needs than any he now can find. 
-
. 
I . 
It will be secure, most satisfactorily so . -It Will contain 
that element of roniance which the American business man so 
dearly likes. And, lastly,  it wil.l spell the eternal . pros� 
I 
perity of this nation and of the Latin Amer�can states. I 
II would like yf ry much _to discuss this question, like to tell 
you what I b
!
lleve to be the reason the Fdge Act Banks have. 
failed in th
f" 
respect , .But that is another story, 1 t 1. • not 
- a part of this. And yet , just a s  a thousand and one other 
things we ca1not treat of here are a part of th1B  gr·eat 
problem o:f A
,
erican inveetment, .so is this. I'Lcould do no 
leas than me tion it a�  a possible solution . 
The Erid. 
. . � ct: � 
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